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A procedure is developed to extract cross-band textural features from ERTS 
multi-spectral SC!lnner imagery. Evolving from a single-image texture extraction 
procedure which uses spatial dependence matrices to measure relative co-occurrence 
of nearest ne ighbor g r e y tones, the cross-band texture procedure uses the dis-
tribution of neighboring grey tone N-tuple differences to measure the spatial inter-
relationships, or co-occurrences, of the grey tone N-tuples present in a texture 
pattern. In both procedures, texture is characterized in such ~ way as to be invar-
iant under linear grey tone transformations. However, the cross-band procedure! 
compliments the single-image procedure by extracting texture information and spectral 
information conta'ined in ERTS multi-images. Classification experiments show that 
when used alone, without spectral processing, the cross-band texture procedure 
extracts. more information than the single-image texture analysis. ResLdt5 show an 
improvement in average correct classification from 86.2% to 88.8% for ERTS image 
no. 1021-16333 with the cross-band texture procedure. However, when used to-
gether with spectral features, the single-image texture plus spectral features perform 
better than the cross-band texture plus spectral features, with an average correct 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A procedure is developed to extract text~ral fe.atures for autQmati~ 
analysis of ERTS multi-spectral scanner imagery. Previous work (Haralick, 1973; 
Haralick, 1972) indicates that useful textural features can be computed from the co-
occurrence matrices for grey tones in specific spatial relationships on an image. The 
performance of the land-use classification algorithm using these textural features from 
only one band is encouraging; up to 75 per cent of the images were correctly classified 
(Haralick, 1973). Since textural features and spectral features of ERTS multi-images 
provide different kinds of information, a significant increase in identificgtjon accuracy 
wi II occUr when both features are used together. 
Adoption of the texture procedure for multi-images leads to excessive amounts 
of storage for the grey tone N-tuple co-occurrence matrices. Therefore, to solve the 
storage problem we measure grey tone N-tuple differences inst~ad of grey tone N-tuples 
and assume an ellipsoidally symmetric functional form for the co-occurrence distribution 
of multi-image grey tone N-tuple differences. 
It i sexpected that the estimated parameters of the ellipsoidally symmetric 
distribu!ion will lead to textural features that can distinguish between texhlrally 
distinct categories on ERTS MSS images over Kansas. In order to 'obtain more texture 
information, the dimensionality of the grey tone N-tuples was increased from the original 
four MSS bands by the addition of cross-band product terms for higher order components. 
This procedure for cross-band texture analysis of multi-images provides a natural extension 
of the single-image texture analysis while retaining its advantages: invariance under 
translating and scaling transformations, low storage requirements,and direct propor-
tionality between the number of operations required to process an image and the number 
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Texture and tonq are two fundamental potten.elements used in the interpretation 
of image data. The concept of tone is concerned with the whiteness, greyness, or 
blackness of resolution cells of the image. The concept of texture is concerned with 
the spatial distribution of the grey tones. Tone is based upon the varying ,shades 
of grey of the resolution cells in the image, while texture is based upon the spatial 
distribution of grey tones. However, texture and tone ore not independent concepts 
but are intrinsically related to one another. Although either property can dominate 
the other depending upon the image context, texture and tone are always present. 
When one attempts to objectively use tone and texture pattern elements, the 
texture-tone concept must be explicitly defined. This can be visualized as fallo_ws. 
When a small area patch of on image has little variation of features of discrete 
grey tone, then that area is dominated by tonal properties. As' the number of 
distinguishable features of di!:crete grey tone increases within the patch, then the 
texture properties wi II dominate. The size of the small area patch, the relative 
sizes of the discrete fe(ltures Clnd the number of distinguishable discrete features ore 
all cruci?1 in this distinction. When the size of the small area pat(':h is reduced to 
one resolution cell, the ani}' propehy present is tone. When there is no spatial 
pattern in the tonal features and the grey tone variation between features is wide, 
a fine texture resLdts. And as the spatial pattern becomes more defined using more 
and more resolution celLs, then C1 coarser j'exture results. 
Texture can be termed as being fine, coarse, smooth, rippled, mottled 
irregular, or l:ineated. Texture is a property of nearly all surfaces; the groin of 
wood, the weave of fabric, the pattern of crops in a fie lel, etc. Although texture 
is quite easy for humans to recogniz.e and d!.9scribe, it is quite subjective by its 
nature and is extremely difficult to precisely define and analyz.e by digital computer
s. 
Since the texture of images contains important information for discrimination purpose
s, 
textural features could be very useful. 
----------~-"--------------.... ~ ...... 





Ill. REVIEW OF PAST WORK ON TEXTURE 
To date there has been or lemt six different approaches to the problems of 
measuring and characterizing texture of images: autocorrelation functions, optical 
transforms, digital transforms, edgeness, structural clements, and spatial grey tone 
co-occurrence probabilities. The first three approaches all measure spatial frequency 
either directly or indirectly. Spatial frequency is relelted to texture because fine 
textures are rich in high frequencies while coarse textures are rich in low frc~quencies. 
One alternative approach to viewing texture as spatial frequency distribution 
is to view texture as the amount of edgeness per unit area. fine textures have a 
high number of edges per unit area whereas coarse textures have a small number of 
edges per unit area. 
The structural element approach uses a matching procedure to detect the 
spatial regularity of shapes called structural elements in a binary image. When 
the structural elements themselves are single resollJtion cells, the information 
provided by this approach is the autocorrelation function of the binary image. By 
using larger and more complex shapes, a more generaJized autocorrelation can be 
compute~. 
The grey tone spatial dependence approach characterizes texture by the 
spatial distribution of its grey tones. In coarse textures the distribution changes 
only slightly with distance, but for fine textures it changes rapidly with distance. 
Because of our familiarity with the concepts of spatial frequency and edgeness, 
these approaches to texture charocterizations are readily employed 0 However, 
on inherent problem exists wah these approaches in regard to grey tone calibration 
of the image and they are not invariant under even a I inear grey tone translation. 
And the price paid for invariance by compensating with quantization is a loss of 
grey tone precision in the quantized image. 
The power of the structured element approach is that it emphasizes the shape 
aspects of the discrete tonal features. Weakness of this approach lies in that it 
can only do so for binary i01C1ges. 
The power of the spatial grey tone co",:,occurrence approac:h lies in characterizing 
the spatial inter-relationships of the grey tone5 in a texture pattern in such a way 
that is invariant under monotonic grey tone transformations •. Weakness of the approach 
lies in fa iI ure to capture the shape aspects of the discrete tona I features. 
3 
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IV. TEXTURAL FEATURES 
The obove description of texture is on ideal izol"ion of what actually occurs, 
a gross simplification. Discrete tonal features are actually quite subjective in 
that they do not necessarily stand out as entities by themselves. Therefore, the 
texture onalysis presented here is concerned with more general or macroscopic 
concepts rather than discrete tonal features. The procedure developed by Haralick 
(Haralick, 1972) for obtaining the textural features of an im(;ge is based on the 
assumption thot the texture information on an image I is contained in the overall 
spatial co-occurrence relationship which the gr~ytones in the image I have to one 
another. More specifically, we assume thc;st th is texture information is adequately 
specified by a set of spatial grey tone dependence matrices, which are computed for 
various angular relationships and distances between neighboring resolution cell 
pairs on the image. All of the textural features are then derived from these angular 
nearest neighbor spatial grey tone dependence matrices. 
IV.1 Spatial GI:ey Tone Dependence f'!!atrices 
Le,t G = {O, 1, ••• , Ng} be the set of possible grey tones that each resolution 
cell can take on after image normalization by equal probability quantizing to Ng 
levels. It can be shown that this quantization quarantees that images which 
are a monotonic transformation of one another, such as lighter or darker images 
due to variations in film, lighting, or development, will produce the some results. 
leit Nx be the number of resolution cells in the horizontal direction and Ny the 
number of resolution cells in the vertical direction in the image to be analyzed so 
that Lx = {1, 2, ••• , Nx} and Ly = 0, 2, ••• , Ny} are the horizontal and vertica I 
spatial domains. Then L.y x Lx will be the set of resolution celb: cfthe image. 
And the image I can be represented as a function which assigns some grey tone in 
G to each resolution cell or pail' ofcoordinolcsin'Ly x Lx; I:Ly x Lx+G. 
Essential to our conceptual framework of texture arc four closely related 
measures called angular nearest neighbor grey tone spatial dependence matrices. 
The concept of angular nearest I?~ighbar for a resolution cell is the adjacent resolution 
cell for a given angle, as shown in Figure 1. 
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135 degrees 45 degrees 
6 7 8 
o degrees 
4 3 2 
FIGURE 1. Eight nearest neighbor resolution cells of cell'*' • 
Resolution cells 1 and 5 are the O-degree nearest 
neighbors to resolution cell 1*1, resolution cells 2 and 
and 6 are the 135-degrce nearest neighbors, etc. 
Note that this information is purely spatial, having 
nothing to do with grey tone values. 
We assume that the texture information in our image 1 is contained in 
the overall or "average" spatial relationship which the grey tones in image 
J have to one another. Specifically, we shall assume that this information is 
"dequal'ely specified by the matrix of relative frequencies Pij with wh ichtwo 
nei'ghboring resolution cells separated by distance d occur on the image, one 
with grey tone i and the other with grey tone j. These matrices of spatial grey 
tone qependence frequencies are a function of the cmgular relationship between 
the neighboring resolution cells as well as a function of the distance between 
them. Figure 2 illustrates the set of all horizontal neighboring resolution cells 
separated by distance 1. This set along with the image grey tones would be 
used to calculate a distance i horizontal spatial grey tone, ccroccurrence matrix 
Formally, for angles quantized to 45° intervals the unnormal ized frequencies 
are defined by: 
P(i, i,d, 0°) = If \(k, I), ~mln)) ( (LyxL)x(LyxL) l.k-m=O, II-nl =d, _I(k,l}~il I(m,':/-=i} 
P(i, i ,d,4So)= f: {(Cr~, I), (m, n)( (LyxLx)x(Lyxl~) I (k-m=d, I-n= -d) or (k-m-:: -d, I-n=d), 
1(\<,1 )=i, I{m, n)=i} 
P(i,i,d,900)= f,{(O~,I),(m,n))c {LyxL)x(LyXL)llk-ni =d, l-n=O, l(k,I)=i, I(m,npj} 
P{i, i,d, 135°)= # {((k, I), (m, n))c (LyxL)x(Lyxlx)1 (k-m=d, \-n=d) or (k-m= -d, \-n-= ··d), 
, 1(k,1) = i, I(m,n) = i J ' 
N,.)te that these matrices are symmetric; P{i, j; d, a) ::: PO, i; d, a}. The 
distance ,metric P implicit in fhe above E:quations can be explicitly defined by 
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RH = {(k,l),(m,n))E (L/LJ X(LyxLJ!k-m=O, 11-n1~11 
= {(I, I), (1,2~, «1,2), (1,1)), (1,2), (1,3)), ~1,3), (1,2)), 
(1,3), (1,4)), ~1,4), (1,3)) 1 ((2,1), (2,2)), ~2,2), (2,1)) i 
(2
,
2), (2,3)), (:2,3), (2,2», ~2,3), (2,4)) , ~2,4), (2,3)}, 
~3, 1) I (3,2» ' ((3, 2 ) I . (3, 1)), ((3, 2) I (3 I 3)) I ((3, 3) I (3 I 2)) , 
~3,3)/. (3,4j), ~3,4), (3,3)), ((4.1), (4,2)), ((4,2), (4,1)), 
(4,2), (4,3)), (4,3), (4,2)), «4,3), (4;4)), (4,4), (4,3))} 
FIGURE 2. Illustrates the set of all Distance I Horizontal 
Neighboring Resolution Cells on a 4 x 4 Image. 
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For an example of the four distance 1 grey tone spatial dependence matrices, 
consider Figure 3. Figure 3-0 represents a t1 x 4 image with four grey tones, ranging 
from 0 to 3. Figure 3-b shows the general form for any grey tone spatial dependence 
matrix. For example, the clement in the (2, l)-st position of tho distance 1 
hor;izontal PH matrix is the total number of Hmes two grey tones of value 2 and 1 
occurred horizontally adjacent to each other. To determine this number, we count 
the number of pairs of resolut.ion cells in RH such that the first resolution cell of 
the pair has grey tone 2 and the second resolution cell of the pair has grey tone 1. 
Figure 3-c through 3-f shows all four distance 1 grey tone spatial dependence matrices. 
From the grey tone dependence matrices a set of 17 textural features is derived. 
The equations defining these 17 features are given in Appendix 1. To illustrate the 
significance of these features, three are defined as follows: 
1\ = t ~(~~ily , 
i=l t=l 
N -1 
;-=9 2\' "'" ~P(i,j))} f = n ~------
'2 n=O Ii -j I =n # R 
REPRODuJ.G.>uXIY OF THE 
ORIGillAL PAGE IS POOR 
N N ~ ~ !l.P (i ,j) - U 11 }~" Lt # x~y 
·-1 jO=l ' R f - .:....I-.-.:.....~---__ ----3-
where 
DR = number of resolution cells pairs, and )l x and (J x are 
standard deviation of the marginal distribution P defined by N . x 
9 
P (i) = '""' P(i, j) 
x L...J DR 
the mean and 
j = 1 ._ 
and P y and (J yare the mean and standClrd devJption of the marginal distribution P y 
def~ned by: ) 
Ng 
P (jO) ::; ~ P(i,j) 
.)' L.J -0 
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Figure 3-0. 
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Figure 3-c. 
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To explain the significcmce of these features, let us consider the kind of values they 
take on two different land use category images. Figure 4- shows the digital printout 
of two sub-images of size 64 x 64 resolution cells (approximately 8.5 square mile 
area) from MSS band 5 of 1002-18134, see Figure 10. The image shown in 4 (a) 
belongs to the grass land category and the image in Figure 4(b) is mostly water. 
Values of the features f1' f12' and f3 are also shown for these images in Figure 4. 
The angular second moment feature (ASM), f1' is a measure of homoger:/~ity 
of the image. In a homogeneous image, such as shown in 4(b), there are very few 
dominant grey tone transitions. Hence, the P matrix for this image wi II have fewer 
entries of large magnitude. For an image like the one shown in Figure 4(a), the 
p. matrix will have a large number of small entries and hence the ASM feature which 
is the sum of squares of the entries in the P matrix will be smaller. A comparison of 
the ASM values given below the images in Figure 4 shows the usefulness of the ASM 
feature as a measure of the homogeneity of the image. 
The contrast feature, f12' is obtained as a difference moment of the P matrix 
and is a measure of the contrast or the amount of boundaries present in an image. 
Since there is a large amount of boundaries present in the image 4(a) compared to 
the image shown in 4(b), the contrast feature for the grassland image has consistently 
higher values compared to the water body image. 
The correlation feature, f3' is a measure of linear grey tone dependencies 
in the image. For both the images shown in Figure 4, the correlation feature is 
somewhat higher in the horizontal (0°) direction, along the line of scan. The water 
body image consists mostly of a constant grey tone value for the water plus some 
additive noise. Since the noise samples are mostly uncorrelated, the correlation 
features for the water body image have lower correlation values compared to the 
grassland image. Also the grassland image has q c()nsiderable amount of linear 
structure along 450 lines across the image and hence the value of the correlation 




The various features presented here are all functions of distance and angle. 
Th$ angular dependencies present a special problem. Suppose image A has features 
a, b, c, d for angles 0
0
, 450 , 900 , and 135
0 
and image B is identical 
to A except that B is rotated 90
0 
with respect to A. Then B wi II have features 
c, d, a, Dr for angles 00 , 45
0
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context of A is the same as the texture context of B, any decision rule using the an-
gu lar features a, b, c, d must produce the same resu Its for c, d, a, b, or for that mat-
ter b, c, d, a (450 rotation) and d t a, b, c, (1350 rotation). To guarantee this, we 
db not use the angularly dependent features directly. Instead, we merge the four arrays 
by summing eOI'respondlng elements. The merged array is then used for computing the 
1'l texture features defined in Appendix I. 
rV.2 Textural Features for ~lIulti-Images 
Results of previous work in texture using the spatial grey tone dependence matrices 
as the basis from which all textural features are extracted has been very encouraging 
(Haralick, 1973). The good performance of these texture features can be seen by the 
results of the classification experiments. The computational aspects of the procedure 
are also notable. The number of operations required to process an imrJge using the spatial 
grey tone dependence matrices is directly proportional to the number of resolution cells, 
N, present in an imdge. In comparison, the number of operations needed to use Fourier 
or Hadamard transforms to extract texture information are of the order of N log N. And, 
to comppte the entries in the spatial grey tone dependence matrices, one needs to keep 
only two lines of image data in core at a time, keeping stl)rage requirements to a min-
imum. 
Even with these advantages, however, the extraction of texture information 
from multi images, as in the case of ERTS MSS data, forces a new approach to the 
measurement of grey tone N-tuple co-occurrences. The use of the spatial dependence 
matrices requires that they be stored in the computer. For multi-images contc:.,:ni,lg 
~rey tone N-tuples, we have too many possible grey tone N-tuples which can 
me ighbor each other and as a result, the dependence matrices wi II be very large. For 
example, for four MSS bands in which each grey tone can range through 64 levels, 
each matrix would have 644x644 elements. Even using the symmetry of the matrices 
to reduce the number of entries does not help since there would be on the order of 0 
1015 entries. 
The spatial dependence matrices, however, provide a way of escape. In 
vslng these matrices, it was observed that they are heavily weighted along the 




















example of one of these matrices. Note that the number of entries decreases 
as we move away from the diagonal. This suggests that neighboring resolution 
cells are similar. Choosing any resolution cell in an image at random, we are 
very I ikely to find nearly identical neighbors j'O the cell in all direction:> and less 
likely to find dissimilor neighbors. Clearly, a measure which indicates how similar 
the neighboring N-tuples are and how fast the similarity drops off with distance 
must contain textural information about the object imoged. , , 
It is therefore reasonable to measure the difference between neighboring 
grey tone N-tuples and observe this distribution instead of computing the 
number of times each N-tuple neighbors every other N-tuple. In both cases we 
measure the co-occurrence of nearest neighbor grey tone N':'tuples. 
Since the textural features are based on the spatial dependence of grey tone # 
N-tuples, our first step must be to define a binary relation between neighboring 
resolution cells on which the co-occurrence of grey tone N -tuples can be counted. 
As above, let Lx = {1, 2, ••• , Nx} and Ly = {l, 2, ••• , Ny} be the set of column 
and row indexes,. respectively, so that Ly x Lx is the set of resoluti on cells in 
the image. Let G = CO, 1, ••• , Ng} be the set of possible grey tones that each 
component of every grey tone N-tuple can be assigned. Then, the image 1 can 
be defined by l:Ly x Lx-rGxGx •.• xG. 
Let R be the set of all pairs of resolution cells in a specified spatial rela-tion. 
Then R' is a binary relation on the set Ly x Lx; R~(Ly x Lx) x (Ly x Lx). For example, 
the set of all distance 1 horizontally neighboring pairs of neighboring resolution 
cells would be defined by: 
R = {(k, I), (m, n))€ (Ly xLx) x (Ly x Lx) I k-m =0, II-nl=l} • 
The co-occurrence frequency of grey tone N -tuples (i1' i2,···, iN) and 01' j2'···' jN) 
in spatial relation defined by R is 
• • .' • _ # {(k, 
P (1 1,···,IN), (J1' ••• ,JN») - -- I)
, (m, 0) )€R II(k, 1)= (I]' ... , iN)' I(m, 0)=0]' •• , jN~ 
fiR 
where 1/ denotes the number of e:lements in the set. 
Note that this R is symmetric. Assume that (k, I), (m, n») is in R. Then 
k-m =0, and II-nl =1' from the definitions of R.But II-n I =1 when In-II =1. 
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25828238 
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FIGURE S. Example of Nearest Neighbor Grey Tone 
Dependence Matrices, Token from Processing 
1 1 5 4 2 3 4 3 1 2 
3 1 5 5 1 6 511 1 2 
2 3 5 3 2 2 0 2 3 2. 0 0 
o 1 4 6 
o 2 1 6 
1 2 6 3 
o 2 3 5 
o 1 0 3 
2 0 3 4 
4 5 5 2 3 0 420 
2 422 3 3 2 2 3 0 
513 400 512 1 0 
2 4 2 2 5 112 5 102 
312 2 1 2 4 3 1 1 144 
2 2 1 6 112 0 2 222 0 6 
ERTS Data. 
o 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 3 2 04 0 0 0 
00103111001411001300 
o 0 1 0 2 0 30 2 2 0 2 3 2 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 
.00 00 10 Lj 11 2112 303112222 
000100011 0232 2013010012 
001010001104102142100100 
01001 3 0 0 2 1 2 402 4 7 4 0 .2 2 2 0 1 1 2 
o 0 0 0 2 103 1 112 1 111 1 3 l' 1 102 222 
o 0 0 0 IOn 1 0 1 2 2 1 1 2 3 0 3 1 0 1 1 1 l' 3 1 2 
o 0 0 0 1 1 100 0 1 122 1 3 1 5 3 0 014 0 2 3 1 0 
00010 0 0 0 100 0 2 122 0 402 182 2 8 3 3 0 6 
o 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 TI 1 1 0 1 3 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 7 3 4 438 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 100 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 U 3 842 
OOOOOOOOO'D 0000000000'0000010117610 
:~t:_'-'~~ ,~~- .----.....,--">-~-... ="",."":~ 
~.J 
I I j 
I , 
I 1 
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And if In-II =1 and k-m :::0, then ((01, n), (k, I))is in R. Thus, R is symmetric. 
In fact, by the symmetry of any distance function, R, in general, must be symmetric. 
And since R is symmetric, P is also symmetric • 
IV.3 Textural FC(lture Extraction Procedure 
let R be a symmetric binary relation pairing nearby neighboring resolution 
cells. We define the frequency of grey tone N-tuple differences co-occurring in 
the spatial configuration defined by R as I 





Referring to the monotonic behavior of nearly every column in the matrices 
of Figure 5, ond assuming that this behavior occurs on every band of the ERTS multi-
images, it is reasonable to assume that the even frequency distribution P(xl'···' xN) 
of the nearby grey tone N -tuple differences can be adequately approximated using 
on ellipsoidally symmetrk dislTibul'ion; thus we may wrHe 
p (x" x2 ' ••• ,xN ) = f(x
l Ax} 
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Tlli:; implic'i thot only the function f and the matrix A nced to be determined. We 
-1/2;1 2 2 -m 
take f to be one of the two forms e . ,(1+\..1) • Figure 6 is a scattergram 
of the differences for the first two bands of distance 1 horizontally neighboring 
resolution cells of a 64x64 sample imclge. Figures 6 and 7 clearly show the 
ell ipsoidally symmetric functional form of the distribut ion of neighboring difference
s. 
In Appcndix Il N-dimensional spherical coordinate systems and ellipsoidally 
symmetric distributions are discussed and it is shown that the matrix A is proportional 
to the inverse covariance matrix of the N-tuple differences. Thus, we estimgte A b
y ,a 
matrix proportional to the inverse of the estimate for the covariance matrix. 
Therefore, if the image is blocked into subimagcs of small area so that each 
subimage is essentially of onc category, we can expect the distribution of grey tone
 
N-tuple differences over each subimage to be a function only of the assumed form 
of the function f and the covariance matrix of the difference vectors for grey tone - , 
N-tuples in a specified spatial relationship within the subimage. This leads us 
. to consider textural features for multi-images based upon the elements of th is 
spatial-:spectral cov,?riance matrix. 
Consider each covariance matrix as a vector. Consider the distribution of the 
-set of covariance matrices from the blocked image. Since the ent'l'ies of the covar
iance 
matrix are the paramet'ers of the distribution, we would I ike to have these entries 
invariant with respect to scale changes on the grey tone N-tuple differences. In 
order to do this, we scale the grey tone N-tuple differences so that all components
 
have variance 1. The covariance matrix of these normalized differences is equival
ent 
tathe correlation matrix. Appendix III'shows that this normalization procedure 
makes the covariance matrix invariant with respect to translating and scaling 
transFormations on the grey tone N-tuples. The normalized covariance matrix can 
be 
considered as an extracted texture featur~ vector in an N(N -1)/2 dimensional hyperspace. 
Initial classification experiments indic.ated a need for more textural information 
and in order to provide this the dimensionality, N ,of each resolution cell was incre
ased 
from the four provided by the four MSS bands to eight by (lppending higher order terms 
and cross-band product terms for each co II. The resultant increase in correct classif
ication 
accuracy can be seen in section VII. 
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FIGURE 6. Scattergrcm showing ellipsoidally symmetric 
distriblltion or differences for Bands4and5 
over a sample 64 x 64 ERTS image. 
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FIGURE 7. Histogram of the distribution of differences on 
Band5 for distance 1 horizonta!ly neighboring 
resolution cells. 
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v. GROUND TRUTH ASSIGNMENT PROCEDURE 
For all classification experiments, the only method available to determine ground 
truth was based upon the 9 inch by 9 inch ERTS image transparency. Initially, the land-
use category names were determined with the aid of two photo interpreters and, when 
available, contour maps published by the U. S. Geological Survey. 
After the categories to be used were decided upon, each ERTS image was processed. 
The image was blocked into 64 x 64 subimage.s for texture analysis on MSS band 5 and 32 by 
32 subimages for cross-band texture analysis of MSS bands 4 thru 7. The ERTS Retrieval 
Program WClS then used to printout a picture of the same area that was processed. This 
was subdivided into 64 x 64 subimages. In this way, the IQcation of each subimage 
was known and could be fairly accurately determined on a 7 inch by 7 inch print. Then, 
on the basis of its location, the sub image. is assigned a ground truth category. Figure 8 
shows a picture printout by the ERTS Retrieval Program for a portion of image 1021-16333 
(see Figure 12) over Kansas City. The picture has been blocked into 64 x 64 subimages 
and by refering to the original image in Figure 12, each subimage was assigned a ground 
truth category. 
Figures 8 and 12 also illustrate the major problem with ground truth assignment. 
This is the determination of ground truth when a subimage covers more than one ground 
truth category. The irregular boundary around the urban area of Kansas City makes 
ground truth assignment difficult. The deciding factor was the amount of area within 
the subimage from each category. The subimage was assigned to the category which had 
the largest area within its boundary. For this reason the accuracy with which the location 
of every subimagc is determined becomes very important, and the picture printouts from 
the retric\i'ol programs aided in this. 
Since the starting and ending image row and column coordinates were known, 
the Retrieval Program could use the same coordinates for the picture printout. This 
printout could then be accurately divided into 64 by 64 subimages. The actual location 
of these subimages could then be determined fairly well, although it is sometimes difficult 
to locate objects in the printout that are on the original image. To aid in this, a few 
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Figure 8. Printout of a Portion of Image 1021-16333 Over 
Kansas City by the ERTS Retrieval Program for 






print. When there was a question in the ground truth, the printout could be referred to
 
for the more accurate subimage location. The size of the subimage also relates directly
 
to the accuracy with which its location pn the print can be determined. It was found 
that 32 lines by 32 points per line was about as small as a subimage can be for good 
accut~~y in ground truth assignment. 
VI. IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE 
In the classification experiments two different classification algorithms were 
used, a Bayes classifier and a piecewise linear classifier. The Ba)feS classifier assumes 
a multivariate normal distribution and randomly choses pattern vectors for the training 
set where the piecewise linear classifier does not. 
The problem of developing procedures for cqtegorizing environmental units 
consists of the following • 
With reference to Figure 9, the Universe 0 consists of environmental units 
(for example rocks) U1, U2, ••• , UT which belongs to 
one of R possible categorias 
C l , C2 , ••• , CR(different land use cate
gories). Of the large number of environmental 
units present in the universe, we observe a smaller subset of units U1, U2, •• • ,UN • 
Our observations consist of a set of measured values of n features f1, f2, ••• ,f n for 
each unit U sampled. Based on the information contained in the feature vectors FpF2
' 
••• , FN I the categories of the environmental units which produce these measurements 
being known, we want to develop an algorithm to identify the categories of new units 
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Extraction Transformation Identification 
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Universe U Feature Space F 
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Identification 
fne vectors .F. and X~are usually referred to as feature vector and pattern vector 
• I· .... .' . 
respectively. 
:! 
Figure 9. IdentificationScheme. 
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ltlliPRQDDChlILITY O:B' THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
The decision rule which 05signs categories bmcd on the values of features 
may be irnplcrnented in thc fcoture space of by partitioning F into various regions 
and assigning categories to new units bC15Cd on the regions to which their feature 
vectors belong. Efficient partitioning of the feature space may require compl icatcd
 
nonlinear decision boundaries (discriminant functions). Instead of deriving a deci-
sio;) rule in the feature space F, we may transform the feat'ure vectors into a new 
space X and implement a decision rule in thb:'new space X. By using appropriate 
nonlinear transformations, we may be able to implement nonlinear decision boun-
-
~ 
daries in F os I incar decision boundaries in X. Several procedures are available for 
deriving linear decision boundaries for partitioning X into various regions, based on 
the information contained in aset of sample patterns X1,X2,. ",XN whose cate
-
gories are knovm • 
. Identification Algorithms: In a widely used algorithm (Fukunaga 1972, Fu and 
Mendel 1970, Miesel 1972), the pattern space X is separated into a number of 
regions using a set, of hyperplanes (decision boundaries) whose locations are deter-
mined by the sample patterns, Each region is dominated by sample patterns of a 
parl'icular category. When a new pattern is presented fOI; identification, it is 
assigned' a category depending on the region in which, it belongs. If the new pattern 
X is located in a region dominated by sample patterns of category c., then X is J 
classified as coming from category c .• J 
To illustrate the procedure for obtaining the hyperplanes, consider the 
problem of separating the sample patterns Xl ,X2", "X belonging to 
category c. 
n. 1 
and X , X , •• " X belonging to categor'y c .• We can write the 
n. + 1 n. + 2. n. + n. J 
linear disc::rimina'nt function(hy'perp~ane) which separates the patterns belonging to 
categories c. cmd c. as 
1 J 
h .. (X):::: V .. IX + v.?;;, ° for Xcc·1, IJ IJ IJ T 0 h .. (X) = v .. X + V~. < o for X€'c. 
-IJ . ,IJ IJ J 
The vector V .. and the scalar v.? are to be determined from the information contained
 
IJ 1 J 
on the sample patterns, 
If we introduce a new form to cxpress the pattcrn vectors as 
:T . 
Z :::: [+1 Xl x 2 ••• x 1 for X€c. n 1 







then the discriminant function can be writlen as 
T h .• (Z) == W •. Z .. ' 0 lJ IJ 
(1) 
whereW .. is referred to oS a weight vector Clnd 
IJ T h •• (Z) = Woo Z == 0 IJ IJ 
is the equation of a hyperplane in the transformed feature space. 
The weight vector W
ij is choscn 50 as 10 satisfy equation 1 for as many 
training patterns as possible. Usually we d~ not knew the precise form of hij • But, 
given our knowledge of the categories of the training patterns, we can postulate 
reasonable vOlues g .. (Zk) for h .. (Zk) and choose W .. to minimize the mean square 
IJ' IJ lJ 
error given by 
ni + nj T 2 
Usually g .. IJ 
where 
£2 = 1 
n. + n. 
I J 
E 011.. Zk - goo (Zk» 
k== 1 ' IJ IJ • 
(Zk) is taken to be +1 for k = 1,2, ••• ,n. + n •• We can reVll"ite E2 as, 
I . J 
2 1 . T T T ' 
E .:= {n. + n.} [Wij Y - G ij 1 [y Wij - I ] (2) 
1 J 
Z ] and 
n. + n. ' 
1 J 
G .. := [g .. (Zl) g,,(Z2)'" g .. (Z + )] IJ IJ IJ IJ n. n. • 1 J 
The weight vector which minimizes E 2 given in equation 2 is given by 
T -1 Woo = (yy) y G .. IJ IJ 
which is the well-known normal equation set from linear least' square theory. 
For the mul ticategory problem involving NR categories, a total of NR (N R-l )/2 
hyperplanes must be determined using tHe procedure described above • After the 
hyperplanes are determined, the classification of new palterns is done as follows. 
For each category c i ' the number of hyperplanes, Vi' which give a positive response 
when the new pattern X is presented arc detcrmined us.ing 
N R 
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where z = [~] • 
X is assigned to category c. if 
J 
V. = max {V.} 
J i 1 
.-----.:...-..:.. .. ' ;;.-----~...:...-----
If there is a tie between categories c and c , then X is assigned to c if W T z~ 0 
m n m mn 
or to c if W TZ .( O. Several modifications of the linear discriminant function 
n mn 
method and a multitude of other classification procedures mcry be found in the 
references cited. 
VIle RESULTS OF CLASSIFICATION EXPERIMENTS 
Tables 1 thru 24 show the results of the classification experiments. Unless 
otherwise stated, the contingency tables are determined using the piecewise linear 
classification programs (RCLASS) given in Appendix IV. In each contingency table 
,the number of errors (#ERR) and percent error (%ERR) is shown for both errors of com-
mission and errors of ommission. The final entry in the percent error column is the 
average of the percent error for each categoIY·. The average correct classification 
is simply the number of correct classifications divided by the number of incorrect 
classifications. Th~ final column in each contingency table (%SD) is an estimate 
for the standard deviation of the probability for correct classification. This was taken 
from Afarani (Afarani I 1972) where he gives an estimate for the variance of the pro-
bability of correct classification when the sample size is fixed as: (r:nii = 
where n is the fixed sample size and n .. is the number of' classifications of units 
. IJ 
assigned to category j whose true category is i. Used directly, this gives an es-
timate over all categories for the entire contingency table. This isthe last entry 
in the percent standard deviation (%SD) column. The remaining entries were deter-
mined by fixing i and estimating the standard deviation for each category i. This 
estimate says that as the number of samples tested increases and the number of cor-
rect cl.assifications increase, the variance of the probability of correct classification 
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In order to obtain an initial estimate of performance of the multi-image texture 
features an experiment was performed on ERTS satellite imagery over Monterey Bay, 
California, image number 1002-18134 (see Figure 10) taken on July 25, 1')72. 
Using a small set of 64 sampled 32 x 32 subimages and training on 34 of these, 80 
per cent of the remaining 30 test samples were correctly classified according to 
four land-use categories: coastal forest, annual grassland, urban area, and water, 
as shown in Table 1. This is encouraging since previous accuracy using spatial de-
pendence matrices on band 5 with 64 by 64 subimages over the same general area 
was only 70.5 per cent as shown in Table 2 (Haralick, 1973). 
The pbility to obtain good ground truth and several distinct categories in the 
California data was not the case for an ERTS image over Finney County, Kansas,which 
was used in later experiments.' Approximately a 40 mile by 60 mile section near 
Garden City, Kansas, on image number 1330-16515(see Figure 11), taken on June 
18, 1973, was processed with initially four categories: grassland, large fields, small 
fields, and water. Both texture procedures, using the multi-image texture features 
,with 32 by 32 subimages and the single-image texture analysis on MSS band 5 with 
64 by 64 subimages, were used on the image. Tables 3 and 4 show the results of 
classificaf"ion for distance 1 resolution cells while Tables 5 and 6 show distance 8 
results. In both cases thE' single image classification is higher. However, when 
both distances 1 and 8 are used together, classification accuracy for both procedures 
is nearly identical, as shown in Tables 7 and 8, about 70 per cent. Tables 9 and 10 
show results using the Bayes Classifier. 
This implies that more information is contained in the single-band texture fea-
tures than the multi-image texture features. In order to add more texture information, 
a meaSure of entropy (Kullbach,1959), given by 
E = -1 log \pl 
where P is the correlation matrix, was added to the cross-band texture feature set. 
Also, higher order components were appended to each grey tone N-tuple by squaring 
the grey tones and getting cross-band product terms. Only a few of these were added, 
increasing the grey toreN-tuple dimensio;,ality from 4 to 8, which results in an increase 
in the number of feature vector components (elements in the correlation matrix) from 
6 to 28 plus the entropy measure. The eight components in each grey tone N-tup/e 










(Band 5) x (Band 7). Figure 13 gives an illu5iTf,ltion of a corr~lation matrix with the 
feature vector component designal'ion to be used in ini:licating the components selected 
for input to the classification programs. 
Table 11 showS the contingency table for the cross-band texture features using 
9 of the 29 components (1,2,1),6,9,12, 20,24, and 27 of figure 13}for a portion of 
the Garden City, Kansas, data. The increase in identification accuracy between the 
large and small fields results in on increase in overall correct classification, up to 
87.1%. 
The final classification experIment to test the cross-band texture !:malysis was 
made on ERTS image 1021-16333 (see Figl,'re 12) taken on August )3, 1973, over 
Kansas City. Four land-use categories were chosen: cropland (directly north and 
south of Kansas City), urban area (Kansas City, Topeka), grassland (southwestern 
corner of the image), and water (Perryreservotr plus several small lakes). These 
areas were processed three separate ways: 
1) spectrally, 32 by 32 subimages 
2) texturally, 64 by 64 subimages on band 5 
and 3) cross-band texturally, 32 by 32 subimages. 
Because of problems with gro~nd truth and a small data set for water, that category was 
later dropped. The spectral processing involved obtaining the average t~rey tone over 
the suoimage for each spectral band, giving 4 components for each feature vector. 
The textural processing was over a larger subimage than either the spectral or the cross-
band textural processing. This was chosen because the 64 by 64 subimages have per-
formed better in the past than the 32 by 32 subimages for the single-image texture 
analysis. The smaller subimage size was chosen for the cross-band texture processing 
so that the subimage would more likely be from only one category. The cross-band 
texture method uses spectral information which the single-image texture procedure 
does not have avai lable. The smaller subimage size was also chosen for the spectral 
processing in order to provide an estimate of the amount of spectral information con-
tained in the four MSS bands that is available to the cross-band texture analysis. 
Single'":'image texture analysis was done for distance 1 nearest neighbors 
at all angles and all of the 17 texture features defined in Appendix 1 were computed 
for each subimage. The cross~band texture processing was also done for distance 
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Figure 10. Port of ERTS Image No. 1002-18134 (MSS Bond 5) Over 
Monterey Boy, California, Token on July 25, 1972. 
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Figure 11. ERTS Image No. 133<r 16515 (MSS Band 5) Over Garden City, 
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Figure 12. ERTS Image No. 1021-16333 Over (MSS Band 5) Kansas City, 
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FIGURE 13. DESIGNATION OF THE ENTROPY MEASURE AND ELEMENTS OF 
TH E CORRELATION MATRIX AS FEATURE VECTOR COMPONENTS 
FOR CROSS -BAND TEXTURE ANALYSIS OF MULTI - IMAGES . 
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Table 12 shows the contingency table for all 17 single-image texture feat,Jres 
over image 1021-16333 with an average correct classification of 86.2%. Table 13 
shows the resulting contingency table over the same image for the 29 cross-band texture 
features with an increased correct classification of 88.8%. The spectral pncessing 
on the four MSS bands for the same image gave four spectral features-the mean grey 
tone over the subimage for each spectral band. The resulting contingency table using 
these four spectral features is shown in Table 14. The relatively good performance,73.9'A:> 
correct ,shows a significant amount of land-use information is contained in the four 
spectral bands, accounting for the better performance of the cross""'band texture analysis 
over the single-image texture analysis. 
It is interesting to see the classification accuracy of the single-image texture 
greatly improve to 93.8% with the addition of the four spectral features to the original 
17 texture features, as shown in Table 15. As expected, the addition of the four spectral 
features to the first 26 of the 29 cross-band texture features does not improve the classifi-
cation accuracy as well as with the single-image texture. Table 16 shows the result-
ing contingency table with an average correct classification of 91.6%. Note the 
higher estimate for the standard deviation of the probability for correct classification 
with the textura I p I us spectra I features. 
These tables show that the single-image texture procedure does well in extracting 
texture information, but for this data set, the cross-band texture procedure by itself 
performs sl ightly better by extracting more information texturally and spectrally. 
The remaining tables show the effect upon classification accuracy of using 
fewer features. In each case it can be seen that the fewer the number of features 
used, the lower the average correct classification. Also, it can be seen that the 
Bayes classifier performs slightly better than the piecewise linear clossifier. 
Tables 20 thru 24 show that as the number of components is increased, the 
spectral plus cross-band texture reache;;. a limiting accuracy of approximatery 92%. 
Ground truth assignment errors could easily account for the remaining 8% error. 
VII.1 Summary of Classification Results 
It is apparent from these classification experiments that both texture extraction 
procedures complement each other in that they extract different kinds of texture in-
formation. When used without spectral features, the cross-band texture procedure 
performed better. However, when the spectral features were added, the single-image 
texture plus spectral features performed better than the cross-band texture plus 
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extracting more information t~xturally and spectrally than the single-image texture 
procedure. However, when the spectral information is made available to t~le single-
image texture procedure, it performs better than the cross-band texture plus spectral 
features'. 
Programs used in these experi~nts can be found in Appendix IV. The single-
image texture programs are under thrJ Texture Analysis Programs with mainline MAIN LN. 
And the cross-band texture programs are in the Cross-Band Texture Analysis Programs 
with mainline SPECTR. RCLASS is the mainline program for the piecewise linear 
classifier. Some of the cross-band texture feature components can be seen in Figure 
14. Figure 140 shows the ground truth assignment for the image 1021-16333 (Figure 12) 
for the area near Kansas City. At the bottom of the image, grassland was inserted 
to give an idea of how well the features separate the three categories: cropland, 
urban area, and grassland. 
VIII. CONCLUSION 
The procedure developed here for the extraction of texture information from 
ERTS multi-images gives encouraging results. The classification experiments show 
that the cross-band texture procedure can be used successfu Ily in automati c land-
use classification of multi-images over Kansas. 
The cross-band texture procedure is a natural extension of the previous single-
,mage texture extraction procedure based upon angular' nearest neighbor grey tone 
,patial dependence matrices. It retains the power of the previous approach to tex-
ture by characterizing the spatial inter-relationships, or co-occurrences, of the 
grey tone N-tuples present in a texture pattern in such a way as to be invariant 
under I inear .grey tone transformations. And both procedures are simple to employ, 
economical, and require a minimum of core-storage (see Figure 15). 
Both procedures complement each other by extracting different kinds of textural 
~nformation with the cross-band texture procedure using the cross-band spectral infor-
mation contained in ERTS multi-images. Results indicate that the cross-band texture 
procedure does well by extracting more information texturally and spectrally than the 
, single-image texture procedure when used alone. However, when the spectral in-
fOI'~atiC;n is made avai lable to the si ng le-i mage texture procedure, it performs bet-
ter Ii-han the cross-band texture plus spectral features in classifying texturally distinct 
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TABLE 2. RES ULTS OF LAND-USE C~ASSIFICATION EXPERIMENTS 
FROM ERTS IMAGE NO. I JU2-18134 OVER MONTEREY BAY, 
CALI FORN I A. 
·UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE, ALL CONTINGENCY TABLES ARE 
DETERMI NED USING THE PIECEWISE LINEAR CLASSIFICATION 
PROGRA MS (RC LAS S). 
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TABLE 3. CONTINGE NCY TABLE FOR IMAGE NO. 1330-16515 USING 
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MULTI - It-1AGE 
TE XTURAL 548 364 66.5% 
SIN GLE-lt1AGE 
TE XTU fUI L 140 88 76% 
TABLE 4. RESULTS OF LAND-US~ C~ASSIFICATION EXPEFIMENTS 
FOR ERTS IMAGE NO. 1330-16515 AT DISTANCE 1. 
R D illILITY 0 THE 









-- ... _- -
:::::11~.:. _ • _.::=-__ --__ _ 
I\SS I Gf U) tIl EliOPY r Pol OhS Ui-rr' ·· · · ' ~ ,.. 1 " 
L /lhGf. Si'\' LL 
':,IT[R TOT /, [ 1,':- I, ll. ( :1 i, 




32 9 22 0 63 31 49 .2 
a ~ _ ARGE 7 147 24 0 178 31 17.4 l!J F I [LJS uJ 
~-
c:( 
SI /\ LL LJ 18 44 53 f- I t L.!JS 0 115 62 53 ,9 
l.J.1 
::"J \'Ih TER 0 4 4 0 8 4 50 ,0 0:::: I-
TOTA L 57 204 103 0 364 42.6 
~ --00 
#ERRORS 25 - 57 50 0 c.n (/'J 
o::c.n 
0- ~;ERROR 43 ,9 27 .9 48,S 0, 30 ,1 0:: " .-: o:: ~ 
TABLE 5, CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR IMAG E NO. 1330-16515 USING 
MULTI - IMAGE TEXTU RA L FEATURES , DISTANCE 8, 6 COMPON EN TS. 
AVERAGE CO RRE CT CLASS I FICATI ON = 63,7% 
INO , 0 SN-1PLES I N NO , OF SA 1PLES IN 
OVE RALL 
EEATURES TRA It: I NG SE T TES T SET 
ACCU KA CY 
OF TE ST SET 
MULTI - If.1AGE 548 364 63.7% TE XTURAL 
-
S I NGLE- I ~\ Ii GE 140 b8 76% TEXTURAL 
TABLE 6. RESULTS OF LAND-USE CbASSIFICATION EXPERIMENTS 









.. - _.- -~ - --- '-- ------...:---~ ~ -I 
I\~S IGil[ D CI\TFGnr:y fl RO
hS or 
r ll '···' ! r,' 1 "1 ' 1 
U II :(Ir. SI' LL \lflTER TOT 1\[ ,'/,~ rw (, 1\') S U" HJ r 1 r. :.'lS r l ELDS 
GR: c,s U t~ D 52 7 4 0 63 11 
>. 
u; 
C> UI R ~ .: 2 145 31 0 178 33 lD r: I EUS w 
c:r: 
SI·l td .l. u 12 42 61 0 115 54 F I Flnc; 
w 
:=I ~'IAT E H 0 1 6 1 8 7 CY-
TonI 66 195 107 j 364 
~ --0 0 




%ERROR 21.2 25.6 40,2 0, 21.8 c::.: 7 ~ 
TABLE 7. CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR IMAGE NO. 1330-16515 USING 
MULTI-IMAGE TEXTURAL FEATURES, DISTANCES 1 AND 8, 
12 COMPONENTS. AVERAGE CORRECT CLASSIFICATION ~71% 
NO, OF SAMPLES IN NO, OF SAI'I PLES I N 
OVERAL L 
EEATU RES ACC ll~ACY TRA I NING SET TEST SET OF TES T SE T 
MUL II -1t·1AGE 
TEXTU RAL 548 364 71% 
S I NGLE - I "'AG E 
TEXTU RA L 140 88 73% 






TABLE 8 . . RESULTS OF LAND-USE C~ASSIFICATION EXPERIMENTS 
FOR ERTS IMAGE NO. 133U-1651~ USING BOTH 









( I ·l r ···· j) (III; r 0; Y r : "': ( 'i :S 
,. 
\ t. I ' ''; ( f' " . " ... t ' ' . 
1.1.'(:. r' • I. . 1, 1' ~II /\ r:- f! I l r :1I if :' r.I : :.I(:J :; ( ., . ~. l ,": ,: ) f l .• J :~ I II I_, 




( ) ! : ' ., 
l' ) f ,, "" 6 150 27 1 184 34 18, 5 LJJ I . J 
I 
,:." 
L ) ~ . , II. '. , 10 34 67 2 113 46 40.7 , ' . I .. .... 
. ~J 
11 J 
: . J 11.:.1 [ H 0 4 0 4 8 4 31.9 ( .: 
T('I:t. 65 192 100 8 365 31, 9 
. , 
O C,) i'.'~. I ~ ; ( O~S 16 
(f) (f) 
42 33 4 
CY. t f) 
o~· (' 24 ,6 21.9 33 ,0 50,0 32 ,4 ,",' .... /. ;': F:UR n: : ' 
--1 ·· .C 
TABLE 9, CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR IMAGE NO, 1330-16515 USING 
MULTI- I MAGE TEXTURAL FEATURES; DISTANCE 1,6 COMPONENTS, 
AVE RAGE CORRECT CLASSIFICATION = 74,0% USING BAYES, 
ASS r U:ED Cfl1 ,. OJ " '( EF
; W:i·~ S OF 
L\h ... ' (,/.' .....  J:: I roo 
LA. GE sr·ll\ LL \':A'fER TOTAL I,' f: f~ 'R. r. = ~-' c .... 
Gf.·;\SSL!\llfJ f I :-:LD3 F I t: LJ)S I ...
.... • 1' 
G2:'.:'S l/,i: D 31 10 19 0 60 29 
48,3 
>-c:: 
CJ L ' f \\,; t: 5 140 38 1 184 44 23,9 L:1 F 1:"1 i )S Ld 1-
~ 
L.> sri" L L 
Fl r.! ; ::: 12 46 51 4 113 62 54,9 
l L.l 
::":1 \'1 /\ ', l'R 
- 1 4 2 1 8 7 87,5 
TOl '.I. 49 200 110 6 365 53.7 
0 ) fJ Lli~(),~S 
- 18 50 59 5 (f) (f) 
n: t '> 













TABLE 10, CO NT INGENCY TABLE FOR IMAGE No,1330-16515 USING 
MULTI - IMAGE TEXTURAL FEATURES , DISTANCE 8,6 COMPON ENTS , 
























ER RORS OF 
ASSI GrlED CATEGORY COt'~ 'I I SS I O: j 
LA RGE S"'ALL TOTAL IIERR %ERR %SD GRASSLAt FIELDS FIELDS 
GRASSLAIW 35 3 0 38 3 7 .9 4 .4 
LA RGE 2 12 2 16 4 25.0 10 .8 FIELDS 
St1ALL 
FIE LOS 0 2 14 16 2 12 .5 8 .3 
TOTAL 37 17 16 70 15.1 4 .0 
#ERRORS 2 5 2 
%ERROR 5.4 29.4 12 .5 15.8 
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR IMAGE NO. 1330-16515 USING 
9 OF THE 29 CROSS-BAND TEXTU RAL FEATURES, DI STANCE I. 
#TRAIN=103 , #TEST=70, AVERAGE CORRECT CLA~SIFICATI ON 
= 87.1% USING THE BAYES CL~S~IFI~a. THE ~ FEATURE 
COMPONENTS USED \'IERE: l,L/~/b/911LI2U/L4/27. 
39 
~~--"..2--~--=-- - - -~-- -------..---~-.~_~ __ --.::_ =-==_.=_:-:::::::::-=::~~ ~ __ -__ -_'~_==-C:-'C."-'-'-'--. I 
ASS I G~ , ED CI\TCGORY 
ERRORS OF 
Cor"~' 1 1 S S 1 Oi I 
CROP LMW URBAN GRASS LArw TOTAL HER R ~~E RR 
>- CROPLAND 61 2 1 64 3 4.7 
a:: 
C> 
l!) 6 18 0 24 6 25 .0 w URBAN ~ 
c:r:: 
u 
w GRASSLAN D 6 1 21 28 7 25.0 
=> a:: 
~ 
TOTAL 73 21 22 116 18.2 
LL Z 
0 0 #ERRORS 12 3 1 ~ 
(I) (I) 
0:: (1) 
0 - %ERRO R 16.4 14.2 4.5 11.7 0:: ';: 
F ~ Ll O .  
TABLE 12. CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR ERTS IMAGE 1021-16333 USING 
ALL 17 SINGLE-BAND TEXTURE FEATURES AT DISTANCE 1. 
#TRAIN=178, #TESr=116, AVERAGE CORRECT CLASSIFICATION 
= 86.2 70 
ASSIGNED CATEGORY 
ER RORS OF 
CO Mr·lI S S I 0': 
CROPLAND URBAN GR ASS LAND TOTA L flE RR ' hERR 
CROP LAND 150 15 3 168 18 10 .7 
>-0:: 
C> 
l!) URBAN 11 81 0 S2 11 12. 0 w 
~ 
c::r.: 
u ]3 1 ] 2 
w GRASSLAND 11 2 103 116 
=> 0:: 
~ TOTAL 172 98 106 376 11.3 
LL z: 




o ~ 12 .8 17.3 2.8 11.0 o::: ~ %ERRO R 0:: .... 
UJ o 
TABLE 13. CONTI NGENCY TABLE FOR ERTS' I MAGE .1021-16333 us I NG 
ALL 29 CROSS-BAND TEXTURE FE ATURES AT DISTANCE 1. 
#TRAIN = 569, #TEST = 376 , AVERAGE CORRECT 













-- -- - -
~-~-~--~---~- =-===---.:-----=::=-===~~~===--
ASS I G,;ED CAT[GORY U<RO RS O
F 
COllt1 I SS I O~l 
CROPLA W URBAN GR ASS L i 0 TOTAL flERR 7[RR 




w URBAN 8 53 ~ 30 91 38 41. 8 
u 
w GRASS LAr D 20 8 84 112 28 25 ,0 :::l 
0:::: 
~ 
TOTAL 166 70 136 372 29,6 
u.. z 




0 !.ER ROR 16,9 24,3 38,2 0:: "'. 26,5 0:: 
t I (5 
TAB LE 14. CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR ERTS IMAGE 1021-16333 USING 
SPECTRAL FEATURES ONLY, #TRAIN=564,#TEST=372 
AVERAGE COR RECT CLASSIFICATION = 73, 9% 
ASSIGNED CATEGORY 
ERRORS OF 
CO I'lM ISS!C' , 
CROPLAND URBAN GRASS LAND TOTAL ~ E R R hERR 
CROPLAND 62 2 0 64 2 3,1 
>-
0:::: 
C> 4 19 1 24 5 20,8 I..!) URBAN w 
~ 
<l: 
U 0 0 24 24 0 0,0 w GRASS LAND 
:::l 
0:::: 66 21 25 112 8,0 ~ TOTAL 
u.. z 




o::~ %ERROR 6.1 9,5 4,0 6,5 0:: :;: 
w o 
T ABLE 15. CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR ERTS I MAG~ 1021-16333 USING 
ALL 17 SINGLE-IMAGE TEXTURE PLUS THE 4 SPECTRAL 
FEATUR ES; 21 COMPONENTS, #TRAIN=175, ,#TEST=112 . 














ASS I G: [D C TI=CiUP.Y ERROI!S 
OF 
cor':1 1 5S 1 C'I 
CRO PLNlD UROAr~ GRASS L" 0 TOTAL fieRI< ~ERR %SD 
>- CH(;P Ai 0 155 12 
n:: 
1 168 13 7,7 2,1 
0 
l!J 12 80 0 92 12 13 ,0 3,5 w UR A I 
c:x: 
u 




TOTAL 171 94 104 369 8,7 1.4 
LL Z 12 0 0 #ER RO RS 16 1 ..... 
U') U') 
0:: U') 
0- %ERROR 9,4 12,8 1.0 7,7 0:: >: 
O:::E 
1110 
TABLE 16. CONTI NGENCY TABLE FOR ERTS IMAGE 1021-16333 USING FIRST 
26 CROSS-BAND TEXTURE PLUS THE 4 SPECTR AL FEATURES, 
30 COMPON ENTS. #TRAIN=567,#TE ST=369 
AVERAGE CORRECT CLASSIFICATION = 91.6% 
ASSIGiiED CATEGORY 
ERRORS OF 
COI.','11 S S 10'. 
-
CROP LAND URBAN GRASS LAND TOTAL #ERR %ER~ %S 0 
CROPLAND 60 1 3 64 4 6.2 3, 0 
>-a::: 
0 9.6 l!J UR BAN 8 16 0 24 8 33.3 w 
t-
c:x: 
u 28 6 ~1.4 7. 8 
w GRASSLA~D 5 1 22 
::::J 
a::: 
t- TOTAL 7.3 18 25 116 20.3 3, 4 
LL. Z 
#ERRORS 13 2 3 00 
-U') U') 
C'l::CJ) 
0- 17.8 11.1 12.0 13.6 o::~ %ERRO R 0:: . -
.0' . 
W 0 
TABLE 17. CONTIN GENCY TABLE FOR ERTS IMAGE · 1021-16333 USIN G FIRST 
8 OF TH E 17 SINGLE-IMAGE TEXTURE FEATURES. 




ASS I G: '-O Cl\l [GOI~Y 
ERR ORS OF 
COI"·\[-;5 [O;1 
CRO PLAW URDI\N GR I\SSLM D TOT L f.!ERR i'~ R %SD 
>- CROPLAi D 138 22 a:: 8 168 30 
17 ,9 3,0 
(.!) 
w URBA 21 68 3 92 24 26,1 4,6 I-
cx: 
U 
w GRASS LA! D 20 5 91 116 25 21. 6 3,8 
_ I 
CJ:: 
I- 179 95 102 376 21. 9 2,1 TOTAL 
LL -. 
0 0 flE RRO RS 41 27 11 
-en (f) 
O:: (f) 
0 - %ER ROR 22, 9 28,4 10,8 20, 7 O::~ 
0:: "'-~oJ (5 
TABLE 18, CON TI NGENCY TAB LE FOR ERTS IMAGE 1021-16333 USING FI RST 
9 OF THE 29 CROSSBAND TEXTURE FEATURES, 
#TRAIN=569, #TEST=376, AVERAGE CORRECT CLASSIFICATI ON 
= 79,0% 
ASSIGHED CATE GORY 
ERRO RS OF 
cm/,:'\ ISSI O': 
CROPLAr D URBAN GRASS LAND TOTAL ,~ERR %ER R %SD 
CROPLA D 142 25 4 171 29 17 ,0 2,9 
>-a:: 
0 




w GRASS LAND 12 5 95 112 17 15,2 
:::> 
a:: 
I- TOTAL 174 96 104 374 19,9 2, 0 
I.L ~ #ERRORS 32 30 9 0 0 
-en (f) 
0:: en 
o ~~ 18.4 31.3 8,7 19, 5 0:::1.: %ER ROR o:: ~ 
UJ O 
TABLE 19, CON TINGENCY TABLE FOR ER TS IMAGE 1021-16333 USING FIRST 
9 OF THE 29 CROSS-BAND TEXTURE FEATURES, 
#TRAIN=562, #TEST=374, AVERAGE CORRECT CLASSIFICATION 
= 81,0% US: NG THE BAYES ~LASsiFIER, . 
43 
ASSIG, LD C TCGORY E R
O rl S OF 
cor,:,,\ ISS 10:1 
C OPLA W U AN c rV\SSLA m TOTAL IIER ?ERH %50 
>- CrWP LI\t 0 158 6 2 166 8 4, 8 1.7 
0:::: 
0 
c...9 13 58 18 89 31 34, 8 5,1 w URBA ~ ~ 
c::x:: 
u 




TOTAL 180 74 113 367 18, 9 1,9 
LL ~ 
;fE RR ORS 0 0 22 16 20 
-(I) (I) 
0::(1) 
0- %ERROR 12,2 21 ,6 17.7 17 ,2 O::~ 
O:: ~ 
.. <I.! . 
TABLE 20, CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR ER TS IMAGE 1021-16333 USING FIRST 
6 OF THE 29 CROSS-BAND TEXTURE PLUS THE 4 SPECTRAL 
FEATU RES , #TRAIN=569, #TEST=367 , AVERAGE CORRECT 
CLASSIFI CATION = 84,2% 
AS SIGN ED CATE GORY ER ROR
S OF 
CO~~\i IS S. 0' , 
CROPLAND URBAN GRASSLA ID TOTAL ~ERR 7.ERR %5 








w GRASS LA ND 0 0 24 24 0 0,0 0,0 
=> 
0:::: 64 21 ~ TOTAL 27 112 8, 5 2,4 




O::~ %ERROR 4,7 9,5 11.1 8,4 0:: 
UJ O 
TABLE 21. CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR ERTS I MAG~ 1021-16333 US ING FIRST 
9 OF THE 17S1N GLE- IMAGETEXTURE PLUS TH E 4 SPECTRAL 
FEATURES , #TRAIN=175 , #TEST=112~ AVERAG E CORRECT 





ASSJ G:1~ JJ CAT GORY 
E R IWf~ S f 
co r,~r " S S 1(.'1 
eR O L lID URU A GHASS LI\IW TOTAL 1/[ RR 7HR %SD 




LLI URBArl 15 77 0 92 15 16. 3 3. 9 
u 
uJ GPASS LMID 9 6 97 112 15 13,4 3,2 
:::> ( 1::: 
I- 185 90 97 372 11.3 1.6 TOTAL 
u.. .: 24 13 0 0 0 #ER RORS 
-(J') 'f) 
er::(J') 
0 %ERROR 13 ,0 14,4 0,0 9,1 Cr:::E 
. . ~~ 
TABLE 22. CONTIN GENCY TABLE FOR ERTS IMAGE 1021-16333 US IN G FIRST 
11 OF THE 29 CROSS-BAND TEXT URE PLUS THE 4 SPECTKAL 
FEATURES, #TRAIN=564 ,#TEST=372 , AVERAGE CORRECT 
CLASSIFI CATION = 90 .1% 
ASSIGnED CATEGORY 
ERRO F; S 0:: 
cor".i" ISS, C" 
'CROPLA D URB AN GRASS LAND TOTAL !/ERR 7.ERR %:l 
CROP LAI D 159 8 0 167 8 4,8 1.7 
>-~ 
C> 15 76 1 92 16 17,4 4,0 L? URBAN w 




I- TOTAL 181 89 101 371 11.0 1.5 
u_ z 
#ERRORS 0 0 
-




n::~ %ERROR 12 .2 "14 .6 1.0 9.3 n.: :': 
w o 
TABLE 23 . CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR ERTS' IMA GE , 1021-1G333 USIN G FIRST 
16 OF THE 29 CROSS-BAND TEXTURE PLUS THE 4 SPECTRAL 
FEATU RES , #TRAIN=565,#TEsr=371,. AVERAGE CORRECT 
CLASSIFICATION = 90.3% 
45 
",,~ - "'"T --r~"· 
~... . ~o+-o--"""-."~.~'-"" 




-- ----=---.---.:..~~.". :~----~-.-,--.------- _ .... \ 
ASS IG';fD CATEGORY [RHO;::; OF co: ":"11 !;S IO'i 
CfWPLllrm UrWAr~ G liAS S Lt\:W TOTAL 'J hERR ~;E flr: %SD 
>- CRorLMlD 156 9 1 166 10 G.O 1.8 c:r; 
C.) 
L9 13 79 0 92 13 14.1 3.6 w URBAil ~-
<I: 
u 
, l.Ll GRASSLMW G 1 ~ ::-.) 103 110 7 6.4 2.3 
• C~ 
, I-
TOTAL 175 89 104 368 8.8 1.4 
u. -. 
00 #ERRORS 19 10 1 
-(f)U) 
~U} 
0- %ERROR 10.9 11.2 1.0 . 7.7 n;~ C!:::: 
t!J C) 
TABLE 24. CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR ERTS IMAGE 1021-16333 USING FIRST 
21 OF THE 29 CRO~S-BAND TEXTURE PLUS THE 4 SPECTRAL 
FEATURES, #TRAIN=568, #TEST=368, AVERAGE CORRECT 























TEXTURAL FEATURES OBTAINED FROM THE GREY TONE DEPENDENCE MATRIX 
In this appendix, we define 17 textural features which are computed for each 
of the four Clngular grey tone dependence matrices. 










_ (i, j)th entry in a particular grey tone dependence matrix. 
_ jth entrY'i'!in the marginal distributions of P{i,j) obtained by 
!;omming ';ows and columns of P{i, j) respectively. 
_ number of resolution cell pairs which were considered in ·computing 
the entries in P (i, j). 
_ number of distinct grey tone values in the image. 
- mean of P {i , j)/#R. 
P . 
)C+Y (i)"ith entry in the distribution of the sum of grey tones of neighboring 
#R resolution cells. .. 
P x-y (i)" jth entry in. the d!stribution .of th~}lbsolute differences in t~e grey 




























1. Angular Second Moment; 
N N 
9 9 I \ 2 f1 = L: L: P~,j) 




N N g t- \ P{i, j) ! ;,' L oj -. - JJ JJ #R x y 
f3 = 
i=l j-l ' 
(]x,(Jy. 
where 11 . and 0 are the mean and standard deviation of P ,. and ~x x '.' x 
JJ and (J are the ~ean and standard deviatiQ,n of P • y Y ~, .. Jl. Y 
4. 'Sum of Squares on x: 
5. Product Moment: 
N N 9 g 





























6. Inverse f/loment: 
N N 
9 9 
f -"" ~ 1 \P(i/Hl 6-~ ~ 1+(i-Y #R \ 1-1 rl J 
7. Difference Moment: 
8. Sum Average: 
2N 
9 (p (i)', 
f = ~ i' x+y f,: 
8/...JY" ( 




10. Sum Variance: 
1
P(;, j) } 
It R ., 























r) I ~ 








; ~ '. 



























13. Difference Variance: 
p 
x-y r 13 = variance of -
#R 
14. Difference Entropy: 
15, 16, 17. Additional Measures of Correlation: 
f - HXY - HXY1 , 15-
max HX,HY 
f 16 = V1 '- exp[-2.0(HXY2-HXY)] 
~----------------------~* 
f'7 = .J;econd largest eigenvalue of QQ T 
w~ere HX and HYare the entropies of the marginals of the transition matrix 
b~fore quantization, HXY is the entropy of the transition matrix, and 
HXY2 is the entropy of the product distribution of the marginals ~,~fore 
quantization; 
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N-DIMENSIONAL SPHERICAL COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
AND ELLlPSOIDALL Y SYMMETRIC DISTRIBUTIONS 
We illustrate the N-dimensional spherical coordinate system in the calculatian 
of the volume of the N-dimensional hypersphcre. Next we shaw haw suitable functions 
can be used to define ell ipsaidally symmetric density functions and we determine the' 
normalizing constant for any function. Finally, we show that for any ellipsoidally 
symmetric density f (Ix' Ax), the matrix A is propartional to the inverse covariance 
matrix of x and we determine the constant of proportional ity. 
11.1 Volume of an N-dimensional Hypersphere 
Let V be the vol ume. of a N-dimensional hypersphere of radius r. By o 
definition 
v = f f· .. J dXl dX2 ••• dXN -
V f. x j2 ~ro 
1=1 
To eyaluate this N-fold i':ltegral, we tr.ansform to spherical coordinates. 
i 
i 1 
c r cos 
°1 cos 
b cos 9N-3 cos eN-2 cos O~Ll ~2 · .. 
x2 
::; r cos 
°1 cos e 2 · .. cos °"1-3 
cos eN-2 sin e"~l 















figure 16i1I11stl'utcs the g~omctry of the Fphericol coordinate system w~ usc fora 



































,Ji ',' ,',:: 
'l'hree-Dimensionnl Spherical Coordinate System 
Xl .. r cos 01 cos 92 } 
x~ = r cos 61 sin 92 ' 
xj ,"'" r sin 01 ' 
Transformation betwe~.n rectangular 
coordinate system and spherical 
coordinate system. 

























The Jacobian J of this transformation is defined by the determinant J • 




aX1 aX2 aXN 
ae l ae l 
... 
ae l J .. 
aXl aX2 aXN 
aeN-1 eeN-l· •• aeN-l 
I cos 91 cos e2 ···cos 9~1 -r'sin a1 cos e2~'ocos 9~1 
co,s 91 cos a2o.ocos 9N-2 sin eN-l . . 
-r sin 61 cos a 2 ••• cos eN-2 sin eN-1 
-r cos 91 sin 6l ···cos ~-l -r cos el sin e2···cos ~-2 sin e~l 
... 
... 
r cos 91 cos e2o. oCos ~-2 cos 9N..l o. 0 
To find the value of the Jacobian, factor r out of the last (N-l) 
rows and from each column factor out its first entry. 
53 
sin 91 





















j'; • I , .... 
N·1 N-l N-2 J .. r' cos :)1 cos O2 , •• ,cos (IN_1 nin 01 sin El2 ••• sin eN.1 
1 1 1 • • • 0 
-tan ~l -t.:l:l e1 -t.:1n e1 • 
cot 
°1 




~ • • • 
• • • • 
• 
-tan 6N-J • 0 
-tart eN-2 cot eN ·2 • • 
0 
cot 
°N-l 0 • • • 0 
Subtracting column 2 from column 1, coll!mn 3 from column 2, 
column N from column N-l there results 
0 0) 0 , 0 • 








-tan 6N-3 -cot 6N-3 • 
• 
-tan e ? -cot O. ? cot 6N-2 • N""" N""- • 




Since all entries in the upper left triangle are zero, the value of the 
determinant is easily found as mi~us one times the product of entries on the lower 
-= --Y 











































" , ., 
- , ~ .. 
N-1 N-l N-2 N-1 ' 
J C! reo!> 01 co:.. °2 , .. cos (IN!-1 sin 01 sin 02" .sin eN J. (-1) IT (-tt1n~ -cot' 
·Notice that tan e + cot e = • e 1 e' 
, Sin , cos 
Now upon simplifying we obtain 
and N-1 , N-2 N-3 = r cos" a1 cos 92 ••• cos e . 2 N,-




, In spherical coordinates the volume V of the N-dimensional hypersphere 
of rQdius ro is readily evaluated. 
n/2 n/2 
V = f f· f ... 
II II 
r<r e =- e"l,-2=2" 
-0 1 2 
Separating the integrations, 












V = I1N:"ldr J cor-2s1 d9l ... J cos~N_2 da~2 J 
reO 91=- ~ ~ ~_ n e =0 N-2 2 N-1, 
n/2 































But r~~)=TT1/2 cnd [(1) = 1 
N N-2 





N r(~) • 
\\ 
'\ 
56 ,,:~ , 


























11.2 Suitable functions for Ellipsoidally Symmetric Distribution. 
Suppose f is a real function, defined on domain R, a subset of [0,00], 
and satisfying f (\1) ~ 0 for all p in Rand lJkf (IJ}d is finite for k ~ N+ 1. We 
show that f is suitable for defining a ellipsoidally symmetric density function and 
,\ 
we d~termine the constant c so that of (I x' Ax) is eln eUipsoidally symmetric density. 
Let A be a NXN symmetric positive definite matrix and X an NXI vector. 
Consider the ellipsoidally symmetric function f (Ix' Ax). We wish to determine 
a constant C such that of (Ix' Ax) is a density function. 
It is clear that C = -1 ........... -.-"_/~ ___ ..;..1 ______ • 
f Ix' Ax dx1 ••• dxN 
{x'AxE"R 
To determine the value of the integral, we will make a transforination which rotates 
andscales. let T be an orthonormal matrix such that l'AT =0, where 0 is a 
diagona I matrix. Make the change of variables 
-1 
"2" X'= TO z. 
The Jacobian J of this transformation is 
: 
I ax .. aXN ftI ..... ".. , , , .I. . • • 
--aZ1 aZ1 o.zl 
eX 3x 2 11 






(l:, 1 3'· 
(". 
- ·~2 
--\ '\ az (l: 
















· , ( Since T is on orthornormol matrix, IT I = 1 and 
101 = ITIAT I = IT' I IA~ ITI = \AI. 
So the Jacobian is the determinant IAI-l/2 which is positive since A is positive 
definite. 
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Now change to spherical coordinates •. 
i ! z = r caso l case" ••• cos~N_l 1 ... 
z = r cos~'I c'ose 2 cos~ 2 
• A 
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I n/2 n/2 2n 
t,1 
I IAI-1/2 r J r I N-l N-2 N-3 I ~ ••• f(r)r" cos' 0lcOS 62", J J 










( ,<" f ,cos9N_2 J dON-1 
9N-"2=-rr/2 a ., 1=0 ~-
f · N Since cos e da 
r (NH ') " r (1:..\ " 
= .!.SI..L_';iL, the integrals are readily evaluated. 
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___ 2(Tf)N/2 J'fO N-1 
_ r f(r )dr 
IA11/2 r(.!i) rER 
Therefore, the constant c is 
c = IAi+ 1/2 r(-'2'-) 




























-!u2 2 -m 
Next we determine the normalizing constant c for the forms e and (1 + IJ ) • 
Case 1. Multivariate Normal 
The density function for the multivariate normal distribution is of the form 
-!x'Ax ' f( I~Ax) = e , 0 s,.x'Ax<oo 
1 2 
or, f(r)' = e2r , o~r~1.Q • 
Since · ... 1 'I' N 1 1 2 r 1,,- 00 - "2r J r \f(r )dr = f r e dr = 
r E' R 0 
then the nom'.:-.Jlizing constant is 
N-2 N-2 
ICXl(2u) -r;-udu = 2 -r r t ~ ~ 
o 
l..t!) r ~\' 2 =--oo:-.--:.....:....:~-:-:----
.t:!. 1 N -1 (N) 




f( lXTA"x) = -!x'Ax, o~x'A~ 00 • e' -and, 
Case 2. Multivariate Pearson T}/p~ VII. 
Let -m fC Ix'Ax ) = (1+ x'Ax) ,0 ~x'Ax~ 00 -" 
then, N-2 
!rN- 1f(r)dr = JoorN-1(1+r2)-mdr = £ 1 e:u )7 urr 
r E' R . 0 IN) ~' N) 
=! r\"2r_-"2 ,m>N. 
A d h I• . . r m) '2 n t e norma IZlng ,10nstant IS 
c= 
r(~) ~ (m) _ rem) 
1T ~ IAt -& r ~-~) 
N 
(1 + x'Axrm ,m > '2, 0< x'Ax/ ex> 
1 
r {m} IAF and, f (/X'Ax ) = N.( N) 
7t 2 r m-2 
• 
11.3 Covariance Matrix For Mult ivariate Distributions. 
Given the, density funr.:tion f(RAx } we want to find the \~ovariance, matrix i, 
~= E(xx
'
) = c f .. J XXi f(UAx )dx1 .• '. dXN 


















,,,t' , ",- .'
, ~ 
,~ '. <1:" 
where c is a normalizing constant and N is the dimension of x. Using the orthonormal 
-' 
transformation T'AT = D/ where D is a diagonal matrix, and scaling with x=TD 'tz , 
we have i- f J -' -' -' 




-l. _I. ..l.l 
x'AX = z'D 4:T' ATD 2 Z =Z' D 2D [jZ=ZIZ 
and I ~~ ~zANl' 'I' 
dZ l " 
J= 'C'x; ~:Xz' N', =11 D -!z1=ITIIDI-! = \D\-! 
Ciz Q N N 
Rearra ging/ ~-1 
; =c IAI 2 T D 2 
" 
J · · ·f Z z' f (rzrzJ dZ1 ••• dZ N D~' T' , 
/7.'Z€R 
where ZI Z is on N x N matrix. Looking at the off diagonal terms, for i ¥=j, J .. JZi Zj f( 1ZiZj) dz 1 .•• dzN= 0 since we are integrating an odd 
,/ZfZ€ R 
function over even limits. 
i For terms of ~ along the diagonal; for i=jl 
J .. :.f zi2 f(lz'z) d~l" .dzN == f·· . f z~ 
/zlz-€R '~€R 
and changing to spherical coordinates, 
i 0/2 TT/2 27T 
= If .. ·f J r2 cos2 a1• • 2 N-l N-2 .cos aN_l f(r)r lfoS 61'., .cosoN_2drd61·· .d= ! \\ i 
'1"7L -7T 
rE R a = '72 ° = Y2 a - 0 
: 1 N-2 " N-C 
11,1 2 
f I 3 ' ';, cos a N-2de N-2. 
a ;::: -0/2 N-2 1 
Since f '12 k 









































__ .... __ c ...... _ < .. - ~, .... ~ ... ~ .. ~ ¥;:.;.,l ......" ""_~.iiI> _ 
then 
f ... !Zj2 f(Iz'z) dz 1 ••• dz N 
';'zlZ £ R 
= f,N + 1 f(,)d, r (~lr(+) ]"(-;:t)r(~ 
( k+2.\ (N+l~ r £R l' -2-' r -"2, 








= 2Ti Nr(~) 
(N) 1 r Y lAP 
reR 
r f(r )dr. J N+l 
r£ R 
r(~) IAI~ IAI-! TD-! 
-~N;...r-J,;-L..---- Nt(~) 
27T 2. I rN- 1f(r) dr 
r€ R 
N + 1 Ir' ,f(r) dr 
NfrN- 1 f(r) dr 
$= A-1 
frN+1f(r) dr 
If N-l ~r f(r}dr 
_ .
)) 
Since the integrals are constants for any f I the covariance matrix is direc~ly pro-
portional to A -1. We determine/the constant of pr<?portionalityfor the multivariate 
" 
normal and Pearson Type VII distributions. 
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.1., . ,-!Ii 
{ 
(" 
Case 1. Multivariate Normal . 1 2 
Fo,· the multivariate normal, the density is of the form f(r} = ce 2 r where 
r2 = x'Ax, 01::: rL 00. 
k 1 r2 f1 (k+1) 
Since, fr e 2 dr = 2' r 2 
(. 
then frN+1 f(,) dr = C2J;j- r (N?) 
N-2 ~ (2N) and J r N-1 f(r) dr = c2 L. r 
N N /N\ 
... -1 
so that ' .,.::: A 22"2 r \2 
N -1 '( N) 
N 2 2 r 2 
... -1 
and thus, .,. = A 
or, 
,j. -1 A=.,. . 
Casc 2 Multivariate Pearson Type VII. 
Since 
and 
. 2-m f (r) = c (1 + r) ,0 ~ r L 00 • 
f N-l .' . c ..... r' 'f(r) dr ::.: "2 
eN (N) . ( '. N ,. ) . T r 2 rm-2"21 
2N e r, (m) 
2 (m~.:~ ~1) 
;/~>.= ,_"".;:_ ,C' 
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APPE ND IX 111 
NORMALIZATION PROCEDURE TO MAKE COVARIANCE 





Let t be a covariance matrix for the difference vectors of grey tone N-tuplcs 
x 
in 0 specified spatial relaliionship within a subimage. We transform the covariance 
matrix to obtain the normalized covariance matrix t . using y == Dx, where x r~ the y 
difference vector and D is diagonal. Thus, assuming zero mean, 
~ = E(yy') = E (Dxx'D') y 
= D E (xx') D' 
=0 t 0 since 0 1 = o. 
X 
For normalization, we have 
1 
d •• = _ ra::-
"'VO"jj 
h 
• h .. th If'" d' I • 2 f h • th . . f were 0".; IS tell e ement 0 t an IS t 1e vnnance (1. 0 tel component 0 x. 
II x' .. ~. I 
Assume that all grey tone N-tuples have a-s'Cole factor a and an additive 
factor c so that for N-tuples aXl + c and aX2 + c, the difference becomes 
y= (ax} + c) - (ax2 + c) 
y = a(x} - x2). 
Hence, translational effects dueto bias terms are cancelled but scaling dfects 
ore marked by the diogonal transformation y = Ax so that the elements of thecovar-
iance matrix becQme 
t= E (yy')= E (Axx'A') 
t= Afx A 
65 
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~. 
where A is a diagonal matrix. We must show that tN' the normalized covariance 
matrix of !:, is identical to t . Normalizing 4 we have y 
iN == D~:D 
= 0 (A ~xA) 0 
where 0 is again diagonal but in this case, 
d •• = 
II 
1 
with 0u the iith,'elernent of diagonal matrix A. For the ijth element of tN we 
have 
c;:a •• o _ (j.. 0 •• 
= ___ I_I' __ I~J __ NJJ~-----
" ,--- 2 _ rr;-:::"'- 2 ~~j a ij ~~jr 0jj 
= o. "I 
IJ 
T~us, this procedure of normalization makes the entries of the normalized covariance 
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ERTS Retrieval Programs 
Texture Analysis Programs 
Cross-Band Texture Analysis Programs 
Piecewise Linear Classification Programs 
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tB,EPRODUUhlILITY O~' T'hhl " 
.,1 a~ 'Q~IGINAL PAGE is POOR 1, I RETV l'~ " PROGRAM TITLE: n 1 ~ 'I 1, 
~ VERSION: I !I 
f H 
I DATE: Jtmuary, 1974- ~ . UPDATE: January, 1974- ~ 
AUTHOR: .Robert J. Bosloy W ! 
• DOCUMENTED BY: Robert j. Bosley ~ , I 
n I 
PROGRAM LANGUAGE: FORTRAN IV 
, 
I IMPLEMENTED ON: HW635 I 
PURPOSE: I , 
This is the mainline for the ERTS ~ci'rieval Programs whic:h. ~ 
retrieve ERTS MSS data from standard NASA digital tapes j i1 
and ourputs the image data ina picture I or gre}'tone listing, 
I 
or copies it onto on output tal'e. 
( ~ 
INPUT PARAMETERS un~er NAMELIST I PARAM! : 
NBAND Band number, 1 through 4 for MSS band 4 
through 7, to be sel ected. Set to 5 for all 
4 bands, assumed to be 2. 
'I 
IRSTRT I Row, column starting coordinates. ~ h, ~CSTRT 1 
IRSTOP , , Row, column stopping coordinates. 
ICSTOP 
TITLE 80 Column title foroutpuf list'. 
MILL~ TRUE if coordinates are in millimeters; 
assumed to be FALSE, coordinates are row, 
column points in ERTS image. I SMAll TRUE if mill imeler coordinates arc from a small 
70 mm by 70 mm negat'ivei oS$urned to be I 
FALSE, coordinates from a 7 inch by 7 inch , • , , 
, ~ 
C-, pril'lt. I ." 
TRUE for grey tone listing;o!isurncd FALSE. PRNT 
TAPE TRUE for tape output; assumed FALSE. 
69 
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Output file code for tepo; assumed to be 02. 
TRUE for picture output; as:iurned TRUE. 
TRUE for equals probabil ity quantizing of the 
irnq~Jc; assumed to be TRUE. 
TRUE for special picture run-see PIXEYi 
assumed to be FALSE. 
1. ERTS input' tape must be on file code I ES'. 
2. Four disc files must be on files 11, 12, 13 and 14. 
3. Any output tope musfbe positioned on file code 'IFILl. 
j. All coordinates must be determi~ed relative to the 
input tape rather then the print -- that is, ICSTOP must 
not e>~ceed 824 points or 46 mm. 
5. Core - 22 k 












For efficic~cy, dato is read by RETY in blocks of 41 lines 
by 41 poii'lts. OnQ ERTS tope (one-fourth of an image) 
will then be covered by 20 horizpntal blocks, leaving 4 points 
left at the end of each line. Note --- sometimes on the first' 
tape of an image, the first four points are grcytanes of 255 and 
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A150 note tl1Clt if Ihe point lCSTRT Is not 0 multiple of 41 
from thc.~ end of Ihe I inc, then the lost poinls may not necessarily 
be listed since blocks orc determined starting from lCSTRT. 
A special picture run can be made to pI inl- out Clnd reduce 
any image over HI>:l entire tope by setting SPIC to TRUE and 
I 
specifying under nmncl ist PARAM the following parameters: 
IRSTRT, lRSTOP, lCSTRT, ICSTOP, NI3AND, QUAN. Then 
under nome list PICTUR, parameters for PITCHR are specified. 
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Elns RETRIEVAL PROGRAM 






September, 1972 , 
Nove mbcr, 1973 
G. 6unnels 
R. Bosley 
PROGRAM LAI~GUAGE: GMAP 





To read 7-track ERTS MSS data tapes. 
CALL EINIT (NOLS) 
CALL E5KIP (NOSK) 
CALL EREAP (I, LN) 
CALL l!RE'Nt.4D 
, '--"'i,":lL'l"I'·;'1 OF TB.E REl:'J~~)DUv.LV J. ~ 








Number of words per scan line; returned by EINlT • 
The number of records to skip. 
The array into which the NOlS words of dala 
from a line of ERTS dqta is placed. 
Returned by EREAD giving the line number of the 
line of data returned. If LN ::::0, the end of file 
was reoched on the ERTS tope. 
EREAD buffer is not large enough for a block of 
ERTS data. 
El NIT was called twice. 
EINlT was not called before calling EREAD, 
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EOF encountered while reading iD or 
annotol-ion blocks onERTS tape. 
EOr: encountered while trying to skip records 
in ESI<IP. 
EINIT initializes the ERTS tape so thr:JI' data may be read, and 
must be called first. ESKIP skips over NOSK records (scan lines). 
EREWND rewinds the ERTS '-ope. EINlT must not be called '-wice. 
The date! placed into array I by EREAD is in standard correspollding 
point' forms. Since the ERTS MSS delta has four channels, there 
are actually NOLS/4 points or cells per scan line. 
1,-\ 
ERTS tape must be on file code 'ES'. 
REPRODLUhllLfl' Y OJ? 'THE 


















ER1$ nETRIEVAl PROGRAMS 









Robert J. Bosley 
Robert j. Bosley 
FORTRAN IV 
HW635 IMPLEMENTED ON: 
PURPOSE: 
ENTRY POINT: 
To provide a flexible option fClf printing a picture of ERTS MSS 
data using user specified parameters to PlTCHR. 
CALL PI:<EY (JUNE, IMAGE, IRSTRT, IRSTOP I ICSTRT, 
ICSJOP, QUAN, NBAND) 
INPUT ARGUMENTS: 
IUNE Array the ERTS line is read into. 
IMAGE Array containing one line of the image. 
IRSTRT, IRSTOP Starting, stopping row in th~ image. 
ICSTRT, ICSTOP Starting, stopping cot umn in t he image. 
QUAN TRUE for equal probability quantizing of 
the image. 
NBAND Bend nvmber to be processed; set to 
5 for all 4 MSS bonds. 
INPUT PARAMETERS: under t~AMELlST 'pICTUR' : 
LNSKIP, 
KOLSKP 
Line and column increment for ERTS datd; 




: , . 
) : '" 









( SAMPLE RUN: 
COMMENTS: 
ICELL, JC[tL Number of rows, column5 in image to be printed; 
assumed to be 1,256. 
INIT Number of times cnl-ry to PlTCHR is mode ot 
SNAP: must be greater than 1 i assumed to be 304. 
IMIN, IMAX Minimum, maximum grcyl'oncs in' image; 
assumed to be 0,75 or 12 if QUAN is true 
NROW Number of rows to be printed; equal t.o ICELL. 
NFILES Number of output files avclilcble to PlTCHR; 
set to 0 for all output on file code 06, set to 2 
for Hies 06 and 42; assumed to be 2. 
IFIL(lO) Array containing output file codes; ass\Jmed 
to. be 06 and 42. 
NULW, NULD Number of columns, rows per output page; 
assumed to be 129, 60. 
AMAG, DMAG Width, length magnification for output picture; 
assumed to be ··1 • 
$,PARAM SPIC=T, QUAN=T, IRSTRT=l, IRSTOP=1216, 
I:CSTRT=5, ICSTOP=772, NBAND=2$END/SPICTUR INlT=304, 
NFILES=2, LNSKIP=4, KOLSKP=3, JCELl=256SEND. 
This run will print out on files 06 and 42 a picture 256 points 
wide by 304 lines long. Note that 1216/4 = 304 end 786/3 = 256 
gives the values for lNSKIP=4, KOLSKP=3, JCEll=256, 
I 
lN1T=304. Also, using these values for LNSKIP and KOlSKP 
! J 
will result in a picture in proportion to the same area on an ERTS 
image print, c'pproximdi'ely twelve 64 by 64 subimages across 
by 19 subimages down the'i:qpe. 
If SPIC=T h~ the SPARAMbard, then a $PICTUR card must follow. 
Nqte that the parameters IRSTRT, lRSTOP', ICSTRT, ICSTOP, 
QUAN, NBAND arc supplied on ,the $PARAM card wI-Hie lNSKIP, 
KOlSKP ond all PlTCHR parameters are supplied on the $PICTUR 
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lhe program will output a n0gativc picture but a positive picture 
can be mode by setting IMAX=-O and IMlN:-::75 (or 12 if quetlirizotiC)f1 
is used). The parametels are initializod t·o output an arca 
approximately twelve 64 by 64 subimages wide by 19 down. For 
a complete description of PITCHR parameters, see PITCHR. 
1. Processor time for one bond with parameters as shown in 
the sample run is 0.075 hr with 3k lines of output. 












































September I 1973 
Z. Dinstein 




To equal probability quantize a large image on disc to NQ levels. 
ENTRY POI NT: 
. CALL ZEQUAN (LINE, NUMLIN, NUMPPL, NCOMP, ICOMP, 
LEFT, NQ, INFILE, IOUTFL) 










OUTPUT ARGUME NT!;:,,, 
IOUTFL 
Ar~ay to store one line of the image. 
Nymber of I ines in the image. 
Number of columns in the image. 
Number of components in the image. 
Th~ component to be quantized. 
Left-most cell desired in the line. 
, 
N~mber of quantized levels. 
File code of disc containing the image 
to be quantized. 



















-'. \-, ' 
(, )" 
Processing is done line by linc after an initial pass thFbUgh the 
image is mado to determine the number of grey tone levels in 
the image. The minimum and mo>:imum grey tones are printed. 
The number of grey tone levels should not exceed 512. Input 










ERTS RETRIEVAL PI(OGRAM 
SU[3PROGRAM TITLE: PlTCH!{ 
VERSION: II 
DATE: July, 1969 
UPDATE: Nbvember, 1970 
AUTHOR: R. Cowles 
DOCW·IIENTED BY: 1\ G. Ell iott 
PROGRAM LANGUAGE: GMAP 
IMPLEMENTED ON: HW635 
PURPOSE: 
To print out images in 13 grey levels. 
ENTRY POINTS: 
ARGUMFNTS: 
CALL PlTCHR (IRRAY, ICELL, JCELL, INlT, IT, IMIN, IMAX, 
NROW, NFIL, IFIL, NULW, NULD, AMAG, DMAG, *) 
. . 
CALL SNAP 






Array to ~e prinled,either integer or floating 
point. 
Number of rows in array. (row dimension) 
Number of columns in array. (column dimension) 
:::0 if all of image to be printed out is in core 
ot time of call. Output wi II be dono before 
return t·o C':llling program. 
=1 for reinitiolization entry. Ahy of the arguments 
previously. specified with INlT == 0 with the 
except'ion of I NIT may noVi be chantJed. RehJrn' 
will be made to the calling program without 
any?utput. This is especially useful if the image 
is rcad into core in pieces''tmd the lost· piece '. 





































enlry, It"-llT wi II reflect the numb'l!' of t irncs 
entry is made ot SNAP before final border is to 
" ,I 
b~ prinlcd, I{aturn is \'? tho coli ing routine 
without any oulput, r 
INlT ::::0 is assumed. 
:::0 if array is floating point 
=1 if array is integer 
11 = 1 is assumed', 
M,rur)'luin brightness level in array. Type of 
IMIN should correspond to that indicated by II. 
IMl\\! =0 is assumed. 
Maximum brightness level in array. Type of lMAX 
should correspond i'o that indicated by II. 
IMAX ::: 12, is assumed. 
Number of rows of array to be printed if full erray 
is not to be printed. This allows for partial printing. 
NROW= I€ELL is assumed. 
Number of output files available if image is to 
be output in strips that are NULW lines wide • 
. =0 for a II output on fi Ie code 06 
::: 1 lor all output on file co.de IFIL 
1 'for outputs in strips, on file codes specified 
inarray IFl L. NFIL==O is assumed. 
Ariay containing output file codes. Ignored unless 
NFIL:::. O. IFIL must be a variable rather tho; a 
I 
literal, since SNAP allers the value{s) of IFIL 
to 'contain the location of the relevant file 
cohtrol block in Ihe upper half of the word, 
I N~mber col umns per output page. MAX =129 
NULW =120 unless otherwise specified. 
Number of rows to be printed before a slew on the 






















Floating point magnification in width. 
AMAG := 1 is assumed. 
FloaHng point magnificatIon in let1gth, 
DIv'LAG := 1 is ossumed. 
Error return if not enough output· files are 
I (lvailoble. Return is made with NARG ==-10. 
If not specified, a message will be printed out· 
on the accounring report and on NF repor.t 
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January I 1974 
Robert J. Bosley 
Robert J .• Bosley 
FORTRAN IV 
HW635 . IMPLEMENTED ON: 
PURPOSE: 
ENTRY POINT: 
To write one I ine of ERTS data onto disc files, one fil~ 
for each bond. 







Array contaIning one line of ERTS dal'a 
Number of horizontal blocks of 41 columns 
in the line. 
Starting and endJng points in the ERTS line. 
The desired band~ sot to 5 for all 4 I,/ISS 
bands. 
After reading a line of data into JUNE, RETV calls WRTDSK 
toptck out the segment of NHOR blocks in the line and write 
it onto disc. If only one band is desired, only that band is 



































































I L i ,·J;f: 
ERTS RETRIEVAL PROGRAMS 
SUBPROGRAM TITLE: RDDSI
" ",' ,I ,., OJ.!" TliB 
'-J.. . ,::,,', uv~.::.,)llJ'!\'l..L 
11 
1"\'l'.ld"V~1 n}GE IS 'POOR 
VERSIOI..J: 01"'?JGW{.~.'L J; I- ~ 
DATE: Septe rnber, 1972 
UPDATE: January, 1974 
AUTHOR: Robert ~. Bosley 
DOCUMENTED BY: Robert J. Bosley 
PROGRAM LANGUAGE: FORTRAN IV 
IMPLEMENTED ON: HW635 
PURPOSE:. 
ENTRY POI NT: 
To read the ERT S data from disc and print out a picture of the 
image, proceeding vertically and then from left to right. 
. . 









I Array used to store two 41 x 41 blocks. 
TRUE for equal probability quantization of the 
.1 l!TI0ge • 
Number of horizontal 41 x 41 blocks. 
Number of vertical 41 x 41 blocks. 
File code of disc to be processed. 
Same as for PlTCHR. 
Silice blocks arc} 41 columns wide, then two horizoni'(ll blocks 
arqprocessed together, except for the final ship of blocks when 
NfiOR is an odd number. It is recommend~d that QUAN be set 
to true since transmission errors result in very high and very low 
grey tones along the line which will make the true image features 
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(i I ERTS RETRIEVAL PROGr!AMS 










Robert J. Bosley' 
FORTRAN IV 






To equal probability quantize the input array to NQ levels. 
. CALL KEQUAN (lA, NGL, NQ, IASIZP, 
• i \1 





Input array which t.o.: .returned quantized~ 
Number of grey tone levels in lAo 
Number of quantizing levels. 
Size of array IA. 






























E:RTS RETRIEVAL pr~OGRAMS 








Robert J .~3q;lIey 
, , 
Robert J. Bd'~lcy 
PROGRAM LANGUAGE: FORTRAN IV 
HW635 IMPLEMENTED ON: 
PURPOSE: 
ENTRY POINT: 
To read ER1S data from disc and print out the grey tones and/or 
copy the data onto em output tope. 
CALL RDDSK2 (IMAGE, IRSTRT, lRSTOP, NHOR, NDSK, 




, IMAGE h:-' AndY data is read into. 
r " I 
lRSTRT, IRSTOP Starting, stopping lines of data. 
NHOR N'umber of horizontal blocks of 41 columns. 
NDSK Fi:lc code of the disc to be read. 
piRNT TRUE for greyton~ listing. 
TAPE TRUE for tape output 
IFIL Output tope fi Ie code. 
If neither the grey tone listing nor the output tore is desired, 
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Robert J. Bosley 
Craig Paul 
FORTRAN IV 
HW 63S IMPLEMENTED ON: 
PURPOSE: 
To read the Texture Analysis parameters, read in subimages 
from ERTS input tape, and send these subimages to MAING 
for processing. 
INPUT PARAl'v'\ETERS: 
1. , Title Card: Up to 80 columns for use as identification 
information. 
2. Parameters under NAME LIST /PARAM/: 
IBAND Band used for proc€ssing-





::: 2 for MSS BandS , 
::: 3 for MSS Beine) 6 
::: 4 for MSSGand 7 
assumed to be 2. 
Number of points per line of each subimage; 
assumed to be 64. 
Number of I inesof each subimage; assumed 
to be 64. 
Number of the last vertical subimageto be 
processed; assumed to be 36 • 
Number of subimogcs taken horizontall)' in 
one run; assumed to be 3. Note: 














The upper-left column coordinate for the 
vertical strip (of NUMIM horizontal 
subimagcs) being rrocessed in this run. 
The number of the verticClI strip being processed; 
assumed to be 1. 
The number of vertical rows of subimages to 
skip before beginning processing; assumed to 
be O. 
Specifies the output option: 
= 1 HY for card output 
= 1 HT for tape output on fi Ie code IF 
= 1 HN for neither card nor tape p·)t a listing 
of the LEX arrays; assumed to be tope (1 HT). 
Note: PNCH must be denoted as a Hollerith 
constant in the $PARAM card • 
. Output tape file code which is assumed to be 
in posH-ion (it- is not rewound); assumed to be 1031• 
The base used for image reduction; assumed 
to be 1. 
Each subimage is processed NST ART ~hrough 
NTIMES times, each time wit-h a new reduction 
factor NFT = NRED *.* NLAYER where NLAYER 
goes from NSTART -1 through NTIMES -1; 
both assumed to be 1. 
TRUE for a picture of each subirnagei Cl5sumed 
FALSE. 
Number of quantization levels of the probabi I ity 
function in IMOMTR; assumed to be 16. 
TRUE for all four LEX arrays to be merged into 
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1. ERTS input tope mU5t be on file code 'ES'. 
2. Core - 43k • 
3. Disc fi Ie must be on file code '02'. 













CARD SETUP FOR SAMPLE RUN: 
$ IDENT 9999, ANYNAME 
. $ LIBRARY LB 
$ OBJECT ERTS TEXTURE ANALYSIS PROGRAMS 
$ DKEND 
$ EXECUTE 
$ PRMFL LB, R, 5, PATTERN/GEE/LIB. ' 
$ TAPE ES, A5DD, 60500, ERTSOO, ilNPUT 
$ FILE 02; A2R, 2L 
$ LIMITS to, 43k" 10k 
$ INCODE . lBMF 
TEST-SETUP FOR TEXTURE ANALYSIS PROGRAMS 
$ PARAM Nl1= 1/ PNCH = lHN, PICTUR = TSEND 
$ ENDJOB 
This run of the texture analysis programs will process the ERTS 
image in 64 x 64 sLI,birnagcs, giving ~>Illy printed output plus 















This is Ihe mainlinc of the texture anCllysis programs~. Each 
ERTS. irnoflc is divided into 4- vertical strips, each put Ollto a 
7··t·roc!< digital t·ope. This image is divided up into subimoges 
for proccssing. For example, if the subimoges are 64 columns 
by 64 lines, then I·he first tape canto ins subirnages 1 through 12, 
the second contains 13 through 24, and so on up to 48 horizontal 
subimages. And, each tape contains 36 vertical subimages. 
Often, the first 8 points at the beginning of each line have grey 
tones of 255 and will adversely affect processing. Therefore, 
the first eight points of each line are skipped. 
Each tape contains usually 3296 points ;Of 4 bands, or 824 points 
per line for one band. Skipping the first eight points leaves 
816 points PGt' line. If subimages are each 64 columns, then 12 
will occupy 768 columns, leaving 48 points at edge of each 
tape unused. 
pue to core limitations, each input tapo is processed in vertical 
strips af up to 192 horizontal points. This is 3,64 by 64 
subirnages,or 6)32 by 32 subimages in one run. For example, 
if NUMPPL == 64 and NUMIM ==3, then the tape is processed as 
follows: Run 1 - (1, 1), (1" 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), 
(3, 1), ••• ,(36, 1) (36, 2), (36, 3). Run 2 - (1, 4), (1, 5), 
(1, 6), (2, 4), (2, 5), (2! 6), (3, 4), .•. ,(36, 4), (36, 5), 
(36, 6). Run 3 - (1, 7), (1, 8), (1, 9), (2, 7), (2, 8), (2, 9), 
(3,7), .•• , (36, 7), (36, 8)., (36, 9). Run 4 - (1, 10), (l,11) 
.(1, 12), ... ,(36, 10), (36, 11), (36, 12). This completes the 
processing of the first tape. Note that N11 is determineq 
relative to the entire image while NUMSTR is relative to the 
input tape • That is, for tape 1, Nll and NUMSTR ore both 1 
for Run 1. But for Run 2, Nl1 is 4 while NUMSTR is 2 and for 
Run 3, N11 is7while NUMSTR is 3, etc. 
91 
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Continuino with the ex(tmplc ,. tope ~! will be processed as 
follows: Run 1 (Nll= 13, NUMSTR=l)- (1,13), (1,14), 
(1, 1.5), ••• ,(36, 13), (36, 14), (86, 15). Run 2 (N11 =16, 
t'-lUMSTR=?)- (1,16), (1, 17), (1,18), ••• , (36,16), (36, 17), 
(36, 18), etc. 
See Figure 1 for an illustration of an ERTS image divided into 
64 by 64 5ubimages. Note - the size of each subimoge must 
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SUBPROGRAM TITLE: ERTS 
VERSION: n 
DATE: September, 1972 
UPDATE: November, 1973 
AUTHOR: G. Gunnels" 
DOCUMENTED BY: R. Bosley 
PROGRAM LANGUAGE: GMAP 
IMPLEMENTED ON: HW635 
PURPOSE: 





CALL EINlT (NOLS) 
CALL ESKIP (NOSK) 
. 









Number of words per scan line; retLlrned by ElNlT • 
The number of records to skip. 
The array into which the NOLS words of data 
from a line of ERTS data is placed • 
. Returned by EREAD giving the line number of the 
line of data returner.!. If LN =0, the end of file 
was reached on the ERTS tape. 
, E8~!~f:~" buffci is not Icrgeenough for a block of 
ERlS dat,a. 
EI NIT YW'~ called twice. 
EINlT was "not called before colling EREAD, 
' .. 
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UE 
EF 
EOF encountered while reading 10 or 
annotation blocks on ERTS "apc. 
EOF encountered while trying to skip records 
in ESKIP. 
EINlT initial i:z.cs .. he ERTS tape so that data may be read, and 
must be called first. ESKIP skips over NOSI( records (scan lines). 
EREWNO rewinds the ERTS tape. EINIT must not be coiled twice. 
The data placed into array 1 by EREAO is in standard cOiresponding 
point forms. Since the ERTS MSS data has four channels, there 
ore actually NOLS/4 points or cells per scan line. 
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ERTS TEXTURE ANALYSIS 










R. M. Haralick 







To print out a picture of the sub image , copy it to file 2, and 
then process it through the texture subroutines FPLXlT to get 
the LEX arrays, IMOMTR to calculate the te>~ture features, ,/ 
. and RITOWT to output the results. 






NUMLIN by NUMPPL subimage array. 
Set to lif on error occurs in fitting the LEX 
arrays into iWORK. ' 
TRUE to merge the four LEX arrays into one. 
TRUE for a picture of the subimage. 
file code for the output tope. 
The subimage sent in lWORK is scaled to fill a page for the 
picture printout, and at the same time it is ~p~ied to a s~ratch 
disc on file code '02 1 ~ If the size i)f the LEX'arrays is greater 
than NUMPPL x NUMLlI'I, then an error message is printed 
and processing is krrninoted by'MAI~L"J, ofter putting EOF 
marks on the oulru! lope. Each sub image is quantized by 














































Robert J. Bosley 
FORTRAN IV 
HW635 









Input array which is returned quantized. 
Number of grey tone levels in IA. 
Number of quantizing levels. 
Si ze of array IA. 
-, 
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SUiWROGRUA TlTLe: PlTCHR 
VERSION: II 
DATE: Jul)', 1969 
UPDATE: November, 1970 
AUTHOR: R. Cowles 
DOCUMENTED BY: G. Elliott 
PROGRAM LANGUAGE: GMAP 
IMPLEMENTED ON: HW635 
PURPOSE: 
To print out images in 13 grey levels. 
ENTRY POINTS: 
ARGUMENTS: 
CALL PITCHR (IRRAY, ICELL, JCELL, INIT, IT, IMIN, IMAX, 
NROW, NFIL, IFIL, NULW, NULD, AMAG, DMAG, *) 
CALL SI"-lAP 






Array to ~e printed, either integer or floating 
point. 
Number of rows in array. (row dirnension) 
Number of columns in array. (column dimension) 
=0 if all of image to be';printed out is in core 
at time of call. Output will be done before 
return to co IIi ng program. 
=1 for rein,lJializal'ion entry. Any of the orguments 
previously specified w.ith INlT -==0 with the 
exception of I NIT may now be changed. Return 
will be mode to the colling progtam without 
an)' output. This is especially useful if the image 
is read into cOle irl pieces and the last piece 






































entry. 1I'~1T wi \I reflect the number of times 
entry is made at StJ AP before final border is to 
be printed. Return is 10 the calling loutine 
without any output. 
INIT =0 is o5surned. 
=0 if array is floating point 
=1 if array is integer 
II =1 i's assumed. 
Minimum brightness level in arro)'. Type of 
IMI t'-l should correspond to that indicated by II. 
IMI N =0 is assumed. 
Maximun'l brightness level in array. Type of It/lAX 
should correspond to that indicated by II. 
IMAX == 12 is assumed. 
Number of rows of array to be printe~~ if full arra}' 
. is not to'be printed. lhis allows for partial printing. 
NROW = ICELL is assumed. 
Number of output files available if im<"Jge is to 
be output in strips that aloe NULW linr;s wide. 
=0 for all output on file code 06 
=1 for all output on file code IFIL 
>1 for outputs In strips, on file codes specified 
in array IFIL. NFl l=O is assumed" 
Array containing output file codes. Ignored unless 
NFIL= O. IFIL must be a variable rather than a 
literal, since SNAP alters the value(s} of IFIL 
to contain the location of the relevant file 
control block in the upper half of tho word. 
Number col umns per output page. MAX::: 129 
NULW =120 unless ptherwise specified. 
Number of rows to be printed before a slew on the 
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AMAG 
DMAG 
Floclting point magnification in width. 
AMAG := 1 is oS5umcd. 
Floating pr')int magnification in length, 
DMAG ::1 is a!>sumed. 
Error return if not enollgh output fi les are 
available. Return is made with NARG =-10. 
If not specified, a message wi II be printed out 
on the accounring report and an NF report 


















ERTS TEXTURE I\NAL YSIS 









R. M. Haral ick 
R. J. Bosley 
FORTRAN IV 





To compute the four nearest neighbor greyl'one matrices 
LEX 1, LEX2, LEX3, LEX4, for angles of ~O, 0, 135, 
and 45 degrees. 
CALL F~LXlT (IDATA, LEX1, LEX2, LEX3, LEX4, NUMPPL, 
MERGE) 
1 DATA 
LEX1- LEX 4 
NUMPPL 
MERGE 
Scratch array holding two lines of the subimage. 
Address indkes fol' the four LEX arrays. , 
Number of points in each line of the subimoge. 
TRUE to merge the four LEX arrays into one array. 
This subroutine reads two lines at Cl time from the subimage being 
proces~ed, which is now all scratch disc file 02. After all 
the LEX arrays are created, they can be merged into one by 
setting MERGE to TRUE in MAl NLN. The mer£)c is performed 
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ERTS TEXTURE ANALYSIS 







. IMPLEMENTED ON: 
September, 1971 
September, 1971 
R. M. Horalick 








To return to the calling program the single ,subscript for 
the LEX array that indicates where element (I, L) can be 
found, given its row and column subscripts I and L. 
INDEX (I, J) 
I 
J 
Row subscript for an element in the LEX array. 
Column subscript for an element in the LEX 
array. 
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ERTS TEXTURE J.\N!\LYSIS 






Sepl'e rnber, 1971 
June, 1973 
PROGRAM LANGUAGE: 
R. M. I;-Iora\'ick 
R ... I. Bosley 
FORTRAN IV 




To calculate the moment texture statistics. 
. CAllIMOtvHR (LEX1, LEX2, lEX3, LEX4, F, 1Q, MERGE) 




Address indices fOi the four LEX arrays. 
Cumulative distribul"ion function. 
Quantized output array of IEQPQ1, 
TRUE indicates the four lEX arrays have been 
merged into one. 
TEXTURE FEATURES: 
1. Angular Second Moment 
N N 9 9 
ANGMOM::: 2: I: p2(i, j) 
1:::1 j= 1 
where N is the number of grey tone levels, and 
P(i, j) isgthe array of joint probabilities. 
" 
105 1 : 









~ i ( 9. Variance of DIF 
k • DIF(k] 2 
N g-l [N g-l , ! DIFVAR::: 2: k2 • DIF(k) - 2: 
~ 1 




10. Entrophy of DIF 
N g-l I 
DIFENT= - 2: DI,F(k) • log (DIF(k» 
k=1 
11. Average of Intensity 
2N 
9 
SUMAVE = 2: k • SUM(k) 
k=2 
where SUM::: 2: 
.,J, 
PO, j) 




i 12. Variance of SUM 
r 
2Ng [N tl· SUM(k)-~ SUMVAR= 2: k • SUM(k) 
k=2 
13. Entropy of SUM 
2N 
SUMENT = -~ SUM(k) • log (SUM(k» 
k=2 
14. True mean of probability function ' I 
N I 
9 
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The three remaining Ic;>:ture fcotul'cs are computed in subroutine 
COR: CORINF, COI~MUT I and COI\/\~AX. If MERGE is 
TRUE, then theso features arc cornpulcd for only the merged 
array, LEX 1. Olhc)rwi se they are computed for each LEX 







































ERTS TEXTURE ANALYSIS 
SUBPROGRAM TITLE: COR 
VERSION: II 
DATE: November, 1972 
UPDATE: June, 1973 
AUTHOR: Sam Shanmugam 
DOCUMENTED BY: R. J. Bosley 
PROGRAM LANGUAGE: FORTRAN IV 
IMPLHAENTED ON: HW 635 
PURPOSE: 
To calculate lhrce measures of correlation betweEm two discrete 
random variables )( and Y whose joint probabilil'ies of occurrence 
are known. 
ENTRY POINT: 










Array of joint probabil ities. 
Size of the array PXY 
Option flag - if IOPT =0, then only CORl 
and COR2 will be calculated; if lOPT =1, 
then COR3 will also be calculated. 
Scratch array of size N x N. This array 
is used only if lOPT is non-zero. 
Maximal correlation measure. 
Information measure of correlation. 



























These three correlation rneclsures are the last threc texture 
features. For dctails of I'hc measures see It Mutual InformatIon 
and Maximal Correlation As /v'18Clsurc of Dependence," by 
C. B. Bell, in the ,t\nnals of t:.~olhcrnatical ~~1t.istic!L. vol. 43, 
1962. 
H(x, y) - Hl (x, y) 
1. CORl = .' ~-
max (H(x), H(y») 
where H(x, y) = L: ~ log (p x; (i, j») 
i J. .' 
H1(x, y}=L L (log (p (i) P (j))~'P(i, j) •• x y X)' . 
I J 
and H(y) = F(IOg P/i)) P /j) 
2. COR2= Vl-e-2R 
where R = H2(x, y) - H(x, y) 
H2(x, y} = L: L (109 P (i) P (j)) P )i) PyO) i j x Y 
and P (i) ~ LP (i, j), P (j) = 2: P (i, j). 
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3. COR3 is COlrlputcd uaino the eigenvector corresponding 
to the !.ccond I CJl'9GS I cigcnvuluc of QQ T, where 
Q(l, J) =: P x/i, j) 
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ERTS TEXTU!~E ANALYSIS 









aEPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
ORlGll-IAI .. PAGE IS POOR 
PROGRAM LANGUAGE: 
R. J. Bosley 
FORTRAN IV 





To determine k levels of equal rrobabil ity quantization for 
an array for wh ich the cumuk1fi~e distribuj'ion functi~n is 
known for all elements. 







~'umber of items in array F to be equal 
probabil ity quantized. 
Number of quantizing levels. 
Input ana}' to be quanl·!:z.ed. 
Output array of quantized levels. 
The lowest possIble level in the input data. 


















ERTS TEXTURE ANALYSIS 
SUBPROGRAM TITLE: RlTOWT 







R. M. Haralick 









To output onto printer, cards, or tape the texture features. 
CALL RlTOWT (LEX1, LEX2, LEX3, LEX4, G, IQ, MERGE, 







:1 Address indices for the lEX arroys. 
COF for the image dota 
Quantized output of IEQPQ10f NQUANT 
levels. 
TRUE )indicates that the four LEX orrays have 
been mer'g'ed into one array. 
File code for output tope~ 
TRUE indicates that a picture of the 5ubimage 
has been printed. 
The output format for the listing is slightly different depending 
upon the PICTUR and merge options. The PNCH option determines 




















texture fealur<~(; ror celeh subilllogC. In ony case, tlte texture 
feotures ore lislod on the printer. If PNCH = lHY in the 
$PAPAM cord in MAl ~~LN, then cords are punch acco\'t,ing 
to the followintJ formats: 
1. for MERGE;-: TRUE: Ml, Nl, NFT, ANGMOM, ENTROP, 
2. 
RATIO, SGMASQ, SGMAXY, AMEAN, VIDMOM, KOUNT/ 
TMEAN, DIFENT, DIFAVE, DIFVAR, SUMENT, SUMAVE, 
SUMVAR, KOUNT+ l/CORINF, CORMUT, CORMAX, KOUt'lT+2. 
FORMAT (12, lX, 212, lX, 7F9.S, I9/8X, 7F9.5, 19/8X, 3F9.5, 
36X, 19), where (Ml, Nl) is the subimage row, column 
coordinate. 
for MERGE = FALSE: Ml, Nl, NFT/ANGMOM(4), ENTROP(4), 
KOUNT/RATlO(4), SGMASQ(4), KOUNT+ 1/SGMAXY(4), 
AMEAN(4), KOUNT+2/VIDMOM(4), TMEAN(4), KOUI'lT+3/ 
DIFENT(4), DIFAVE(4), KOUNT+4/DIFVAR(4), SUMENT(4), 
KOUNT+S/SUMAVE(4), SUMVAR(4), !(OU NT+6/CORINF (4) , 
~ORMUT(4), KOUNT+7./CORMAX(4), KOUNT+S, where 
(4) denotes four values, one for each angle. 
FORMAT V'THE SCENE(', 12, 1,1, 12, I) HAS BEEN 
REDUCED BY' , 15/8(lX, SF9.S, 17/)/lX, 4F9.4,. 38X, IS). 
If tape output on file code 'IF' is selected by PNCH == 1 HT, t.hen 
the texture features are writt:an in binary as follows: 
WRlTEOF) Ml, Nl, NFT, ANGMOM(K), ENTROP(I<), RATlO(KL 
SGMASQ(K) , SGMAXY(K), AMEAN(K), VIDMOM(K), 
TMEAN(l<), DIFENT(K), DIFAVE(K), DIFVAR(K), SUMENT(K), 
SUtv\A VE(K), SUMVAR(K), CORINF(K), CORMUT(K), 
CORMAX(K), where K is one for MERGE:: TRUE and is 
4 for MERGE:: FALSE denoting the number of values for each 
measure. 
If neither card5 nor tape output is selected, then the LEX arrays 

















IV.l-c Cross-Band Texture Analysts Programs -
Documentation 
SPECTR 




































Robert J. Bosley' 
Robert J. Bosley 
FORTY 
IMPLEMENTED ON: HW635 
PURPOSE: 
ENTRY POINT: 
This program is the mainline of the spectral-taxl'ural analysis 
which obtain spectral-textural features for land-use classification 
of ERTS tv'ISS data. 
CALL SPECTR (IMAGE, X, lUNE, IXDIM, lYDlM, NDIN) 
INPUT ARGUMENTS: 
IMAGE Array containing a subimage. 
(IYDlM, lXDlM, 
IOIl'l) 
X (lYDIM, Array containing the difference imdge. 





Array one ERTS line is readi"~to. 
Column dimension of IMAGE, X. 
Row dimension of IMAGE, X. 
Number of components, bands,in IMAGE, X. 
INPUT PARAMETERS: under NAMELlST 'PARAM': 
NDlM Number of components desired in IMAGE: 
AssumQd to be NDIN • 
NUMLlN Number of lines in subimdgc; Assumed to be IYDIM. 
116 
c 
Number of columns in subimogc; Assumed to 
be lYDlM. 
Format Llsed to output clement's of cova! iancc 
matrix; assunlcd to be 'EllA' • 
80 column titlc for run. 
TRUE to print covarieince matrix; assumed fALSE. 
Distance between neighboring cells for difference 
orray; Cissumod to be 1. 
Starting row in ERTS imagc; assumed to be 1. 
Stopping roVl in ERTS image; assumed as last row. 
Number of horizontal points that subimages over-
lap; assumed to be o. 
Number of vertical points that subimages overlap; 
ossumed t~,; be O. 
TRUE for output on cords, FALSE for output to 
file code 01 for tope or disc. 
EXAMPLE OF DRIVER: 
DIMEt'-l510N IMAGE (16, 17, 8), X (16, 17, 8), IUNE (3300) 




CALL 5PECTR (IMAGE, X, IUNE, IX01M, IYDIM, NDlN) 
stop 
END 
This driver 'Nip set up the spectral-textt:,Jral anal);sis mainline 
SPECTR to process 16 x 16 subimages over 8 components with 
IDIST ==1. Note IXDIM must include NUMPPL plus I015T points, 
and array IUNE must have at least NUMPPL l( N01M points 





















1. Core - 25k for IM/\G E (32, 33, 8) 
2. ERTS 'inpul' tape must" be on fil e code I ES' 
3. Rondom access disc file on file 11, Of). $ FILE II AIIR, OR. 













'HEMDET (Fortran callable program from HEMP library to 
so,tve for determinant of matrix). 
These anal)fsis programs obtain a series of NUMLlM by N UMPPL 
by NDiM subimCiges from the ERTS input tape and outputs a feature 
vector with (1 + NDlM (~~DIM- 1)/2) components for each sub image • 
The input dota is, processed in horizontal rows of subimages that may 
overlap both horiz.ontally and vertically. The distance between 
nejs)hboring resolution cells used to get the difference array is variable. 
Note that IXDIM.must include NUMPPl plus lOIST points, and that 
the array JUNE must have at least NUMPPL x NDIM points outside ,of 
any other Clrray because these are ,used forarrayXLINE in COVAR. 







._-_._----------_._--_ ... .-, .. --_.:.-.-:.._." ::~------~-~-, .... -
to comcrvc corc, d!l in the example for u DRIVER. The first feature 
component on the OlJtput file is the entropy measure, and the rcoiCIining 
NDlM (hlDlI'I\-l)/?' ccmponcnf's arc clements of the corrcl( tion matrix. 
Sec the GETl/'A subprogrom for alislino of 0118 po,sible componC'nts 























Januar)' I 1974 
Januar)', 1974 
Robert J. Bosley 
Robert J. Bosley 
FORTY 
HW635 
To get a row of subimages from the ERTS input tape and copy. them 
onto a random access disc file. 
ENTRY POINTS: 
CALL GETlM OLlNE, ,IDIST, NDIM, lRSTRT, IRSTOP, l'-lUMLlbl, 












Array into which one ERTS line is read. 
Distance bei'ween ne ighboring resolution ce lis 
whose differences form the difference am:.y, X. 
Number of components in each resolution cell. 
~tarting line of ERTS data. 
Stopping I ine of ERTS data .. 
Number of I ines in each subimage. 
Number of points per I ine (columns) in each sub image • 
Number of I ines that 5ubimages overlap. 





























Number of horizonl'al overlapping subimagcs in image. 
Horizontal increment to the fi n; I' column of the 
nexl' subimage in the row. 
Last coli in the mw. 
Random access disc file on file code II: and FILE II, AIIR, lOR. 
This program is initialized by colling GETlM which initializes the 
ERTS input tope and sets up the disc on file II for random access, 
with fixed lel1gth records of NDIM words, up to a maximum of 
NDIM =8. The eight poss ible grey tone components are: ' 
1 J Bond 2 
I 
it 
2. Band 3 
3 •. Bond 4 
4. Bond 2 x Band 2 
5. Bond 3 x Bond 3 
6. BandJfx[3,ond4 
7. Bond 2 x B,and 3 
8.' Band 2 x Band 4, where bond 1 through 4 is MSS band 4 through 7. 
It is suggested that all eight components be used and the best of these 
be selected for feature vector components. This gives a total 
of 29 components, including the entropy measure. 
AHer calling GETlM, all further ca.Jls are made to GETlT which 
goes down the input data file line by line copying to the random 
access disc an,entire row of NHOR subirnagesof NDIM components. 
Note that MSS band 4 (band 1 here) has been deleted because of 


























PROGRAM LANGUAGE: GMAP 
IMPLEMENTED ON: HW635 
PURPOSE: 




CALL EINlT (NOLS) 
CALL ESKIP (NOSK) 










Npmber of words per scan line; returned by EINIT • 
The number of records to skip. 
The array into which the NOLS words of date 
from a line of ERTS data is placed • 
. R~turned by EREAD giving the line n\Jrnber of the 
line of data returner:l. If LN =0, the end of fi Ie 
was reac~led on the ERTS tepe. 
, 
, 
EREAD buffer is not large enough fora block or 
(,j 
ERTS data. 
EINIT was called twice. 
EINlT w~s not c~lIed before ceiling EREAD, 


































EOF encountered while rending ID or 
annotation blocks on ERTS tape. 
EOF encounl'crcd while trying to skip records 
in ESKIP. 
EINIT initializes the ERTS tape so that data may be read, and 
must be called first. ESKIP skips over NOSK records (scan lines). 
EREWND rewinds the ERTS tape. :El NIT must not be called twice. 
The data placed into array 1 by EREAD is in standard corresponding 
point forms. Since the ERTS MSS data has four channels, there 
are actually NDLS/4 points or cells per scan line. 




















CROSS-BAND TEXTURE ANALYSIS 










Ro!Jert J. Bosley 
FORTY 
IMPLEMENTED ON: HW635 
PURPOSE: 
ENTRY POINT: 
To calculate the nearest neIghbor difference orray. 
. CALL DIFFER (lA, X, IXDIM, IYDIM, NDIM, I015T, NUMPPL, 
NUMLlN) 
INPUT ARGUM!:NTS: 
IA(IYDIM, Array containing i'he subirnage being processed. 
IXDIM, NDlM) 






Row dimension of IA clOd X. 
Number of component's of each resolutlon cell. 
Number of columns in the subimoge. 
Number of I ines in the subimoge. 












































This suuroutine will replace the original subimo£lc in array IA 
with the nearest nei~Jhbor horizontClI difference: (11 - ,J 1, 
12 - .. 12, ••• ,IN - IN) where J. Clnc! .. 1 clre N'-dirnMsional hori7ontal1y 
neighboring rc!:olution cells st'poraled by distance 101ST. Arrays 
lA and X may be equIvalenced to occupy \'he same area of corc. 
Noto that the absolute value is used to get the differcncos. 
This gives only the positive half of the distribution of differences 
I-J and J-l. This shifts the mean of the disl'ribution from the 
origin and must be accounted for in COVAR when the covariance 































CROSS-BAN D TEXTURE ANALYSIS 
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Robert J. Bosl ey 
Robert J. BasI ey 
FORTY 
IMPLEMct--lTED ON: HW635 
PURPOSE: 
To calculate the covariance motrix of the difference array. 
ENTRY POINT: 
CALL COVAR (XLlNE, NDIM, NUMPPL, X, lXDJM, IYDIM, 







Array used to send one line of the difference 
array to MNCVIN. 
Number of components of each vector In X. 
Number of columns of vectors in X. 
Nearest neighbor difference array. 
IXDIM, IYDIM Column, row dimensions of array X. 
NUMLIN Number of rows of vectors In X. \ " 
NDIN DImension of 'COV array. \",) 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS: 
COV (NDIN, Covariance matrix of the difference array X. 

























Array XLlblE Is formed from tho fi~51' NOIM x NUMPPl points 
of array lUNE In SPECTR. Hence at leost the first NDIM x NW .. \PPL 
words of lLlI'\jE must' not be equlvClI(:nccd into OlrCJ)' X. 
Since only the positive differences were uscd 1'0 make army X 
























CROSS-BAND TEXTURE ANALYSIS 
sunp;~O(;nAM Tn lE: Mt-4CVIN 
1 V[:RS1(;1'-1: 
DAT[: , August, 1973 
UPDATE: August, 1973 
AUTHO~!.: Jumes D. Young 
DOCUMENTED BY: 
PROGRAM LANGUAGE: 
James D. Young 
FORTRAN IV or FORTY 
HW635 IMPLEMENTED ON: 
PURPOSE: 
ENTRY POll"-lTS:1I , 
To c~lculate the mean vector and covarIance matrix for each 
category of a set of vectors, based on a specified percentage 
of the vectors randomly chosen with in the set. 
CALL MNCVlI'~ (I'-JVPCAL, NDIM, NCAll, PERCNT, NCAT I 








Number of vectors per call. 
Dimension of data vectors. 
\ ~umber of calls. 
. . ~ercentagc of total number of vectors from which 
I 
the mean and covarignce matrices will be 
qal cui cted. 
Number of categories considered; set to 1 if 
only one set of sl'atistics will be calculated for 
.' all da.ta, set to the number of categories in data 


























M'.1Ir1x conlaininSI inpuHlal'CJ vectors in its 
columns. 
V(!ctor containing the ground truth integers, 1 
through NCAT, associated with the data vectors 
of Xi if 1 ....J(,t.·.T is 1 this vec\'or is ignored. 
OUTPUT I\[~GUMENTS: 
COMMENTS: 
COY (NDIM, Matrix containing covariance matrices of the data. 
h!DIM,' NeAT) 
XMEAN (NDIM"',,~atrix containing mean vectors of the data. 
NCAT) 
SCTMEN(NDIM, Scral'eh matrix. 
NCAT) 
SAMSZ (NCAT) Vector with the number of vectors L1sed to calculate 
the statisl'ics for each catGgor>'. 
IERROR 
JERROR 
Error flag when returned non-zero: 
1. If NVPCAL ... LE. 0 
2. if NDIM .lE. 0 
3. If NCAl .lE. 0 
4. if PERC NT .6T. 100. or so small that less 
than 2 vecl'ors will be used 1'0 calculate 
all the statistics. 
5. if NCAT .lE. 0 
Errol' flag when returned non-zero: 
1. if an illegal ground truth label is formed. 
One call to MNCVIN Initializes this routine. Calls to MNCV 
should be performed NeAll times, each with the next line of 
vectors in X. AHer MNC\r has been called hlCAll times, the 
mean veei'or and cov6rianc:·e matrix for each_category is completed. 
For usc in the Spectral-Textural Analysispr66roms, PERCNT is 






















Robert J. Bosley 
Rohert J. Bosley. 
FORTY 
. HW 635 
To calculal'e ,·he correlation matrix given the covariance matrix 
of the difference oirey. 
ENTRY POINT: 








Covariance matrix of the difference array 
Order of matrIx COV. 

































































_= ! 'L • ..roY'." -- '... _.. 'LJ\4 ~ ...-s...... t: ~ ~_'*""""''''' • ....-
NOPT4 
~-
Set to 0 for only the contingency table of the 
test set; otherwise set to 1 for the classification 
of each lost pal'tern as well • 
Card 2. Formal' (515) 






NPART oul- of every ten pottern vectors in the 
data set will be used for training. The remaining 
wlll be used as test patterns. 
The number of measurements per vector plus two. 
The number of ground trul-h categorIes. 
TwIce the maximum number of training patterns 
in anyone cai-egory. 
'1. MaxImum number of categories is 15. 
2. Maximum number of com'ponents, NDIM r Is 100. 
3. Pattern vectors must be sori-ed by category. 
4. A scratch disc file must be on 02. 
5. ISIZE must be at least 
NOIM (NTRAIN + 10) + 1000 
+ (NC (NC + 1)/2) NO + NPA1R • NO 
where NO= NOIM -1 
and NTRAIN = number of training patterns. 
6 •. Pattern vectors must be ,;?rTtten in binary to disc file 01 
as follows: ;~\ 
WRITE (01) IGT, MI, ~l, NFT, (FEAT(I), 1 =1, NMEAS) 
where " ;' 
IGT Is the ground tr_t?fh category. 
M 1, N 1 I NFT are not used - may be used as 
ID tags 
FEAT Is the~feature vector 







































If IS~ZE Is too small, proce:.sing is tei'minated and em error 
message is listed. 
Using a regression type algorithm the program obtains a set of 
hyperplanes for separating the training patterns of different 
category pairs. A total of NC(NC-l)/2 hyperplanes are 
determined. Test patterns are identified by taking a majority 
vote on this set of hyperplanes. For complete details, see 
"IntroductIon to Statistical Pattern Recognition" by Y. Fukunaga, 
Academic Press, 1972. 
The input data file on 01 should have a total of NTOT logical 
records in binary. Each logical record must be of length 
NDIM + 2 "voids, where word 1 Is the ground truth category and 
words set is sorted into training and test sets according to NPART. 
Training veci'ors are stored in WORK and test vectors are copied 
























"" ... ,' --~-- ":: > ..~ .. -- .. ,,, . . 
( CAllED nv: 
D;UVER 
EXAMPLE OF DRIVER: 
DIMENSION WORK (10000) 
ISIZE = 10000 












































Dec ember, 1973 
Sam Shanrnugarn 
Robert J .• Bosley 
FORTRAN IV 
HW 635 
Tf! read the parameter cards and the Input data set, copying 









Array training vectors are read into 
Scratch array 
This version does not use subroutine POST to p05ition the input 
























L11~[AR PISCRIMII'-lAI'IT CI.ASSIFIER 







September I 1972 









UsIng the set of training patterns, this program obtains a set 
of hyperplanes for pairwise separation of training patterns of 
different categories. The program also identifies the test 
patterns on a majority Vc,lte en the hyperplanes and outputs 
c,ontingency table. 







Matrix containing training patf'errls. 
M6trix containing test patterns. 
Artay of we i ght vectors. 
Matrix used for calculating the boundary 









































- To fInd the minimum mean square fit hyperplane for separating . 
the training patterns of two different· categories. 
ENTRY POINT: . 













Array containing the patterns of category 
1 and category J. 
Scratch array. 
ND+1 Is the dimension of the pattern vector. 
Number of vectors In U. 
Weight vector which defines the hyperplane 
separating categories 1 andJ. 
Matrix invcr,sion prog,oom from the IBM 
SclcnHfic SJbrovtino Package. 
138 









































































































ERrs RET~I~VAL ~ROGRAM 
ERTS ~ETRIFVAL PROG~AM 
VERST,ON '" WR~TTEN BY RJ ~O$LEY JAN t974 
OF.SC~IPTION OF PROGRAM. 
THIS IS THE MA:NLINE Fn~ E~TS RF.TP.EVAL p~nG~AH~ WHIC~ W:LL 
RfTRIEVE ~ATA FROM STANDA~n N~SA FRTS DAT4 TAPF.S ANJ OJTPJT THE 
l~AGE DAT4 IN A P:CTUPE, OR r,~EYTON~ LiST NG, OR ~3PY IT ONTO AN 
O~TPUT TAPE ON FI~E COOE 'IF.L'. COORDINATES MAY dE ~:T~ER :N 
tELL.I"'ETERS OR IN ~OW ... r)_IH1N COIINT. FOR REASONA':_E EP~:'I::NCY 
DATA IS RFAD IN 9_0CK~ QF 41 L!NFS OY 41 POiNTS. ONE ERTS TAPE 
W.LL THEN BE COVERED CY 21 HO~IZONTAL BLOCKS. LFAVING 4 POINTS 
LE~T AT THE END OF EACH L:NE. NOTE--SOHETiMES ON THE FIRST TAPE 
OF AN !HAGE, T~E FI~ST rnu~ POTNTS ARE 255 ANO H:~L AOVE~SE_Y 
AFfECT A P!CTURE PRINTOUT. If SQ. SK~P THE FIRST FOUR PO~NTS BY 
SETT!NG IrSTRT=? 
NOTE---IF THE POINT ICSTRT IS NOT A MULT.PLE OF 41 fRO~ THE 
END OF THE LINE. THEN THE :"AST POINTS MAY NOT NI;CESSAfU_Y BE 
O~TPUTTEO SINCE T~E B_O:~S ARE aETERMiNEO BY THE ICS1~T P~SiT:ON. 
THEREFORE IT :S SUG~ESTE1 THAT IF THE DATA OUT to ~HE ~ND OF EACY 
~!~E IS GESIQEQ, THAT TH~ COO~DiNATES BE SPECIFIE~ IN ~ow.CO~U~N 
FO~HAT AND THAT T~EY 3E PREDETERMINED SO AS TO OUTPUT ThE uESIREO 
POINTS IN THE EqTS LINE. 
A SPECiAL PICTURE RUN TO PR:NT OUT AND REDUCE ANY !~A~E OVER 
THE ENT!RE TAPF CAN 8E MADE 8Y SETTlNG SP:C TO .TRUE. IN 5PARAM 
AND T~EN SPECIFYI~G PICTU~E PARAMETERS UN0ER NAME~IST ~PICT~R. 





























INPUT PA~AMETERS UNDER 
N8AND 


















BAND NUMBFR TO aE SELE:TEO RETV0030 
SET=5 FOR AL~ BANOS RETV0031 
ROW,~OLUMN STA~T!NG COORC~~ATES RETVOQ32 
ROW.GOLUMN STOPiNG COORDINATES RETV0033 
NUMBER OF HORIZONTA~ 41 X Itt 3LOCKS q:ETVOO 34 
THAT GOVERS AREA SE~ECTF) RETV003S 
NUMBER OF VERTIC!\~ BLOCKS ;::)vERING RETV003& 
AREA SELECTEil P.ETV0037 
STARTING.ENOiN~ POINTS IN ERTS ~:NE RETVOO~~ 
T;n.E FOP. TIiIS RUN ~ETV003C) 
O\JTPUT FILE FOK TAPF, SET T:l 02 RETV0040 
A~RAY WhF.RE EQTS ~~NE IS R~~J INTO RETV0041 
ARRAY TO ~TORE 41 X 41 SU3i~A~E B~OGK RETV0042 
TRUE FOR PiCTURE OUTPUT ~ETV0043 
TRUE FOq SPEC!AL PICTURE RJN RETV0044 
T~UE FOR nUANTIZE~ pr~TURE OUTPUT RETV0045 
TRUE FO~ GREY-TONE ~ISTING RETV0046 
TRUE FOf< TAPE OUTPUT RETV0047 
TRUE IF COORD ARE SPEvIFIE) IN MH. ~ETVO~48 
TRUE If MH. ~OORJ COHf FRO~ A SHA~L RETV004 0 





















































E~TS RElRIEVAL PROr.~AH 
TO BE FALSE--FROH A 7 X 1 lNCH 
I(j:"STRICT:::ON'.). 
1. fRTS INPUT TAPE MUST oF. ON Fr~E CODE 'ES'~ 






3. ANY OUTPUT TAPE HUST ~F POSITIONED ON F;~E C~OE ·IF:~·. 
It. ALL COO~9!NATES HUST ~E ~ETERM~NED RELATIVE TO T~E I~PUT 
TAPE---THAT IS, !:STOP MUST NOT tXCEE~ 82~ GO~UMNS OR 















EQUIVALENCE (lM~GE(1,1) , ... :"~NE(1) LOGICA~ EOF,PIC,SPI~,aUAN,PRNT,TAPE,SHALL,HiLLI 
DATA glANK/' 'I NAMEL!ST IPARAM/N3AND,PT~,QUAN'PRNT,TAPE,:RSTRT,ICSTRT'IRSTOP' 
1 ICSTOP,iFIL,TITLE,MILLI,SPIC 














































































I I (' I ! 
; I 
r 1 
02-12-74 ERTS RET~iEVAL PROGRAM 
l~blPUODUClD1LlTY OJP THE 





























IF (Er)F) STOP 
READ IN PARAMETERS 
ChEC~ FOR END OF CARDS 
WRITE OUT THE PARAHETF~S 
W~4:TE(f,.U lTITLr(!) ,1=1,14) ,NiJAND 
IF(NuANQ.EQ,5) WRITE(&,~) 
IFCTAPE' WR~TF.(~.3' :F!~ 
IF(PIC) WRITE(o.4) qUAN 
WRITE(&.S, !RSTRT.IRSTOP.IGSTRT~ICSTOP 
FO~HAT(20X,'ERTS RETRIEVA_ PROGRAM VE~SION Ir'IIIIX,14A&1111 
1 ' BAND NU~3ER is ',:3) 
FORMAT(' ~LL FOUR E~TS 8ANJS WIL~ BE PROCESSED"' 
FORMAT(' AN OUTPUT TAPE W:L~ 3£ CREATED ON FILE "~13J 
FORMATe· PICTUR~ QUANTIzATION IS ',LI) 
FORMAT(' STARTING ROW IS ",1&,IQX,"ENOIN5 ROW IS ".r&1 
1 ' STARTING ~OLUMN IS ",I6,10X,"END.NG COLUMN IS ",;6) 
!F(:NQT~M~LLI) GO TO !q 
WRITE: (6,6' 
CYANGE MM COORD INTO ROW ANJ CO~ 
FORMAT(' COORDINATES ARE IN MrLL~HETEPS") 
1 
1 










GET THE CORRECT IMAGE SIZE 
ASSU~E THAT A PRINT H~S 19J~M VERT 
AND 184 MH AC~OSS OR 2316 ~JWS VERT 
AND Hc}& PO~NTS AC'~OSS" 
HOWEVER--SlNGE THE TAPE 0'1. Y :;OVERS 
ONE FOURTr ACqOSS AN tMAGE, THEN USE 
46HM ACROSS AND 824 COLUMNS A'::'ROSS. 
00 SHALL NEGATIVE COORDINATES 
A NEGATIVE IS 70HH ay 70HM 
WRITEC6,16) 
FORMA TC " 
WRITE OUT THE NEW COORDINATES 
IRSTRT,IRSTOP,ICSTRr.ICSTOP 
• 
COORDINATES IN POH AND COLUMN FORMAT A~E---"I 
STAt;!T!NG ROW IS ·,I6,lOX,'[tID!~G ROW IS ",161 
STA~TINLJ co.ur1N' IS ",~6,10x,'ErWiNG ... OLIJ'1'f IS "do) 

















































































































IFCNBANJ.GT.S' GO TO 20 
IFCNBANO.LT.U GO TO 20 
IFC.RSTRT.LT.l) GO TO 20 
IFC:CSTiH.LT.ll GO TO 20 
IFCIRSr~p.Lr.IRST~T) GO TO 20 
iF(IC~Tap.GT.iCSTRT) GO TO 2~ 
WR!TE(6.21) FORMAT(III •••• EXECUTION TERMiNATED FOR THIS RUN--ERRO~ IN 
lEh'S'/lI-1 ) 






IFC.NOT.~P!C) GO TO 1~ CALL PiXEY(iLINE,:LINE,:RSTRT,IRSTOP,ICSTRT,ICSTOP,QUAN.N8ANu) 
GO TO 1001 POSITION THE INPUT TAP~ 
NOSK=!RSTPT-l 
CALL. EREWND 
!FCNOSK.NE.O) :ALL ESK!PCNOSK' 
W~ITECD,23' LENGTH FOR~ATC' LENGTI- OF ONF ERTS LINE 
i.FH.ENGTH.LE.3300) GO TO 25 
WRITEC6.Zlt) 
FOP,~ATCIII' LENGTH OF ~:NE 
lE---EXECUTION TERMINATEu" 
~TOP 
ON ERrS EXCEEJS Qi~EN~~ON 0= ~~RAY 
DETERMiNE THE NUM9ER OF BLJCKS 
ALLOW 15 prs TO oE CUT OFF 3E~0~E 
STARTING A NEW STRIP OF e~J:K~ 
NHOR=((iCSTOP-I:STRT-l~)/41)+1 
i RESET END~NG ,:O~UMN 
ICSTOP=NHOR·41+iCSTRT-l 
IFUCSTOP.LI::.824) GO TO 2& 
N-IO~=N~O~-l 









~ETVO 17 3 
RETV0174 
IL:'-.J~ETV0175 



















TPENO= ... CSTOP·4 WRITE OUT NO of BLOCKS AND ~rOP5 
WRITE(&,28) NhOR,~VERT,lRSTOP,ICSTOP 





t ' REVISEfJ STOPP!tlS ROW IS Nbw ',Ibl 
1 ' REVISED STOPPING ~OLUHN IS Nlliw ',1&) 
....... SECTiON II --- PRO':'ESS ThE ERTS OATA TAPE ...... 
1?:EFnQ 
h ' .' J.l. If) UCIBT'r 
.Jl1IGlNAL· .t.l.i1Ty OF 










































ERTS RET~IEV~L PROG~AH 
on 29 In = 11, 1" 
RnGND If) 
00 10n ~rNE=!~STRT,IRSTOP 
CALL EPEAO(IlINE.LN) 
PART l--~EAJ TrlE JATA 
GO THRU EACH VERT!~AL ~~OC~ 
CYECK FOR ER~I)~ 
:F (LN.NE. 11) GO TO 90 
WRITE (I), annN ~O~HAT(III" ••• EXECUTION TERM:NATEO---EOF JETECT~Q ON E~TS TAPE") 





N':' SK =1!1+ tH~A NO-l 
!F(N8ANJ.NE.5) GO TO 250 
NTIHES=" 
NDSK=10 
PART 2--0UTPUT THE OATA 
SET UP NO OF TIMES AND DISC F_L~ CODE 
GO THRU ONE TIME FOR F.ACH·9ANO 
DO 300 ITIHE=l,~TIHES 
NOSK=N~SK+l OUTPUT THE PiCTURE FOR TH!S 3ANO 
IF(PIC) ~ALL ROOSK1(:MAGE,QUA~~NHOR,NVERT,NDSK) 
WP,!TE OUT Th~ SREV-TONSS 
CALL QOOSK2(IMAGE,IRST~T,:RSTOP,NHOR'NGSK,PRNT,TAPF.,IFl_) 
CONTINUE GO BACK FOR ANOTHER RuN 
IFCTAPE) ENOFIi,.E IFIL 
WRITE 16, 302) 
FORHAT(IIII" END O~ THIS ~UN"/1Hl) 































































." t' J. 
Rb1.'.<:i.\)VUGllilLfl'Y OF {fHE 
ORIGINAI~ PAGE IS POOR 
~RT~ RE~DI"5 P~OGRAH-ERfAO.ESKip,EINIT PAGE 








































4'+ " 45 .. 
46 • 
1t7 " 
It II • 
49 • 50 ... 
~eL ERTS,EQrS TAPF RE~JI"G PROG~4M 
TTL ERTS READING pP'OS~l\rl-E~EAD,E<)1{iP.EINIT 





EINIT INITIALiZES THE ERTS fAPE SO T~AT DATA HAY 
~E qEA~. iT ~ETU~"S T~E NUH1ER OF WORQS PE~ 
SCAN LiNE IN THE VA~rA3LE NO~S. 
TO SKIP A NUMBER Of" ~ECORDS 
, CALL ESKIPlNOS1{' 
NOSK IS T~E NUMBER OF RECO~DS TO SKIP. 
IF THE END OF FILE IS ENCOU~TE~EO aE~ORE NOSK RECORDS 
ARE SKIPPED, EREAD IS AaO~T~u. 
TO READ A LINE 
CALL ER~AO(I.LN' 
I THIS IS THE ARqAY INTO WHICH THE NOlS HORDS OF DATA 
FROM A LINE OF ERTS DATA IS ?LnCED. THE C~TA IS PLACED INTO 
THIS ARRAY 1~ STANOAoO CO~~ESPONOING POINT FO~~. 
Y~E ERTS DATA HAS FOUR CHANN~LS, SO THERE ARE-
ACTUAl,lY NOlS'If DATA POINTS PE~ SCAN LINE. 
LN ThIS IS ~ETU~NED 3Y EREAJ. IF IN IS RFTURNED AS ZERO, 
END OF FILE WAS REAC~~~ O~ THE ERTS TAPE. IF IT IS 
RETURNED NON-ZERO, THEN IT IS THE LINE NUMBER 
OF THE LINE OF uATA RETU~NED. 
NOTE-- THE ERTS TAPE MUST HAVE FILE CODE ·ES· FOR 








CO~ES POSSlaLE FRO~ THIS SUBROUTINE ARE-- . 
ER~AD BUFFER "DATA" IS NOT lA~~E ENOUGH FO~ A alOCK OF ERrs DATA. IT MUST BE INCREASED 
lIN. SI ZE. 
EINIT WAS CAllED T~ICF" 
EINlT WAS NOT CAL~~D DEFORE ~ALlING EREAD OR ESKIP 
END pF FI~E ENCOU~TE~ED WHILE REAJING 
10 d':;;f ANNOTATION 3l0~K<; ON E~TS TAPF, 
END OF F!LE FNCOUATEqEJ ~rlILE TRYING TO SKIP 




















ER TS 00 1 
ERTSOO 1 











































































0 THIS IS NONZE~O IF El~IT HAS BEEN CALLE:). 
0 TfilS IS TH E :;U'~RENT LINE NO. 
16/FC9,1/0,1/1,2/D,1/0,1/0,1/1 
FC8,ES",102~",1,,1 
FO~ REAJING 10 DATA,') Jew 
OATA,U9 D:;W FOR READING"ANNOTATION 3LOCK 
DATA,·" Dew FOR ~EAOING QATA 
=3HOUE,OL 
GEi30RT 
1024 OATA BUFFER 
1 OUTPUT TALLY 
1 INPUT TALLY 
STK,1t STACK TALLY 
1 STACK TALLY 
It sr A::K AREA 
[REPRODUClD ' 
ORIGINAJ.i P}GLE1TY OE' TII1;1 





























l~:-j;i:\'UD\..H";.wlLI'l'Y OF THE 
::~rs READIflG Pf~OGPA:1-EREAD ,ESKI.P.r:INIT ORIGll'll'AL PAGE IS POOR 
EINIT 
(,9 E INIT SAVE 
CALL WAIT(FCB,EOFA' AND WAIT FOR IT TO GET DONE 
78, LOa OATA+3 GET ~ECORD LENGTH 
19' ANQ =0117777,OL ISOLA TE IT 
"0 EIP STn •• GIVE IT TO CALLER 
81 QLS 6+113 
82 STca AOiJCNT,70 S~VE TALL Y COU~T 
83 QPL 6+18-1 MJLTIPLY BY 2 
84 OIV . 9, Dl. ~N!) DIVIDE :JY q 
85 ARL 0 1S REMAINDER ZE~O 
8& r(ZE ·.2 YES 
87 ACfl 1,ClL NO, SO INCRE"IENT QUOTIPH 
58, CMPQ 1025,DL IS IT TOO BIG 
891 TNC "+3 NO 
90: ·LD,Q· :3HO!1B,OL 
91 MHE GEIlORT YES, so A30~T 
92' C;TCq CONT.07 SAVE IT IN O;W 
93 HME GESNAP 
9ft ZERO CAU,9 SNAP OUT 10 QLOC!( 
<:)5 CALL. RE'iAD (Fea ,eNTZ) READ ANNOTATION BLOCK 















ER TS 00 Rl 





















































SNAP OUT A~NOATION 9LOC~ 
AND RE TURN 
A~E WE INIT II\LIZEO 
NQ 
GET NUMeER QECORDS TO SKIP 
NO~E TO DO, SO RETU~N 
IS IT > 53 
Y5:S 
INCREHENT RECORD COUNT 
109 
110 CALL FSREC(FCB,.ESKIP,EOFS) 
RI!1'.RODUCIDILIT":l OF THE 
ORIGft~AL PAGE IS POOR 
111 ESK~ RETURN ESKIP REeo RDS TO SKIP 112 • ES'<IP 3SS 
113 EOFS ~O'l 
11ft "'ME 
115 .. TRYING TO 








124 E ABT A L OQ 
125 I1ME 
126 EABlB LOa 
1 NO. OF 
=3HOEF,OL UNEXPE~TED EOF 
GEBORT 
SKIP 64 OR MORE RECO~DS 
6l,Ol. 
RECNO. IN~REHENT RE~ORO COUNT 
63.01. 




=3110A1,OL TRIED TO CAli.. EINI T TWICE 
GE80~r 


























-, ;~( ERrs READING PROGRAH-EREAD,ESKIP,EIHIT PAr,E 7 
I \t 
, , 















_ • __ ..... ..-. .v ...... '-!I,.o.1 ........ - " ' .... """_ ~o'\. ... ~-. .. ....:'1+._.~_ 
- ' 
--
, ! ( ::QTS REA lJIllG P~OGRAM-FREAD,ESKIP,EINIT PAGE 6 
E~EAO 
, I 







131} SZN .EINn A~E WE INITII\L!ZED EQTSI1130 
t 
" 




132 EA'l 2,1· G:: T ARRAY A JJR. 
ErHS0132 
133 A paCNT ORn. ··,OL I\OJ TALLY COUNT ERT50133 ; ; 
134 5TQ aT AND SAVE IT EtHS0134 
, I 135 EAQ DATA' EIHSOt35 
~ I 1,36 ST!] IT SET UP INPUT TALLY ER TSOl 36 
i I 1:H EAXO 
3,1· 1"1 SERT AJO~ E5S OF COUNT WD ERTS0137 
138 STXO ERP 
ERTS013'1 













" ( ~ 
1 Itl AOS RECNO. INCREI'1~NT LINE NO. 
ERTS0141 ~ 
lit? LOQ RE,CNO. GET LINE NO. 
EQTS0142 I 143 ERP 5TQ •• RETURN TO GALLER ERTS()1.43 i; 11+ It STZ LINH I~ITIALIZE EXPANDER " ERTS0144 II, 
145 NEXT Loa STS 
",:' ERTSOlltS 
146 STIl ST I~ITIZE STACl( TALLY EQTS014( J 
147 NXTONE TSXl L GET POINT 
ERTS01.47 
1'+8 STA OT,IO AND PUT IT It-.! ARRAY 
ERTS0148 I 
14!3 TTF ·+2 
ERTS014g 
151) DRL ERRO~ ER TS0150 
151 TSXl L GET NEXT POINT 
ERTS0151 
152 STA ST,ID PIJT INTO STASI( TALLY ERTS0152 
153 TTF, NXTO~E GO PROCESS NOT 
ERTS0153 
15'+ LDQ SfS TALLY RU'IIOlJT ERtS0154 
15.5 STt1 ST SO REINIfIALIZE TALLY 
ERTS0155 
1S6 AGAIN Loa ST.IO PICK Up' POINTS 
ERTS015E 
157 TTF MORE (jOT ONE ERTS0157 
158 STa OT.IJ THLYRUNOUT 
ERTS0158 
159 TTF tIE XT GO PROCESS NCXT eIGHT POINTS. 
E~TS015'l 
1&0 RETURN F.~EALI ULLY ~UNOUT, so WE'RE DoNE. 
E'Hsa 160 
1r,1 MORt=: S'TQ OT ,10 . SAVE IT ERrS0161 
I 
1&2 TTF AGAIN GO GET NEXT ONE STACKED 
E~TSU16Z \ 
163 DRt E~ROR fJ 
















EPTS REAJIN~ PHO~RAH-EREAD,ES~rp,EINIT 

















































































193. EOF PROCESSOR FOR ERE~O 
19ft EOF STZ E~P,I 
195 RETUR~ EREAJ 
19& ENO 
Q~ $AVED FROM l.AST TSXl L 
S~IFT INDICATOR FOR L 
A~E HE READY FOR NEXT PAIR 
YES 
NO, SO GET NEXT 'HOR~ 
I"JCREMENT LPHT 
DONE FOR THIS ONE 
INCREMENT AGAIN. 
IS T~IS 5TH TIME 
YES 
O~ cHH TIME 
NO 
REINITIALIZE 
GET SAVED QR 
SHIFT OVER 
SAVE Q~ FOR NEXT TIME 
AND RETURN 
R~STORE QR 
THIS ONE IS DIVIDED OVEQ 
}-lORD 90UNDARIES 
RETURN 
H~RK EOF TO CALLER 
ANi) RETURN 
lION. 
PA 0'315721091ft72 JMP3 OS3112/D7081Z JMPC 072172/072772 







ER TSO t r,a 
ERTS0169 
ERTS0170 
ER 1'$ 0 171 
E~rS0172 
ERT.SO i 73 
ERTS017 1t. 
ERTS0175 









ERTSOl ~ 5 
ERTS0136 
ERTS0187 







ERTSDl q 5 










.:,' - 7"T -T 




























































20.b:!3 SPEGInL PICTURE ROUTINE 
SPECIAL PtC~U~f ROUTINF 
W~ITTEN BY RJ eOSLF.Y JAN 1974 
OES~RlprION OF PROG~A~. 
THIS SU~PPOGqA~ OUT~UTS A PICTUqE OF r~E E~TS DATA FROH USER 
SPECIFIED PAPAMETEQS TO PITCHR. I~PUT PA~AMETERS FOR 'ITChR PLUS 
TI.jE PHhMF.TEI{S LNSKIP Ath) KOL<;KP ALL MU<;T [3E <;UPPLIEJ TO THIS 
SUJPROG~AM UNDER ,T~E N'~E~!ST $P!CTUq FOR~AT. Fo~ A CO~PLfTE 
DE5~RIPTION OF !~?UT AqGUH~NTS TO PITCHR. SEE TrlE PITCi~ WRITEUP. 
3Y T~E USER SFTfr~G !t'IAX=') /HID IMIN= ~lAX G~EY TOIlE L.E.VE~. IT is 
POS~I~LE TO OBTAIN A POSITIVE IMAGE INSTEAJ OF A NEGATIVE. 







L NSKIP, KOLSKP 
IC::KIP 
I(P 










B~NO NU~9E~ BEING PROCESSF) 
STARTIN~,ENDING 8~ND ~uM~ElS 
NUH~ER OF LINES IN IMAGE P~INT~D 
NUMBER OF LINES TO SKIP IN E~TS r~PE 
STARTrNG.ENDIN~ POINTS IN ERTS LINE 
LINE AN) ~OLUMN INC~E~ENf 
COLUMN INCREMENT FO~ EQTS LINE 
NUMBER Of COLU~NS IN I~~GE 
ARRAY TO 8E PRINTEJ 
NUH~ER OF ROHS,GOLS I~ ARR~Y 
NUMaE~ OF TIMES ENT~Y IS MA0E AT SNAP 
MUST ~E GREAT~R THAN 1 
HINIHUH,HAXIMUH ~REY TONES IN ARRAY 
NUHSE~ OF ROWS TO BE P~INTE1=ICELL 
NUMBER OF OUTPUt FI~ES ~VAILABLE, 
SET=O FO~ ALL OUTPUT ON Fr~E CODE G 
SET=2 FOR FI'ES 06 AND ~2 
IF .GT.? USE~ HUST SUPPLY FILES 
ARR~Y CONTAIN~NG OUTPUT FI.E COOES 
NUMBER OF COLS,RQWS PfR OU~?UT ~AGE 














PI X F.Y 0 1L 
PIXfYO 1~ 
PIXFY 0 H 
PI XEYO l.i 
PI~EYO l' 




PI X EYO 2 
PIXFVlJ2 
PI XF.YO 2' 








PI)( EY a 3 
PIXEVO 3' 
?IXE'f01 1 
.PI xt:YO 1. 
PIXEyD 3 



























, PI X fYO '. ARRAY ERTS lr~E IS ~LAD INTO 
IMAGE ARRAY FOR prTChR,KO~)S ONE 
~TARTING,STOPI~~ qO~ IN IMAGE 
STA~TItJG, ST()Pli~GCOl IN IMAGE.':" 
I..INE PIXfYJ4 
fRUF.: FOR ftJ',UAL PR0:31\9ILITY r,lJANHZING 
,OF I Ii h Gf'/ 

























'~ - ~"T --C'C-







































SET=, FOR ALL BANJS 
EXAMPLE OF ~AHPLE RUN. 
CONT~OL CADOS--$PAR~H SPIc=T.aUAN=T.I~SfRT=1.l~STOP=1216,ICSTRr=5, 
IC~ TOP=7 7? ':~"AND= "SEND ~PI C Ttle;> I NI T =3 0 '+ • ~j;: H. E5:: 2. LNS ",I P='+ • 1<OL5 KP=3.JCF.LL= 25 1',$ EN 0 
Tli Ie:; DlJN WilL ?~!NT OJr 0'1 FILES Ou A:D 42 ,,\ PICTURE 2';6 PTS 
WIDE ny 3Q4 L1~~S. NOTE T~~T 121~/4=304 A~O 76B/3=256. GIVING 
VALUES FOR LNSKIP=~.~OLSKP=3.JGELL=256,!NIT=3n4. ALSO. USING 
TI-lESE VALUES FCC L.'ISl(IP I\NiJ K'JLSKP. TrE PICTU~E WILL Of:: IN· 

























WRITE OUT PARA~ETER~ 
WOITE (f" U 
W~ITE(o,PICTU~' 
FOqM~T(III/20X.~SPECI~L PICTU~F qOUTINE"///) 
FOR~AT(lhl."aANO NU~~ER ",ll) 




IF (NOANJ.F.f1.r;) GO TO Ii 
153 
~EPRODUC1BlLITY OF TRill 
Q1l1GlNAL PAGE IS. POOR 
• 
PIXrYOSt 
PIXEY 0 tj ~ 
PI x ~VO rj.~ 
P J x F.Y 11 <) I, 
PIXFYOC;;'.i 
PIXEYJ5t) 




PI X EVU 01 
PIXEYOf,C? 
PIXFYO&3 









PIX EYO 73 
PIxn074 
P!XEYO 7S 








PI X EYO ~4 
PIXI:YOI3S 






































ORIGINAL PAGE OlP THE 
.t:l, i IS POO~ 

























GO THRU EACH BAND 
WRITE SU3TI TLE 
WO ITE(6.2) IBANO 
~P3TQ,=ucsrt?T-11·'++IBAND 
IPEN[) =IC5 TOp·,+ 
I~ITIALIZE ~NAP IN PlfCHR 
CALL PITC~RCIMAGE,IC~LL,JCELL,INIT,t,IHAX,IMI~,NROW,NFILES.IFIL, 
t NULW,NULD,AMAG,DHAG,) 
POSITION ThE INPUT TAPE 
NOSK=IRSf!H-1 
CA LL EPFWNu 
!FCNOSK.NE.O) :ALL ESKIPCNOSK) 
GO ThRU EACH LINE 
00 50 LINE=IPST~T,IRSTOP,~NSKIP 
00 10 LIN=l,lNS~IP 
CALL EREAOCILINf,LH) 
IFCLN.NE.O) GO TJ 10 
READ LNSKIP LIN~S 
L =L!NE'·t LI N 
WQITE (Ii, g, 
FO'H1ATl/II' 
L . 
••• EXECUTION TEqMINATED--EOF JETECTEJ ON E~TS TAPE, 
IS " I 6/1·H 1 ) tLINE NUM9ER 
RE TUR N 
CONTINUE GET THIS LINE FOR THE IMAGE 
J(P=O 
DO 20 IP=IPSTR,IPENQ,IS~IP 
KP=~P+t 
I~AGE(KP'=ILINECIP) 
CONTINUE W~ITE THIS LINE TO SCRATCH FILE 1,. 




. QUANTIZE FILE 1'+ ANa PUT OUT ON 13 
IFCQUAN) CALL ZEQUAN(IHAGEtINITtJCELL,ltl.1,13,1~,13) 
~EWINO 13 
REAO THE QUANTIZEJ IMAGE 
00 qo I=l,IN!T 
RfADCU) (IMAGF.CKI.K=1.JCELU 













PIX fV1 O~ 
PI X FYl 07 
PIXJ:"Y11J!\ 
PI XF.Yt IJ~ 
PIXFY110 
PI X F.Y t 11 
PIXF.V1t2 
PIX F.:Y 113 








PIX EY 122 
PIXEY!23 









































___ __..J ........... 





















































HODIFIE~ ~~OM KEOUAN EY Z OINSTEIN SE?T l'HJ 
OESCRIPTION OF PRO~~AH. THiS SUq~OUTrNe QUANTIzes AN IMAGE ON F:~E ·INF!LE· a~ P~OBA~i~lTY TO NQ LEVFLS AN~ OUTPUTS :T TO FI_E ·!OUTF.'. 
PROCESS:NG ~S DONE L!N£ ~Y .:NE AFTEq A F!RST PAS~ IS ~~QE 




ENT~Y PO:NT. CALL lEQUAN(LiNE'NUMLIN'NUMPPL'NCOMP,;~OHP'LEFT'NQ'INFILE' 
IOUTFL) 
INPUT ARGI;JMENTS. LINE = AR~AY ONE LlNE OF IMAGE is READ INTO 
1 
,;:--'; 
NUML!N= NIJMGER. OF LINerS IN :: MAGE 
NtlH??L= NUW3ER oF; :;OL'JMNS IN IMAGE 
N:OHP = NU~SER OF CDH?ONENTS IN ORIGINAL IMAGE 
IrOHP = T~E COMPO~ENT TO 3E QUANT:ZED 
LEFT = LEeT-MOST CEL~ IN L:NE ~ESIREb 
NQ = NUM8EP OF QUANTIZED LEVELS 
INFILE= INPUT F:LE CONTAINING IMA~E TO BE QUANT~ZEO 
OUTPUT ARGUMENTS. IOUTF~= OUTPUT FI_E CONT'INING QUANTIZED :HAGE 
\\ I 
!l 
SUBROUT: NE ZEQUo. N h .. Z NE;:, NUHLIN, NUMPPL, He OM?, I COMP, I.£FT p~ ~, i NFI .. E, 
IOUTFU /1 
DIMENSION LINE(NCOMP,1),KNCS12) INITIAL~ZE H~STOGRAM TO ZE~J 
00 1 1=1,'>12 




REWIND INFhE GO THRU EACH LINE 
DO 2 I!=i.NUML!~ 
READ (l NFh. E) (( LINE (J. L', J=I, NCOHP) • _=1, NUr-lPPU 
SET ST A'RTl NG, ENOl NG PTS IN :..1 NE 
IRIGHT=LFFTtNUHPPL-l 
QO ? I=LEFT.lR!GHT 




























































___ •• __ ,. L--' ________ ~;:;.....' _________ ...... I1111111111.._.._Ji..f!#i ... ,;;~: 






























~ ~---------~- ~,j~-. -. -
l~:~·i~uuUClliILI1Y OF TIm 





FORMAT(lX.·~IN. MAX APE ',2tlt' 
GF.T NO OF PTS iN IMAGE 
NP=NUML IN" ~IUHPPL 
J=l 
HQ=NQ 






iFCJ.GT.NGU GO TO 6 
IFCMQ.K~(J).LE.~L.2'GO TO It 
MQ=MQ-l 
:iO 5 I=J.NGL 
KN (~'.=NQ-l 
GO 10 13 
N= eNO-I) I? 
IF(N.LT.l)GO TO 8 
00 7 I=l,tIGL 
KN II' =KN (:::, +N 
CONTI NUE 
PEWINO INF!LE 
RE WI ND IOUTFL. 
OETERMiN~ LEVEL-S 
GET NEW LEVE .. 
IF LAST LEVEL,SKIP 
INCREMENT THE ~EVEL AGAIN 
DECR~ASE THE NO. OF _EVELS ~E=T 
RESET THE LAST LEVEL 
REWIND OISG F~LES 
ASSIGN QUANTIZEil ~EVE_S UNE 3Y L.INE 
00 11 II=l,NUHL!N 
REAQ(INF!LE) ((LINE(J,L),J=1,NCOMP),L=1,NU~PPL' 
00 CJ I=LEFT,II:!:GI1T .' 
J=LlNFlI(.OMP.!) 
~lNEircOMP,!)=KNeJ+t' 
WRITE OUT QUANT:ZEO FILE 








.. . , ....................... -
























































































: .... ~;.,(,;cni,·,.O< 
TTL r 1 T c.. ... R 
L~L P'fC\.l~:;. 
;~M ~~Tqy pnl~T~ 
























































































Sv .... "Er 



























; ... A P 
" 1 T r. 10\ ':! '; "I " P "H~Si:' & i"AR~ ~n G :'L' .. IOTT~ 
T~I ~ET nIT ~~ & I"lTIALtlE 
fn~ ,';AR~'I 
SET SIT 35 
T~A:E g.C~ TO 1:" 
LOCATl~~ OF LAST ~ALL 
TO p 1'!CIolR PUT IT "~I-::R: '!A ':1G :~N U~E 1 T~ 
GET ~lur·t:E~ 'F' J..:::;'J"'O:i~'fS?qCVI!)En~ 
eRTQY P~I~T 10 :~~:K FOR THE EXI~T'=I,~E Q:' "O'I->'!Jl.l. ;~G!J!",=:-.iTS~ w~lCH ~QGUM=~T A~E~E CHECKING 1 
NO. , 
GO He .... t:. 
1$ IT A ~UL~ p~!~T:R '. 
yes 
NO 
GET ~DD~ESS Jr A~P.AY' 
ND. EL~~E~TS l~ ~~~AY 
USE fOR TAL~~ ~~JNT 
CHARACTER T~A" ~OE5 INTO ARRAY 
)(EO ":11..l. LIS;' iA~d M:OlrICAT1~N 






PT: .. :):;:5 
PT:f.i~(iC6 
PT::~~ii~7 
PT:: ... =-iir,a 
PT':;I-i=<:;i9 









































REPRODUCIBILITY OF THIn 
















, f ;f7644 Cl 03-05-'1 
.1 52 go~r::~ :: t\:,' 53 srx" 
54 E to :<"1 
, .. 55 ST~:1 I 
I 56, ?O~ L. jil. 57, oH' 58 C '1r~ A 







I 64 \IT:'l 
:'t4PA 
65 TZ~ 
I 66 U'IA 67 !'T~ X:D 6~ nA 
69 F"lVS L.:ll 
7Q nA 
71 'TW ' :STA 
'72 F~A 
73 r;s STA 
74 STA 
.,1; SV~N:F" 7~ L511IrT ' Et.,X'J 
77 L.O:J 
( 78 Q~S 79 ST'O 
80 STX') 
81 LD LOO' 





8!7 51 S5S 
8i 8 52 ass 
89 S3 ass 























I; T i: 'I 












































W~ ~T~~~ O~ ~lTJep ~IDE ur t~AG~ DATA 
CHA~ACT~q r~~ V~~TICAL RORDE~ 
C\)Rl:f"T LJI.,~ ":OI\T 
IS tT DtVI513~E ~v TEN 
PUT BLA "KC; t ~ Q:\ ~AKE ~O; L.E~T JJSTlrlE~, aLA~~ FIL.LED 
WAS THE NU~~~~ 11VISIBLE QY FtVE 
" PUT IN HO~ =O~D:R ARRAY 
r/ 
ADD~ES~ ot A~=lAV 
',j 0, E L E ~ E:~ 15 ! ~ A R ~ A" 
USE rOR T~L~Y C~J~T 
REPRODUCIBILI17YOF THE 































































I RH~4 ~1 ~3·{);-71 15.1C;?' 'TCt1~Q 
:~P'\E~ t:;:EClIlION RE"O"T 
I 
'j 10 4 I.vL~ 3.1· 
~T::":~·4 
10 5 t.:)X? 2.1 
F'T:I;~G~,5 
1IH) TS>." c.;ETT 
PT:Ioi::;·~ !, 
lC 7 F'5b 51 
PT:~~G~7 ~ , 
lOB ;''IP 6,1· 
PTCHqG-S ~ 
10 9 rl~ Sl 
S:T:::I1=G~y Ii 
110 rs rST" S3 
PT::H=l:;~~ II ti 
111 '.' F".U 52 
PT:K:::;l1 ,1 
n2 F'53 51 
PT::~::G!2 :1 
1>1 3 F'''? 5,1· 
FT~~:<G!3 It 
114 F'lO Sl 
PTC\ol::::;:'4 I 
d 115 F'AD S3 
C'T:;"'~Ci:'5 
• 
1.16 F'tlV ;:2, 
PT:~~~:'~ I 




11 8 IE E~u PI-SS1 
PTCH~G:'S ~ 
119 F'~V fOlF' 
PT::H=lG:'9 
12~ PIP' E 
PT:H=.G'2~ l 
121 FAD :O.,DU 
PT:Io;:(::;'2,- U 
122 PL, •• 2, 
PT:::H~:;22 .~ U 
123 U:'I\: :0777777777 
PTCWl~23 I 
124 J'i\ 71.1:2~;tl:J 
PT:;;~:;2' 1 
125 A.:)~ 1,01., 
PTCH=G25 
126 CVPIl ~,tlL 
PTCH=\:;:26 
127: PL •• 3 
PT:H~::;27 
12B L.':;} 1,i:)1.. 
PT::H~:;,a i 
129 R:T'JPN IF'ETCH 
PT:H~:;29 ; 
( un 10 
C~?I') •• ,OL 
PT:H::::;~O I 
131 Pit .·2 
PT:H~:i:!l \ 
13~ IDI) l.:):l •• ,Dt. 
P;T:H~:;:=2 
; 
133 R:TUR!! IF'ETCH 
PTCH~~33 ! 
i 
1:54 G=TT C"IPX7 1,eU 
PT::H:;:;:!4 
, ' 13~ HE 3dC 
PTCi;=<G:5 I 
1;56 F'I.D 0,2 
p"':~::::;H 
137 01 TU •• ,0 
P'T::po(~G37 I 
13B LO~ 0,2' 
Ii'T=\oI~:;:!S I 
1:59 EA.iJ 0 
PT::j.I:(;j:; 
1~~ lonE 35C1.1:)2'; ;:)'.1 
PTCH=\~.!O 
1~~ Fr.D :O"Du 
p1C~~Gl1 
142 ~2 T~:. .·,0 
PTCH~:;'2 
1~3 SV~,~E~ n 
P"CI-.~:;~3 
144 F'1 ' F'LO 2,1· 
PT~IoI~~" 
1~5 i F' $3 3,1' 
PT~H:;~'; 
1~,6 ; F'ST F~lr 
PT::h~Gl6 
1(>7 F:':O ~,:.. 
_ "1.J.}..J P'r=M~~'7 
11,6 rST pq'l 
;i l~' Ur J.,l·.' PT~~~:;t3 
H9 ~XL~ 4;1. ."B;Ea-e"B.ODUC1B~]j \§ ~Q9~\ PT~~qu'~ 
1510 sn:f) lPD . '9"B.'G~.l:\1.I l' "T=~::~~: 
151 .:JX"I 1,O'J 
PT::r;:;:i5:, 
152 STXO ID 
PT::H~:;S2 
153 EU 0 
. PTC ... =::5:5 
154 EA~ -1,0 
PT::,.~~5" 















1:17644 "'1 03-(:;_71 l!l,ln :JTCH~Q 
:~~cY E l\ECII'i! 0\1 ~E"OPT 
156 \. ,,~ 3~'1 '.24 ;l):j 
~T~Ii~G;!1 
~I: 
157 F~il :n.,iJlj 
pT':tiR::;57 
159 rsTQ E 
P'T:H~G56 
159 \.')0 0,2 
PT:=,,"~G59 
160 1.~5 36 
PT:HRG~'O 
161 \.lCLI'! 5.1' 
PT:HcG 61 
162 T\!Z ZZ 
PT::~(:;::;f)2 
163 : A,X" IE 
PTqH~!j!:3 
16 4 SX S Tl( n 01 
PT~H~u64 ' 
165 STX':! 02 
PT H=::;65 
( 16 6 T~1. 0.1' 
PT h~Q~6 
1,67 12 =~Xt'\ 0 
",. ~=<(j~7 
165 TH Sx 
PT /o!::::i~8 
16 9 rOlf ass 1 
PT IoI:;'G~9 
i 170 rMI!'-l 35S 1 
PT H=l::i70 
.. 171 2. I. 'lK 3:1 1. 
PT H~G71 









02-12-74 WRITE FRTS OATA ONTO O.SC 















VERSION 1:; WR~TTEN BY RJ uOSLEY 
THIS Sl)oROtJTINE WR:i:TE:' ONE UN!: OF ERrS ::lATA FROM HRAY IUNE 





r PSTRT ,! PS TOP 
DISC FILE CODE, 11 THqU 14 
POINT INDEX FOR E{TS L!NE 
STARTIN~,STOP:~G PO~NT5IN 
DEPENDENT UPON THE BAND 






















ARRAY CONTAIN~NG ~RTS _INE OF OATA 
NUHBE~ OF HO~_ZQNTAL B~OCKS OF 41 COL 
START AtlO END PO';'NTS ~N Ei:>TS ~fN.E 
THE BAND CESIREJ, SET=5 FO~ A~~~~OUR 
SUBROUTINE WRTQSK(IL:N~,NHOR,IPSTR,IPEN0,NgANO) 
D.MENSION ILINE(l) IF A~L 8ANDS,SKI~ DOHN 
IF(N9AND.EQ.~) GO TO 100 WRITE ONE BAND ONLY 
NDSK= 10 +N 8AND WRITE NHOR BLOCKS 
DO 10 J=l. NHOR 
rpSTRT=(J-l)·41·4+NeANg+:PST~ 
IPSTOP=!PST~T+~O·4 WRITE(~JSK) (ILINS(iP),~P=IPSTRT,IPSTOP,4) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
CONTINUE WRITE ALL fOUR 8ANOS 
O:l ,101 1=1,4 
N::JSK= In+ I WRITE NHOR BLOCKS 
bo 101 J=l,NHOR 
IPSTRT=(J-l,·41·4+I+IPSTR 
IPSTOP=IPSTRT+40·4 





















WP.TC SK 13 
WRT8SK14 












































. '.~ ..... " .. --",....... ~ .............., 
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02-12-74 






































VERSION I. WRITTFN BY RJ 30SLEY JA~ 1974 R~DSK10] 
ji ROC~~104 
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM. RJDS~105 
ThIS SU9qOUTINE REnDS ThE ERTS DATA FRUM TYE O!SC FI_ES AN) qJC~K1&& 
THEN PRINTS OUT A PICTUKE OF THE DATA. PRDCEF.OWG VERrr:A_LY ANu ROGSK.107 
TYEN FROM LEeT TO R.GHT. S:NCE iHE BLOC~S A~E 41 CO_S T~FN TW~ ~DD~KI08 










N~HBER OF GREY LEVELS IN I~AGE 
N~H~ER OF QUA~TIZING _EVE_~ 
SIZE OF A~RAY TO DE QUANT!ZEJ 
HALF OF NHOR 
NUMBER OFCOL~MNS USED IN r~A~E 
NUMBER OF REcnRJS TO SKIP TJ STAY 
THE SAME ST~IP 










ARRAY TO STORE TWO 41 X 41 .~_JCKS 
TRUE FOR EQUA~ PROdAG.LITY JUANTI-
:ZATION OF THE IM~GE 
H~XIMUH GQEY TONE :N :MAGE 
MINIMUM GPEY TONE IN IMAGE 
HUMdER OF HOR:ZONTA~ 3_0CKS 
NUMBER OF VERTICAL ~~OCKS 














DETERM!NE THE NUME3E~OF Lg:VELS 













































._ __._. 'c._ '" ~ • ... 
















































READ O:SC ANJ OUTPUT P~GTURE 





00 100 J=t,H~OR 
REW!ND NOSK 
K=J 
IF (1..AST) K= (NHOR/2) +l 
IFCK.EQ.1) GO TO 5 
DO 1 !=Z,I( 
!f(NHOR.GT.U RfAJ(NO~K) 
REAO·OIOSK) 
SET THE NUMJEQ OF REGORDS TO SKIP 
TO REMAiN :N THE SAME ST~IP 
GO THRU HOR~ZONTA_~Y 
IF FIRST BLOCK, 00 NOT SK=~ OVER 
IF ONLY ONE e~OCK VERTICAL~Y. 00 NOT 
INIT~AlIZE SNAP IN P!TGHR 
IFtNVERT.HF.l~ . 1 CALL PITC~R(IMAGE,41,~GOL.NV~RT"HAX'MIN",,"1.21") ~EAD IN THO ~1 dY 41 3~OCKS 
00 SO lI=l,NVEQT READ 41 ~OWS 
00 20 JJ=l,41 READ NeOl COLUMNS 
REAO(NCSK) (IHAGE(JJ,KO~I,KOl=1,4i) 
IF(NCOl.EQ.B21 REAO(NJSKI I!MAGEIJJ,KOL),KOL=42,3Z) 
. " SKIP OVER RECO~oi NOT WANTED 
~6 C~~K~~~ ~~;~lp)~O TOZD 
REA;) (NOSK' f 
IF(FOF) GO TO ?O 
CONTINUE 
CONTINU~ 
EOF=.FALSE. aUANT~ZE THE IMAGE 








































iF(NVERT.NF.1) £A~L SNAP . 




RDOSKlg CONTI NUE 
CONTI NUE ~, 
IFCNHOR.EO.t) GO TO 101 
IF(NHOR.EU.(HHOR.Z» GO TO 101 IF NOT, 00 THE LAST ST~IP JF 41 COlS 





































• ~ ___ ._ ..... '-V 
\').078 READ ~.S~ AND OUTPUT P[CTURE 
WRITE THE DAND NUH9F.R 
!GANO=NOSI(-10 
WQ!TE,~,ln?' r~ANO 



























___ ...... _ " "!: ... ,-n-.< .. "", ........ __ - .. - _ ..... -.. 
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02-12-7" 20.896 K-E-Q -lJ-A-N 






























WRITTFN RY G. ElL:OT 
VERSION II BY RJ BOSLEY FOR iASIZE 
SI.::PT l'H1 
JJ'IE 1973 
JESCRIPT:ON OF P~OGQAH. 
THIS PR~G~AM WI~~ QUANTI~E BY EQUAL PR09ABILITV T~E INPUT 








INPUT AR~AY TO 8E CONVERTE) T~ 
QUANTI ZED A~~AY 
NUMBER OF GREY TONE LEVELS rN IA 
NUHJER O~ QUANTiZ:NG LEVE_5 
SIZE OF ARRAY rA 
SUBROUTINF KEQUAN(IA,NGL,NQ'LASIZE' 




















KEQUAN?3 DIMENSION !A(1),KN(St2l 1FCNGL.GT.?12) WRITECo,lO. 
~ORHAT(5X,' ••••••••••• NUMJER OF GREY LEVE.S 











00 J I=1,NQ 
N. =NP 
NI.=NL-Hr.J·KNIJ. 
NP=N P-K~ (J' 
KN (J) =1-1 
J=J+1 
IFCJ.GT.NGLY GO TO ~ 
IfCMQ.KN(JI.LE.NL.?lGO TO 4 
HQ=HQ-l ~ 
00 '.) 1=J.NGL 
KN (IS =N!'1-1 
...• '10 TO 8 
COUNT EACh GREY ~EVE~ 
GO THRU NQ LEVELS 
GET NEW LEVEL 
C~ECK FOR LAST ~EVE~ 
INCREMENT AGAIN fOR LEVEL 






















































8 00 9 I=l,.ASIZF. 









































02-12-74 READ J.SC ~NJ LI~T GREY TONES 


























VERSION II WP:TTfN BY ~J 80SLEY JI\~ 197,. 
DESC~IPTION OF PROG~AM. 
THIS SU9ROUT:NE ~EftOS DATA F~OM DISC F.LE NJSK AND 3~INTS OUT 





BAND BEING PROCESS~D 
ERTS L~NE BElNG READ 
CALL RDDSK2(I~A~E,IRSTRT,:RSTOP,NHOR,NJSK,PRNT,TA?E,IFIL' 








ARRAY TO READ JATA INTO 
STARTING,STOPING LINES OF JATA 
NUM9ER OF HOR1ZONTAL BLOCKS 
F:LE CODE OF JISG WI TH DATA 
TRUE FOR GREY-TONE .ISTING 
TRUE FOR TAPE OUTPUT 






IF (P~NT' GO TO ? 
IF (TAPE) GO TO 3 
. RETURN 
IF NEITHER TAPE NOR PRINT,~ETJR~ 
C WRITE HEADING FOR ~IST 
2 WR!TE(6,1) K 
1 FORMAT(lHl,'L!NE ST~IP',20X,'3ANO NUHfER IS',12' 
C GO T~RU EACH LINE OF DATA 
3 DO 50 L1NE~1RSTRTt1RSTOP 
C GO THRU EACH B ... O~K A~ROSS THE IMAGE 
DO 50 J=t9NHOR 
C READ ONE LINE 
REAO(ND~K) (IMAGE(1,KO_"KOL=1,~1» 
C WRITE IT OUT 
IF (P R NT) WRITE ( 6, 10 0» L..: N E , J, (! t1 A G E( 1 , K 0 _ ) , K 0 L ;: 1 , 41 ) 




































































IV.2-b Texture Analysis Program Listings 
MAINLN 
ERTS (see IV.2-a) 
i~AING 
KEQUAN (see IV.2-a) 




















07.-12-74 20.547 ERTS TEXTURE ANA~Y5~S 








WIHTTEN qy RJ 83Sl!::Y F'OR PROCESS:"NG LAW~ErICE DATA" 
VE~srON 1 BY ~J 80~LEY FO~ PROCESSINf, ERTS DATA 
VEOSION 2 BY oJ 90SLEY FOR MERGE OPTION .~\ 
S~?T 1q72 MAINl~1~ 
NDV 1972 MAINL~n4 
~JNE 1973 HAINLN05 
/;~ "fAINL~Of) 










































PRO~RAM IOf~TIFICATION • 
TEXTURE ANALYSIS 
- ~J eosf.E:v 
PROGRA'i:T:TLE 
WRI TTJ:'N fJY 
"'ATE W~:::TitN 
SITE NAME 
SITE A JOQESS 
PHONE NUMaER 
- JU"lE lq7J 
C~INC, U~IV OF KANSA~ 
LAWRENCE, KANSAS 
l-QU-86/t-4832 
CATE OF MOOIF!~AT!ON. 
JUNE 1973 -- MODIF~EO fOR MERGE OPT:ON. 
bA~DWARE I ~OFTWA~E SUMMARY. 
/-=~'t\ 
:OMPUTER REQUI~ED f ~O~EYWF.LL b35 
SYSTEM EXECUTIVE ~' GE~pS I~r 
NEMORY REQU:LQE!! - 421(\ " 
PROGRA'1 LANGUAGE J\fQ~~)RI\N.V AND GMAP 
PER1P~ERALS - b~J((S .. RATCH DISK, TWO 
PURPOSE. (, , 
TA~E O~!VF.:S 




I1AI NdH 3' 
MAIN ... N14 
HAIN~N1.5 
HAINL'Ito 














THIS TFiXTURE ANALYS;rSPACKIIGE WAS WPITT(:N IN ORDER TJ 
PROCESS ~RTS iMA~E~Y DATA US:NG PATTERN ~ECOGNIT:ON T~~H~12UES. 
HAIN ... N31 
HA!NLN32 
MAIN ... N3 7 
HAINL.N34 
HEp·OO • SkE OLAND USE ~LASSIFI~ATION',TECH, REPO~T NO.2262-1,JANUA~Y 
INPUT • 
. pAR,AHETER CARDS • 
1. TITL.E CA~~. THIS ~ARO IS usrO~OR T!TLE INFn~HATION 
AND IS ~!STFO ON T~E OUTPUT L~STING • 
2. PARAMETERS ACCUq~ING TO THE FORT~~N NAME_1ST FORMAT 
UNOER THE NAME PARAN, SEE ~E~OW. 
OT~E~ INPUT • 
ERTS !MAGE 
ABOOTS • 
jJ (( t 
DATA TAPE ON INPUT F!~E CODE ·ES'. 
169 
;REPRODUCIBILITY OF TrIE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS poon 




HAINL.N3 c • 
HA!NLN4f 








































































SPECIFIEJ IN onpUT LISTING. 
OUTPUT • 
PRHllEf';! OUTPUT. 
1. PARAMETE~ VALU~S • 
2. PICTURE OF ~MAGE ~EIHG PRO~ESSEO • 
3. ~OORu~"IATES OF T~E lMAG~ • 
4. VALUES nF T4E Exr~AGTED FEATURES. 
s. ~ISTIN~ OF LFX AR~AYS • 
JARO OUTPUT. 
1. CQDPOINAr~S OF Trl! :MAGE gfING PROCESSFD. 
? VALUES OF r~E FEATURES EXTRA~TED. 
:H lJARiJ 'COUNT. 
TAPE OUTput. 
1. ~OOROINATES QF T~E IMAGE OEING PROCESSE~.· 
2. VALUES OF THEvEATURES EXTRACTED. 
RES~~IC nONS. il. DATA SET :S sTANeARD ERTS DATA TAPE FROM NAS". 
!. THE NUMBER OF POINTS IN ONE LINE OF T~E ST~:P 3E:~G 
PROCESSED MUST NOT EX.EED lq2 POINTS. . 
1. THE SIZE OF ~ASH IMAGE MUST NOT lXCEEO 4UQS POINtS • 
4. QUANTIZATION MUST ijE 32 LfVE~S OR .ESS. 
5. THE ERrs I~PUT TAPE MUST HAVE A FII..E CODE 'ES' • 

























, LIBRARY LB 





riA, NLI~? 1 
HAINlot-lS? 
HAINL~~r,~ 
H A! NL.tl') I, 
HA!NI..~5? 
MAHILNSO 
HAl tILNt; 7 
HA!Ndl?~ 
HAINLNS'! 
HA: NI.. 'H) 0 
HAINLNEll 
HA!NL.NF.>2 
HAit·h .. N63 
HAINLN&~ 
M A I tI L 'U'J5 
MAr Nt-Nor: 
l1AHII. .. ~67 
HAINLNf.>a 
HAINLN6 C 






































I 11 I: 































( " , ' 
" t ... 






















JtJ~E 1'l7 3 
HAIN~NOl 
HAINd~n2 




MA! N ... N117 










•  THlS RUN OF T,E TEXTU~E ANA~YS.S PROGRA~S Will PDOCESS T~E E~TS M~!NLN1C 
• ~ATA IN &4 X 64 iMAGES, ~IVING ONLY PRINTED OUTP~T, p_~S A MAIN~Nll 
• pICTURE OF THE IMAGES. ~AINLN12 
• HAIN~N13 
• ,.. HAlNlNtl; 
• BIg~IOGRAPHV. MA:N~N15 
• NASA TF.Cf-'NIr:A ... REPO~T ilQ.22f)2-1, JA:-.l. 1'=173, 'LANJ IJS~ MAINLN1E. 
• CLASSIF!CATION USING TEXTU~E INFORMATION IN ERTS-A HSS I~~GERY' MAIN~N17 
• 8Y K. ShAN!1UGA'1,R. I-<AR,I\L.l.CK. R. BOSLEY. MAIN~N1f 
,tt- MAIN(.N1 c 
































DESCRIPT:ON OF pp.Or,PAM. HAIN ... N?~ 
THIS ~S THE MAIN~INE O~ THE ERTS TEXTORE ANA.YSIS PRJGRA~S. ,MA~N~N2~ 
EAGH F~TS :HAGE ~S, DIV:OE2 INTO 4 STR:PS,EACH PUT QNTO ONF HAINLN2L 
TAPE. FOP EYA~PLE, ~F THE !~AGFS ARE 6~ X 64. THE~ TH~ F:~ST MAIN_HZt 
ERTS QAT~ TAPE OONTA_NS 5U3!MAGES 1 TO 12, T~E SECO~J FqOH 13 MA:NLN2 f 
TO 21t, ETC, UP TO 1t8 HOl-CZONTAL IMAGES. MAIN ... tI2-, 
DUE TO CORE ~IMITATIONS, EAwH !NPUT TAPE :S PROGESS~J ~N HAINLN2' 
STRIPS wITH EA~H STRIP TOTALING UP TO 19~ 'POHHS. HJ~lZO~TALLY.MA!tlLN2' 
IF THE l~AGFS ARE 61t X 61t, EACh STRIP WILL CONTAIN 3 SJB:HAGES.HAINLN3 1 
IMAGES HILL "E PROCESSEJ AS FOLLOWS, RUN1-(1,ll,(1.2) ,(1,3), MAIN~N3' 
(2.1),(2,2),(2,3), ••• ,(36,t),(33,2),(36d). RUN 2;-(1. 4 ,,(1,5,.HA:NLN3' I 
U,6', (2.4) , ••• , (36.4) '(36,5). (~6.6). ETC. MA!NUI3 
NOTE THAT ~OR RUNl, Ntl :S 1 AND NUHSTR IS 1. FOR RUN 2, N11 MAINLN3 
IS 4 ANO NUMSTR IS 2... ANO Fa~ THE SE~OND TAPE FJ~ ~UN 1, MAINLN3 
Nil IS 13 AND NUMSTR IS 1. N11!S THE UPPE~-Lr:FT CO'..'J!1N -MA:Ndl1 
COOqDINATE A~J IS PE~ATIVE TO THE ENTi~E iMAGE, WHF~E NUMSTR ,MAINlN3 
IS TYE STR~P NUH~ER kE_AT~VE TO THE OATh TAPE. MA:N~N1 
ALSO NOTE THAT T~E ~:~ST B POINTS AT T~E 3EG:NNINS 0= EACH MAiNLN3 
LINE ARE LEFT OUT. IT IS POSS!Bl~ TO ~AVE LESS TkAN O~E FULL MAINLN4 IHAG~ QT THE END OF EASH TAPE THAT CANNOT BE PROCESS~O. MAIN~N4 HAl NUl4 





PARAMET~RS UNQER NAME~!ST IPA~AM/. 
OF QUANTIZING ... EVELS IN IEQPQ1.SST TO 16 
NUH8ER OF IMAGES TA~EN HORlZONTAL_Y IN ONE 
PASS 
STR:P NUH3ER nF THE ~UN IN PELAT~ON TO THE 
ERrs INP'JT TAP~, 
NUM9ER OF ~HAGES IN ~ VERT COL 0= THE ST~lP 
171 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE' 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
HAINLN4 




















































THE NU~qER OF .. lNES IN EACH NUM.~N X NU~PPL 
SIJ13-~HAr,E' 
T~E, NIJH1ER OF PT,) PER LPlE ::N fACH SU:l-IHAGE 
"'NOTE"'N0HPPL'NUMIH ~~ST NOT EXCEEO 192 
"'EXAMP~E"':F NUMPP.=64,THEN NUH:H=3 
."FXAMpl.E.":::F NU!'1PPL.=3'.?. T~EN NUHIH=1 
TrlE SP~CTRUM BAND TO )~ P~o~ESSEO.FRO~ 1 TO 4 
.SPE~IF:::ES T~E OUTPUT OPTION---Y.FOR ~AQ)S. T 
FOR TAPE, AND N FOR PRiNTE~ ONLY 
"'NOTE •• 'PNCH MU')T BE DENOTED AS A iOL~E~6TH 
CONSTANT :N ThE QATA :ARO 
THE UPPER ~~FT LOLUHN COORJINATE FOR THE STR~P 
BEING PROCESSED 
THE FI ... E CO~F OF THE Our?UT TAPE--ASSUMEO TO BE 
IN POSITION 
THE NUM~ER OF VERTICAL ROWS OF SU3-' ~AGES TO 
~E S~iPPFO'PR_OR TO EXECUTIO~ 
IF.TRUE., THE ~EX ARRAYS WILl 8E ~E~GEQ TO ON~ 
IF .TR'JE •• A PICTURE OF EAl.>H SU1i:MA'o;:;: W:Ll. 3E, .' 
. PRINTED 
••• NOTE •• 'P~OCESSING ~S. APPROX:MAT~.Y--
100 P,F:RCFNT= t1E~GE-OFF, PICTtJR-O~ 
1~5 P~RCENT= ME~GE-ON ,PICTU~-ON 
158 PERCENT= MERGE-ON ,PI0TUR-OFF 
O_HENSION ILINE(4096I,T!:TLEC14) 
COMMON /QI NQUANT 
~OHHON Ml,Nl,~(15) ,~HAX,IHiN,NUMPPL,NUH~IN,NB0BL,r~1,!RZ,IR3,lR4, 
1 OUMHY(29),LE~ST1,NKED,N~AYFP.,NSTART,NTiH~S,N),PNr.H 




LOGICA~ MERGE,PICTUR NAMELI5T/PA~AM/NUH!M,NUMSTR,~3VE~T,:BANQ,Nl1,HERGE,PI~TU~,NaSKi~, 
1 P Ne H ,NI p~ PPl:" NUt1L ~ tl, N PE 0, 'I L A YF. R, NS TAR T , NT: 'IE S ,NQU AN T, -: F 
uAIA ~BAN~.NU~IM,N9VERT.N9SKIP.ME~GE.PICTU~,N11/Z.3,36,0,.TRUE., 
















10ftlI N .. N '>'1 
MI\INUIG9 



























:1A1 NL.N 3 7 
HAINLN81'. 










............. SECTION I--PREPARE\')f0R ERTS ~EAOING AND PROCESSING''';'' MA~NLNqq 
HAINLNOO' 
H! 
,'. R.EPRODUCIBILITY :l 




































ZO.Slt7 ERTS TE~lURE ANALYSIS 
READ TITLE AND WRITE IT OUT 
READ(S,F) <T:TU·C':) ,!=1,t4) 
WRITE(6,2t) 
WRITE(F.,71 (TITLF(i) ,!=1,t4) 
FO~MAT(IIIII/140X.·ERTS TEXTURE ANA~YSIS'IIII) 
~O~HAT(l3I\n,1I2) 
F~RMAT(20X,t3A6,A21111) 
READ ERTS TFXTURE PARAMETERS 










H~It~ .. N as 
HA!N ... N06 










FORHA T(' NUH!'3ER 
1HIJST NOT fXCEE:l 
STOP 
OF !MAGES T!~ES THE NUMaE~ OF POINTS _~ EACH LINE HAlNLN17 
192 .) MAINL~lR 








WRITE(6.11) LENGT~,NUMIH,NUMSTR,N9VERT,IBANo,NaSK:p HA1NLN25 
WRITE(S,1n1) PN:H,NUMPP~.~UM_IN,NREQ,NSTA~T.NTIMES,NQUA~t HA!N~N26 
~O~HAT(10X,'LENGTU OF E~T~ ... !NE !S " MAiNLN27 
1 15,' PO!NTS'/10X,'NUM5 c q OF HORIZONTAL IMAGES,NUMIM,rS ',:2,1 ~A:N .. N2B 
210X,'THIS STRIP IS NU~aER ',r2,/l0x,'NUH8~R OF VERTICA~ I~AGES CO~HAINI..~2Q 
3TA!NED iN STRiP IS ',!2,/1QX,'PROCESS:NG ~!L~ 8E ON 8ANO ',:2,1 MAIN_NJO 
410X,'SK!PPED DOWN ',13,' VERT!CA~ I~AGES 3EFORE START.~G·IIII) MAIN\..~31 
Fa~MAT(1~X,'PUNCH=',A3,' NUMPP_=',I4,'NUM~IN='~I4,' ~~EO=',r3~ HAINLN32 
l' NSTAPT:·,i3.' NT';'MES=',:3,' NQUANT=',I4) MAINLN33 
I~(MERGE) WR!TE(G,3) HA!N ... N34 
FORHAT(//l0X, 'T;E FOUR .EX ARRAYS HAVE BEC:N MERGED INTO ONE ~~qRAY'~tHNUll'':; 
1 II) MHNLN36 
IFl~NOT.P!CTU~) WRITF(G.4) HAIN ... N37 
FORMAT(' THE PI~TURE opr:ON i~ OFF "111) HAIN ... N~8 
~AINLN::l<3 
f1AINL'-l40 










SI(IP THE FI~ST N8SKIP ROWe:;' OF IMAGES 
~OSK=NUHLIN·N3S~IP 
~ALI. ESK!D(NOSK) 
Go DOVIN THE ST~IP 
l~AGE ~OO~DINI\TES (Ml,Nl) A~E TRANSFERRED IN GOMMON 






















































ERrs TEXTWQE ANALYSIS JUNE 1'l7:J 
HOVE T~E :HAGE TO THE P.I~HT BY EIGrlT PQI~rS 
13fGIN=IBFGIN+32 
JS TOP=:" E!, ~N + ( (NU HI H" NUi1PPL ) "/.) -113 AND 
NI1:NQ"KIP+1 
00 99 H1=NB,NGVERT 
liA: N ... N5 1 
HAINL..N5? 
HAINI..N53 
HAIN ... ~IS4 
HAl n .. NS5 
HAINLN5f) 
MA:~ILN?7 
•• ............ ·SECT·~ON lI--~EAD E~TS AND HOVE DATA INTO IHAGE········ .. HAINLN?~ 
I. INE IS n-E ARRAY INTO WHICH THE ERrS !)ATA IS RE,'\D~I,··lLiNE ANO. 
!WORK 4SE THE SAME STORAGE SPACE 
HOOHN G:VES THE ROW COUNT ~N :MAGE F~OH 1 DOWN TO NUH~I~ 
00 90 HJOHN=l,NUMLIN 
READ E~TS L~NE 3Y _INE 
CALL EPEA~(ILINE,~N) 
~N,RETURN~D BY ERE~J, G.vEs T~E LINE NUMBER, QR ERROR INDICAT:ON 
MOVE EVERY PO:NT IN T~E _INE THAT BELONGS TO iBAND, !NTO IMAGE 
JSTOP ~IVFS THE STOPP:NG PO~NT IN ILINE FOR THE TQANSF~R 
T~E TRANS~E~ IS lNC~EMENTEJ 3Y 4,THE NUMJE~ OF 3ANDS 
L:OUNT GOES FROM 1 TO NUMPP~·NUM!M, GIV.NG THE ~ENGrH ~QUNT 
LCOUNT=O 
00 80 iPO:NT=I8EGIN,Jsrbp,4 




IMAGE IS FULL. START TEXTURE ANALYSIS 
...... • .... • .. ·SECTIO~ II;--PROCESS IMAGE. BLO~K av B .. OCK···· .. • .. ••• 
/f • 
SLOCK IHAGE INTO NU.MLIN Y. NI}MPP ... I3LOCKS/1FOR PROCESS!N:; 
I 
Kfi=O 
od 60 Jd~OCK=l,NUMIH 
K5=KE+t 
I':E:KS+NUMPP,\.;-l 
K'... =0 Ii 
00 Sq K~I~f=l,NUH ... IN 
\\ 

















HA:LN .. N74 
HA;NL-N75 
HAl NLN 76 
HA.NUI77 
H.AINLN7P.-









HAIN .. :-l31' 
HAINI..NB9 


























02-12-74 E~TS TEXTURE ANALVSZS JUNE 1')73 
c 
O~ 5~ KSO~=KS,KE 
K.=KL+t 
I_rNECKL)=iHnGECK~INE,K:O~) 
';ON r PlUE 
CONT !NUE 
Nl=(Nll-l)+J8LO:K 




C CHECK FOR ERROR CONDITION iN HAING 
C 




C ·,········SECT~ON IV--EN) OF STRIP, FIN!SH UP·.··· .. ··. 
C 




WRITEUF) (il!N::(K),K=I,10) , 
'STOP 
C ERRO~ uETECTFD---WRITE' FILE MA~K AND ANOTrlER RECORD 
C 
9CJ2 WRITEC6,Q93) Hl.Nt' 





E~ROR CETECTED---W~ITE FILE HARK AND ANOTHER RECO~D 
WRITEC6, CJCJ7) H1 







riA! NL '10 
HA I NL:'1 0 
HAl NLNO 
MA!' NL~~ 0 
HAINUIO 
t1A:~ N~NIJ 
HA I N.N 'J 
HAIN~~I" 
HAINUHl 





















































02-12-74 ERTS 1'1-A-!-N-G 





DATE O;T lq71 
MAltIGO'l1 



































































FOI:! U\\~RENCE OAT A SEPT 1'H~ 
F"OR ERTS JATA PROCESS:NG NOV 1'l73 
FOR MERGE OPTION JUN!; 1973 
OF: SC RI PTT ON O~ PPO(jRAM ~ ,HA HlG O!)!' 
THiS SUP~OUT ... NE PR-EPA~ES Tt~E "1'1,\GE IN A~RAY lWORK FOR P!TCH~ MAINGOfl Q 
AND rH'=N PRO:ESSC::S 'tT. Ar:..,ORQ:NG Tl"l TI-':: '1E~r;E OPTIfl..a. C.A~L.N;j HAltl';01D 
SU3P.OUTINfS ~OK THr. _EX AR~AYS.C~LCULATI~G THE TEXTJRE FEATU~ESMI\~NGOtt 
AND THEN WR .. TTING OUT THE qESU!.TS. MAINSOlc HA INGO ts 
HA! NCO 1/, 
HAlt~GO 1? 
ENTRY POINT. CAL~ MAING(IWORK,MERR,HERtE,P:CTu~.rF) MAINGOtf HAWG01? 


























TYE NUM~~N.NUMPP- IMAGE AR~~Y 
ERROR F_AG FOA LEX ARRAY SIZE 
OPTION TO MERGE THt_¢~UR L~X AR~AYS 
OPTION TO PRiNT PiCTU~E OF T~~ ~MAGE 
FILE COuF FOR OUTPUT TAPE IN ~ITOWT 





THE NUM3ER OF ~INES :N THE iMAGE HAING02 c 
THE NUM9ER OF POiNTS PER l'1AGE LiNE HAING02l 
MAXIMUM ALLO~A3~E SIZ~ OF THE LEX HAINGG2( 
ARRAYS, NUMPP_.NUM~!N HAING02 P 
NUM3F~ OF QUANTIZING _EVE:.,'5 FOR KFQUANMA!fIG02( 
MAXIMUM GREY TONE LEVE~ iN !W3~~ MAINGo~r 
M:NIMU~ GREY TONE LEVEL IN ~W1RK MA!NG03: 
STA~T!NG PT O~ A ROW OF !WJ1K MAING03~ 
ENDING PO:NT OF THE ROW IN iWORK MAINGJ3" 
NUM3ER OF GREY TONE LEVELS IN IJORK M~ING031 
SIZE OF IWORK A~~I\Y MAING03' 
HORI70N TAL seA i.E F ACTOR FO~ P:;: T ... H~ HArNG D 3' 
VERtICAL SCA~lFACT09 FOR PIT~HR HAI~GD3: 
ONE SREY TON~ ~~VEL BE_OW 1MIN MAING03. 
NUH3£R OF GREY 'TONE "EVELS IN :::WORK MATtlG03' 
THE NUM9ER OF LEVELS :N TH~ TRIANGU~A~MA:NGa4' 
lEX A PRAY HA ItIG 0 It . 


















































COMHON IQI N"UANT COHMON Ml,Nl,F(151 '~HAX'lHiN'NUHPPt,NuMLIr~,~lOU9L.:;:R1,j:R2':RJ'lR4' 
1 ~U~HY(2g)'LEnST1'N~ED,N_AYER,NSTART,NT!M~S'NJ,PNC4 ~ :O~HON IE~/ENTROP(4) ,OiFENTC4,,~~FAVE(4),J=FVAR(~',SUH~NTI4)' 
lSUHAVE(I,),SUMVA~(l.' . " CO~HON ICORqEL/CO~lNF(41,GORHUTl4"CORMAXI4) 
:nMHON !HAGE(64,lQ2) 













~EWIND SCRATCH F!LE, COPV:HAGE IN A'~IN~ 8Y L:NE FAS~iON ONTO HA:NG062 











DO 13 J=l,NUM~IN 
I~=NUMPPL·(J-l)+l 
IE=NUMPPL .J 








COpy IMAGE ON SCRATCH FlLE AFTER QUANT.ZATION 
00 20 i=l,NUMLIN. 
I~=NUMPPL·(I-l)+l 
IE=NUMPPL ·1 
WRITE(2) (1WORK(K) ,K=J.:S,IE) 
CONTINU!: 
THE MAXIHU~ AFTER KEQUAN QUANT~ZES TO NQ LEVE~S :S 
IHI\)(=NO-1 
lMIN=O 
TEST FOR PICTURE OPTION 




























IF(.NOT.P~CTUR) GO TO 1& 
T~ANSPOSE IWORK F'OR PITCHR 
nWr!tOJ)UClBILITY Olf' THE 
























































P~lNT OUT PICTURE OF THE :HAGE 
~ORZ=(64.0·0.90)/FLOATl~U~PPL' 
V c:: RT = (6'+ • 0" 0 • 7 5) / F L QAT ~ d.J 11 .. : N ) 
CALL PITC~R(IHAGEtNUHLiNtNUMPPL,O'ltO'IMAX"O",'HORZtV~~T, 
LEA5T1=iMIN-:I. 
NOBL IS THE NuMBER OF 5RIGHTENESS ~EVELS 
NOBL=lMAX-LE~STt 
~BU8L IS THE NUM3ER OF _EVELS IN THE TRIANGU~AR LEX AR~AY 
SET UP THE INDEXS FOR, THE LEX ARRAYS 
L1=.1 





CHECK THE SIZE 
IFiL6.GT.NDIH' GO to 78 
00 4 NN=NSrART,~TIHES 
REW! NO 2 . 
Nl. A't'ER=NN-t 
GET THE LEX AR~AYS 
CALL FPLXIT(lWnQK(Ll"IWOR~(L2"IWOR!«(L3"IWO~K(L4),IWJ~K(Ls" 
1 NUMPPL,HERGE' -




























































































CALL R1TOWT(iWORK(.2' ,IWO~K(L3',.WORK(L4',IWO~K(L~"G,r't~ERGE,IF,I1AING15 
t PICTUO) H~INGtr; 
4 CONTINUE HAING15 
H,AING1'5 
HAINr,16 
HiAI NG 16 
HiA I NGlfi 












































O~-09-74 21].451 f-P-L-X-I-T JUNE 1973 
CFPL.xrr 
C 





















































W.H rrFN oy RHH 
VEqSION t BY RJ 90SI.£Y FOR MERGE 
SEPT 1971 
JUt~E 1973 
D~SCqIPTION OF PR?GQAM. 
THI~ sue~OUTINE COMPUTES Fau~ NEAREST NEI~HBOR GREY TONE MA-
TRICES. LEX1, LEXZ, LEV3, ANa LEX4 FO~ AN~LES OF 90-JSGREES, 
~-OEGREFS, 135-~EGRErs, AN~ ~5-DEGREES RESPEGTIVFLY. 
I~CLUJED IN THIS SU1ROUTINE IS AN OPTION TO MERGE TME FOUR ~EX 
AR~AYS INTO ONE, LEX1 





























WORKING ARRA.Y FOR TWO LINES OF IMAGE 
ADDRESS INDEXS FO~ LEX ~RoAYS 
NUM1E~ OF PTS PER IHAGS Lr~E 
-~'O()TION TO t1ERJE THE FOUR L£X AR~AYS 
'\tNTO ONE ARRAY, .. LEXl 
FPLXIT2~ 
~.fjH3ER OF LEVELS IN THE TRIANGULAR FP:..XIT2~ 
/f LEX A~P.AYS FPLXIT2f:: 
POINTfR TO FIRST LI~E FPLXIT27 
POINTER TO SECO~D LINE FPLX!T?P 
BASE FOq IMAGE REbuCTION FPLXIT2c 
THE POWER TO WHICH NRED IS RAISED FPLXIT3C 
AMOU~T OF REDUCTION OF THE IMAGE FPLXIT31 
SC\~ATCH FILE CONTUNING T!-IE IMAliE F?LX!T~Z 
G~qY TONE VALUES OF NEIGHSJRING FPLX!T3? 
6~ESOLUTION CEL~S, ONE TO EAC~ ANGLEFPLYIT3~ 
FUNCTION USEJ TO RETURN A SINGLE FPl.xITJc 
SUBSC~iPl FOR ThE LEX A~RAY FPLXIT3f 
INDICATING WH E~E Ei..EHE'H (1, J ,eAN FPLXIT 3; 
BE FOUND FPLXIT3f 
FPl XIT3 c 
SUBR'OUTI NE FPL XIT <I OA TA ,L E Xi, L. EX2, I. EX 3, L EXit, NUMPP!., M E~G EI 









INITIALIZE LEX1, LEX2, LEX3, AND LEX'. ARIU~:,~ TO 7.ERO 






ItmPRO£)UCIBlLITY OF THE 





















































?O.4S1 F-P-L-X-I-T JUNE 1973 
LF.:Xl (1' = 0 
LEX2CI' = I] 
~FXJ(! t = 0 
LEX,. (!, = 0 
I~1 = 0 
!~2 = 0 
Iq3 = I] 
IQ4 = D 
1ST POINTS TO FIRST LI~E. NNO POINTS TO SECOND LINE 
1ST = 1 




FPL X IT <;1. 
FPLXITSCj 










NI."AYEP INDICAT£S =3V HO\4 t.1UCH THE I'IAGE WILL 5E P..ECJCEl. FDL)(IT6'i 
N~ED IS ThE ~~CTO~ av Wh~Ch TbE IMAGE HIL~ BE REDUCEJ. (IT IS THEFPLXITF,7 
BASE W.,ICH IS '\A:LSEO TO T'-lE ?O.IF.~ NLAVER. t THEN, rlV DEFINING THE FPLYITr,:,\ 
QUANTITY ~H, WHER~ MH = N~fO~.NLAY~R, WE HAVE A ~INGLE F\CTOR FPLXIT68 
THAT DETERMINES THE REJUCTION ~ASE AND TnE AMOUNT OF T~E ~EOUC- FPLXIT7Q 
ION. IF, FOR EXAMPLE, N~ED = 2, AND NLAVE~ ~ANGES F~OH 0 TO J -- FPLXIT71 
THIS R,I~NGE IS JETE~!1PI£J gy TI-lE PAh!AMETE~ ~lTIl1ES (SEE 'MAIN't. FPL)I'!T72 
THE ~ESULTA~T P~,)CESSItIG WILL YIELD FOU~ I'1AGES THAT WILL. BE SUC-FPLXIT7,~ 
CESSIVELY REDUCED BV 1, l/2, 1/4, AND 1/8 P..ESPECTIVELY. FPLXIT74 
-HM = NqED~~NLAVEQ 
NUMPL2 = NIJ:1?PL/"1M 
00 111 I(l(t=l,~M 
00 111 KK2=1,t-lM 
GET THE, FIRST LINE OF JATA FROM DISC FILE 02 
00 l\ LL=1,KK1 
READ(2t CI~ATA(L,ISn ,L=l,NUHPPU 
N = 0 
00 29 J=KK2,NUMPPL,MM 
N = N + 1 
ID4TA(N,IST) =IDArA(J,I~n 
MHM=MH+KKl 
00 1 LeNT = 
GET THE SECOND LINE OF iJI\TA. AFTER EACH ;ITE~ATION, THE OLD SF.C-
OND LI~E BECO~ES THE NEW FIRST LINE. 
DO 11'1 LL=l,NM 
~EAD(Z' CIOATACL,NNOt,L=t,NUHPPL' 
.., = 0 
00 1q J=KK?,~U~PPL.,MH 
N = N + 1 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
































































































F-P-L-X-I-T JUNE 1'173 20.4')1 
FPLxunt 
FPL xu 02 
FPLXn03 
SET I. L, J. AND K EQUAL TO THE CNORMALIZED. V~LUES OF GREY 
OF RESOLUrrO~l l-FLLS IN POSITIONS C1!i~ISJ), l1,NNDI, C;:t,ISfI, 
rr,NESFPL)( IT n 1. 
AND FPLXnf)~ 





IDATIIC1.I.STI .. - LnSTt 
X DH'I\ (2. 1ST) - L fA S T1 
IOATA(l.N~OI - LEASTt 
IO~TA(2tNNJ) - LEAST1 
~UT TWO DIMENSIONAL rNFOR~ATION INTO ONE JIMENSIONAL FORM. THE 
FUNCTION NEEOE~ TO CONVE~r A DOUBLE SU3S~~IPTED A~~AY, IMM(X,YI 
INTO A SiNGLE SU1S:RIPTEO ARRAY, IM~(ZI, IS OF rYE F0~~ G(X' + 
F(Y), HHE~E GOO = (X-1I·XI2, AND F(YI· = y, THE~EFORE, 
FPLXITO& 
FPLXIT07 
FPl.)f IT 0° 
FPLXIT'1Q 
FPLX!T 10 
FPL XT.T 11 
FPLXlT 12 
FPL}(IT 13 






Z :: (X-1)· XI 2 + Y. 
THIS IS DONE IN THE PROGRAM 3Y ThE EXTE~NAL 
SINCE THF OPD~~ OF OCCUR~ENCE Of THE GREY TONES 8E~O~~ING TO A 
RESOLUTION CEL~" PAIR IS ~MMATE~IAL, THE A~RAYS A~E SV~~ET~IC. 
WE LET THE LARGfR OF ThE TWO ~AVE T~E FIRST sueSCqIPT, I.E., 
THE ARQAY IS STORED IN L0WER T~IANGU~AR FORM. THE ORaER OF sua-
SCRIPTING IS AS FOLLOWS, 
1MI1<1,l) :: 







HIH (3) , 
r'1t1(41, 
IMtHN03L, NOeL) .- IMM (N3U'3L), WHE~E :' 
NBUBL. = N03L4(N09L + 1)/2, AND NOBL IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF GREY 
TONES IN TrlE APR~AY. 
FPL.XIT2D 
FPL XIT 21 
FPL X:IT?:? 














THE SCANNING PROCEDURE, T~AT IS, THE METHOD BY WhICH THE PAI~- FPLXIT37 
WISE COHPARISONS ARE ~AJE, IS DESC~IaEO 9ELOW FOR THE GENERAL FPLXIT3F 
CASE, FPLXIT3 c GO~SIDER A DESPLUTION CEll WITH SPATIAL COORDr~ATES (~,N), AND FPLXIT4 r 
CALL TI1IS CELL 'r', TI<J;:: S~AtJNING OPFRATION BE(;lN"i IN THE UPPER F?LX!fI.' 
LEFT ~AN~ CORN~R OF TYE IMAGE (THE FIRST POSiTION OF'I' IS IN FPLXiT4; 
THAT OF PEsnlUTI0N CELL (1,11 AND IT THE~ PQOCEEDS BY CO~PA~ING FPLXIT4. 
THE GPEY TONE nF 'I' WITH, AT ~OSJ, FOU~ GREY TONES OF lTS NFIGh:FPLXIT4 1 
BORING RESOLUTION CELLS. ..', " FPLXITIt' 
tHAT "r" NEVFR NEEDS TO CONSIDER HO~E THAN FOU~ NE~kEST NEIGH80RSfPLXIT4' 


































































20,"51 f-P-L-X- 1- r JUNE 1'l7l 
FPLXi TSl 
ON A ~IV~NITEDATrON. 'r' WILL LOO~ FIRST AT ITS NEAQEST VE~TI04LFPLX!T~: 
NEIGhl.30 D ('L'I. NEXT AT as ~IEARE$T ~ORIlONTAL NEIGh'lO~ ctJ't, FPLXtT<j; 
THI~Q AT ITS LOWE~ RIGHT ~E!~H60R "K'), ANQ FOUqT~ AT ITS LOWEq FPLX!r~1 
LEFT DIAGONAL NE:~Hnc~ ('~", 'X' THE HJVrS INTO THE POSiTION OFFPLXlrS I 
THE LEFT-Ho~r ~FsnLUTIQ~ CELl OF THE PREVIOUSLY ~~ANNEJ SECOND FPLX;r~j 
~ow (THe POSITION OCCUPIED BY '~'), ~~E QPERATIO~ IS REPEATED UN-FPLX!TS~ 
TIL ALL NEIGH~QQING PAIR~ OF RESOLU~~~N CELLS HAVE BEEN EXAMINEO,FPLXITSi 
\\ II fPLXIT5' 
II FP~X!T~1 
MAI(E COUNT FOR THe: fiRST TWO COLUMNS. FPLXtTJ;; 
FPL x IT fj~ 
FPLXITr,·· 
IL = INI)f)CCI,L) FPLXrf61 
FPLXITr)t 
COUNT VEoTICALlY ADJACENT '9q-JEG~EE' NEAREST NEIGHBO~S FOR FIRSTFPLXiT6: 
TWO COLUMNS. FPLXITG; 
LEX1(IL) = LF.Xll!L) + 1 
I Rl = PH + 1 
I J = IN 0 FX CI , J l 
COUNT HORIZ('HIH LL Y AOJACE'U (O-DEGR!:E) NEAREST NEIGH90~S FOR Tii E 
FlqST TWO COLU~NS, 
LEX21IJ' = LEX21IJ) + 1 
I~2 = IR2. + 1 
II( = INOFX(I,I() 
COUNT ~LEFT rIAGONALLY' ADJACENT e1lS-DEGREE) NEA~EST NEIGHBORS 
FOR FI~ST TWO COLUMNS. 
LEX3 UK) = LEX3 CIK) + 1 
IR:! = I~3 + 1 
NOW SHIFT ONE COLUMN TO THE RIGHT AND CONTINUE THE 
PRPCEDU~[ FOR GENERAL CAse IN WHICH A RESOLUTION CELL (I) Y~S 
ONE VFRTICAL N[AREST tlEIGrl30~ (L), ONE hOK ... ZONTflL (J" O~IE LOW-
ER RIGHT DIA;ONAL (K). ANJ O~E LOWER LEFT DIAGONAL (H). ITERATE 
U~ TO NEXT TO LAST COLUMN. 
1 
od 2 N = 3,NUHPL2 
I = J 
H = L 
L = I( 
J = IOATA(N,lST) LEA~Tl 




FPL XIT 7' 
FPL XIT 7~ 
FPLXIT 7: 
FPLX!T7, 

























































































F-P-I.-X-I-T JUNE l<')73 
IL = INDF;)( CI, Ll 
tOUNT VERTICALLV ADJACENT (Qa-OEGREE' NE~~EST NEIGHOO~S. 
LElC1lILl = l..F:XllIU + 1 
IRl = I~l .. t 
IJ = IN'JOU,J' 
,I 
COUNT ~O~IZONTAL~Y A~JAGENT (O-DEG~EE' NEAREST NEIGHn~RS. 
LEX2C!J'= LEXZ(IJ' .. 1 
IR2 = IR2 .. 1 
II( i:7,NDEX(I,K) 
COUNT 'LEFT DIAGONALLY' ADJACENT eI3S-DEGREE' NEARESr NEIGHBORS. 
I.£X3 CIK) = LEX3 (!K' + 1 
IR3 = II:!J + 1 
IH = INr.1EX(I,~n 
COUNl '~IGHT DIAGONALLY' (45-DEGRE~) ADJACENT NE~REST NEIGHSORS. 
LEX!t (!Ii) = LEXlt lIM) + 1 
IR4 = IR4 .. 1 
CONTINUE 
MAKE COUNT FOR LAST COLUMN. 
I = J 
H = L 
L = K 
IL = INDEXn,Ll 
COONT VE~TICALLY ADJACENT NEA~EST NEIGHqORS FO~ LAST COLUMN. 
LEX 1 lILt = LEX1 lIlt + 1 
I Rl = IR 1 .. 1 
IH = INDfXU,'1,' 
.. 
COUNT 'RIGHT DraGO~~ALLY' ADJACENT NEARESt NEIGH'lORS FO~ THE LAST 
COLU~N. 0 
LEX4lItH \:' LF:X1tlIM' + 1 






FPLX IT os 
FPLXU06 
FPLXIT')7 




















FP-l. XIT 21'1 
F'PLXIT2'l 
























































"" ..... -_ .. _-_ .. _--------------
~·------~~·-·'"--·---·--·---I 






1 NTERCHANGE THE UNE POInTF.~S. 
MN = I<;)T 
I ~ T = ~IN" 
NNO = HN 
1 CO/ITINUl:. 
e C MAKE COUNT FOR LAST ROW. 
e 
c 
I=IO~T~(t,ISTI - LEAST1 
J=lDATA(2,:i:STI - LEASTt 
~J = INOEXIT,JI 
c C COUNT HORIZONTALLY ADJACENT NEAREST NEIGH30RS FOR FIRST TWO COL-
C UMNS ~F LAST QOW. 
'C 
LEX2 IIJ) = LEX2 (IJ) + 1 
IR2 = IR2 + 1 
c C COMPLETE COUNT FOR LAST ROW. 
e 
c 
DO 12 N = 3,NU~PL2 
I = J 
J = lOATA(N,IST) - LEASTl 
IJ = INDFX(!,J) 
c e COUNT HORIZONTALLV ADJACENT NEAREST NEIGHBORS FO~ REMAINDER OF 
e LAST ROW. 
e LEX2 (IJ) = LEX2 (IJ) +;~ 





C C NOW DOUBLE THE DIAGONAL TO MAKE EVERYTHING COME OUT RIGHT 
C 
N!1BL=I 1-1 2+1 








REPRODUCmUJTY OF THE 


















FPL XI T6,' 
FPLXITF',t 
FPLXIT7( 
































































IF MFRGE IS TRUE, SUM ALL AP~AYS INTO LEXl 





16q WO~QS OF MEHOQY USEu gy THIS COMPILATION 
~EPRODUCIBILITY OF' THE; 






FPL XIf O· 






















I:"~ -..., "T ....... r·---;;:;-;:- - --




















? D .,1.77 I-N-D-f.-X 
I-N-D-E-X 
WRITTEN flY ~HH 
GIVEN THE ROW ANJ COLUMN 5UBSCqrPTS I ANJ L, INDEX RETU~NS 
THE S:NGLE SU9SC~IPT FO~ THE LEX AR~AY INJIGATING WHE~E 











INDFXUI,L) = U-U"I/2 + L 
lfel.GT.ll GO TO 1 
INDEX = ~N~EX1CL,I) 
RETURN 







I NO FX fJ 0 f. 
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W0.ITTEN BY RHH VERSTO~ 1 ny SAH SHANMUGAH FOR LAWRE~rE DATA 




D~SCR!PTION OF PROGQAM. TrlI~ PROGRAM CALCULATES THE HOH~NT TEXTURE STAT:STI~S (AS DEFINE~ GFLOW U~QE~ rrXTURA. ~EATURES' FKOM THE LEX ~R~AYS, 
ACCORO:NG TO T;E MERGE OPTION. 






ADDRESS INDEXS FOR ~£X AR~AY5 
CUMULATIVE OISTRi3UTIO~ FUN~TION 
QUANTIZED OUTPUT AR~AY OF IcQPO! 
OPT:ON TO MEKGE TrlE FOUR .EX AR~AYS 













A NGMOM ••• ~ORMAX 
NQUANT 
NQUAN2 
TEXTURA~ FEATURES--SEE BELJW THOMT~?4 
NUM:)ER of QUANTIZ:~~G i.,EVE'...5 r':JR :E,Q?QLMOMfR25 
nlICE NQUANT I"IOMT~2'=' 
MAXIMUM NUMBE~ OF GREY TONE .EVELS 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF 'GREY TONE ~EVEi..S 
T~E NUH9ER Of RESO.UTION ~EL~ PAIRS 
































!NVE~~E O~ iRt-IR4 
~OUNTED iN EACH LEX ARRAY 
SCRATCH ARRAY USEO BY SU9~aUTiNE COR 
ARRAY OF JOINT PR03Aali..ITr~S 
NUM~ER OF GREY TONE LEVEL5 
SUM OF ELEMENTS OF T~E LEX AR~AY 
TEXTURAL FEATURES. 
ANGHOM= SUH SUH P(I,J)·P(:.JJ 
! J 
AHEAN= SUH SUM l·P(I,JJ 
.:. J 





I , , , 




























































20.71H : -M-O-M-T-R 
I 
~GMASQ= SUM SU~ «J-AHEAN'··2,·p~I,J) 
I J 
~GMAXY= SU~ SUM (I-AMEAN'·J-AMEAN,p(r,J) 
J 
:VDMOM= SUM SU~ (P(I,J'/(l+(: J'··2) 
I J 
RATIO=SGMAXY/S~GA~Q 
ENTROP=-SUM SUM P(I.JlLOG(P(I,J" 
! J 
OlF(K'= SuM SVH P(I,J) 
A3S (J-J) =1( 
SUH(K) = SUM SU~ P(It~) 
I+J=K 
uiFENT = SUM D1F(K)·LOG(O.F(Kl) ·(-1) 
K 
DIF4VF. = SUM K·DIF(K) 
K 
























































suaSC~~PT ' ANGLE 




































LOG.LC I'll .. HC'RGE 
o;:HENSION LEX1 IU,LEX21 1) ,I..FX3IU ,LEX4'!) 
oIHEN~ION F(64),I1(64) 
D .. MEN'>ION DIF1 (64) ,DIF? (64) ,li7F3(E)/tl ,D!F41E)4) 
O:HENS;:ON SUMt (12~) .5UW?(12P.) ,SU:'13t12!3) ,5Ut14ItZ8) 
:IMEN~ION P(3600),~')(300) 
EQUrVALEN~E(P(ll ,1),)(1» 
COHMON IQI NQUA~T 
~OMHON Ml.Nl,TYPE,G(14) 
COHMON I~AX,IHiN,NUMPP~.NUH~IN,NeUS~,IR1,IR2,r~3,IR4.A~GHOH(4I, 
1 A HE A N (4) < SG ~A 5'1 ( It) ,c:; G M AX Y ( It) .D! F HO '1 , 4) ,RA TI 0 (It) , ::;: VD MOM (4) , THE AN 
CO~'1MON IC'ClENP;>JP(41 ,O_FENT(4),:JIFAVE(4)"HFVARllt),SUME~flltl, 
ISUHAVE(4) .5UMVAQI41 
CO~MON 1~f')RxfL/~ORINF(4),':'ORH!lT(41,CORMAX(4) 
INITIALIZE ARRAYS TO ZEqO 
on 1 1=1,4 
,(VDMOH E I =/J 
ANGMOt-1 n) =0 




oIFENTI~' =0. 0 
OIFAVEII) =0.0 
O.FVARII'=O.O 










00 87 KC:;=1,NQUA~2 
S'I~1 (KSI=O.O 
SUHZ(KS}=O.O 


































IMOMTR32 , , 
rHOtH~3:t i , 
IHOHT~34 ~ ~ IMOHTR~'5 I \. 
IMOHTR3c i: 
IHOMTQ37 " U 
IHOMT~38 1\ 




IHOMTQ43 ~ .. U 
It10Mn41t H IMOMTR45 ~. : IHO~Tq4b I I MOMTR4 7 
IHOMfR48 I INOMT~4'3 IHOHTR50 









02-12-71. 20.781 JUNE 1973 
c 
C GET THE NU~~F.R OF ~R:G~TNF.S5 LEVE~S,NOOL 








I HOHT~5 e 
IHOMTR5C': 





C NOW OFTERMINE THE TOTA~ NUH1ER OF RESOLUTION ~ELL PA:~S 












IF(.NOT.MF.RGE) GO TO 40 
ao 42 I=l.NonL 
Oil 42 J=t..NOEL 




GO TO 41 
00 C; I=l,NOBL 
DO 5 J=1,N09L 
rJ= ... NIJEX C. ,J) 
IR1=IR1 + ... FX1 nJ) 
IR2=IR?+_::-X2(IJ) 
I~3=IR3+L EX3 <: J. 
5 IR4=IR4+L~X4(:J. 
GET Rl,R?,R3.R~ TO SAVE DIVISIONS 
/ 




C FIND THF ~ORRE~AT~ON ~EASU~ES 
C PUT THE LEX AR~~YS IN P HAT~IX ANQ CALL CORRELAT!ON RO~TINE 
C 
C 00 LEX2'ARRAY 
C 
JJ=O 
00 201 I=l,NO~L 
DO 201 J=1,N08L 



































































~ 00 ~EX4 ARRAY 
C 
on 211 I=1,NO:ll 
!)o 211 J=l,,.,,oel 
IJ= ... NDEXI:,J' 
JJ=JJ+t 
211 P ( J J ) =F l. 0 1\ T ( lEX I. L J) ) • R? 
CAll ~OQ(P,NOOL,1,Q~,COR1,COR2tCOR3) 
COR~NF(2)=Cl1Rt 




C DO LEX1 ARRAY 
c 
00 221 I=1,N08L 
DO 221 J=1,NOSL 






CORHAX (3) =COR~ 
IF (MERGF.) GO TO 43 
JJ=O 
c / 
~ 00 LEX3.ARRAY 
c 
DO ?31 I=1,N08L. 











G1JRPiF (4) =C!JRt 
CORfi'lJTI41 =COO? 
~0~HAX(41=COI?3 
GET THE pqOBABILITY FUNCITON IN F 
00 ~79 I=1,olt 
.1)(1)=0 
379 F CI) =0 
'> " 













































































02-12-74 20.71\1 :-M-O-M-T-R 
c 
c 
IFCHERGE) GO TO q11 
00 & I=l,NOSL 
1A=O 
DO 7 J=1,NOllL 
IJ=INOEX (:-, J) 
7 IA=~A+LEX1(IJl+~EX~IIJ)+LEX3IIJ)+~~X4IIJ) 
& FII)=FLOAT(IA)/~LQAT(~R1+IR2+.R3+IR4' 
C FIRST COMPUTE THE TRUE MrAN 
C 
HIEAN=O 
00 10 I=l,Nonl 
10 T~EAN=TMERN+FII)·FLDATI:) 
TMEAN=T~EAN+FLO~TIIMIN-1) 
c C GET CU~U~ATIVE 0;STRI3UT~ON FUNGTION IN F 
C 
DO 8 ~=2,N08L 
8 FII)=FIII+F(J-l) 
c C DETERMINE THE ~UANTIZING FUNCTION 
C 
CALL IEQPQtIN03~,NQUANT,F,[Q,:M:N) 
c C NEXT COMPUTE THE QUANT:ZEO TRANSLATED MEAN FOR EACH ARRAY 
C 
00 2 1=1, NQUAtH 






NFJ=1Q(J) -IHIN +1 
IF(NS:.GT.NE1) SO TO 2 
IFINSJ.GT.NEJI GO TO 2 




00 9 NI =NS~ ,NEI 































































































AHEAN(3)=AHEAN('3) t-FLOATlNAi):)t· I) 
2 CONTINUE 





DO 3 t=t,NQUANT 
DO 3 J=t, NQUANT 
NSI=l IF(~.N~.t) NSi=if)II-l)+2-:H:N 
NF.I=IQli) -lHI~ +1 
N!'lJ=1 
IFCJ.NE.tl "ISJ=!QCJ-1l+2 -iHIN 
N~J=iQ(J) -1HIN +1 
~FCNS •• GT.NEI) GO TO 3 





00 13 NI=NSI,NE1 
DO 13 NJ=NSJ,NEJ 
NINJ=INOEXCNI,NJ) 










CALCULATE THE MOHENTS 
ANGMOM(t)=hNGHOMC11.PL2~·2 













1HoMT Q lr 
IHO"'T:(l~ 
I HOHn it 
IHOMTRi" 
;HOIHR.1. 1 





























































SGHASQ(1);:,5G~l\""11).IU:~Ot\T(I)-Ar1EAtI(1) '''2) "x~2 
S~ "1/\ C;; Q 12 ) = Sr.M /\ C:;i1 (Z) .. ( (f L 0 1\ r L. ) - A Mf IPI (?) ) ... in "~_'. 
SGMASQ(1)=SGMAS1(~)"((FLOAT(II-AMFA~(3"."21"~L1 
S ~ HAS 0 ( 41 = Sr, t~"~ $ i'l (4 I t ( (F '.. 0 ,'IT ( I ,-IHI E A N I It, ) .. 2' 11o!~ U 
S r; '1 A X Y It , = <; G ~I A\( Y ( t ) .. IF L (') A T ( : , - II ~1F 1\ N ( t , ) .. 'f L. 0 ,"IT (J) -II :-If./\ ~ (t , , .. PL 2 
SGMAXY(?I=SG~l\XYI~'''(FLO~TI:)-AMf.AN(2).(F~UATIJ)-AMEA~(2')+P~4 
S G '1 A X V (1 ) =SG t{ 1\ )( Y (1 , .. (F L O.H ( : , - A HE ."HI lSI' • (F ... 01\ T I J 1 -.\ HE ., ~ ( 3 I ) .. R\.1 
S G H A X Y ( It I = ,; G 1'\ " )( Y "., .. ( F L'J A T c: ) - AM r. A N I 4 I ) " F L. n A r 1 J , -1\ M E 1\ ~ ( It 1 , .. P, L 3 




IF(RL2.LT.O.O.00001'GO TO ~O 
ENTROP(1'=FNT~ooI1'-RL2·A~OG(~L2) 
IFIRL4.LT.o.nDD001IGO TO 51 
ENTP.OP(?'=ENTR~PC2)-RLIt·A~OG(qLIt' 
IFIRL1.LT.D.000001IGO TO ~? 
ENTROP(11=ENT~Q~I~)-RL1"A_~G(~Ll) 
IF(QL1.LT.n.U00001IGO TO 53 
ENTROP(ltl=ENTROPI4)-RL3·A_OGIRLJ' 
CONTINU~ 
SET UP THE SU~ AR~AY 
K=lABSCi:-J) +1 











00 I. 1=1,4 
4 RATIO(!'=~GHAXYII"SGMASQI1) 
c C C~LCOLATE THE ENTROPy,AVERAGE,AND THE VARIANCE OF THE OIF~ERENCE 
C ARRAY . 
C 
on 31 K=l,N~UANT 
IFIOIF1IKI.LT.O.000001) GO TO 54 
DIFENT(1)=OIFFNTlll-0!FtIKI·II~OG(nIF1(K" 












































I HOtHR 'Ji 
































20.78t I-N-O-H-T-R JUNE l'H3 
IF(OIF~(KI.LT.O.O~OOOl) GO TO 56 
OiFFNr(J)=uIFENT(JI-D.FJ(K)·A~OG(OIF3(K)' 






DIFAVF.(3) =QlFAVS n, +(G"O~FHK') 
0: F A V E (It I = 01 F A V c: (It 1 .. «(j '" J: F t. (K 1 , 
o. F V A R (t , =~, r F VAl{ ( 11 .. ( GY- G' .!L. F 1 (K' 
OIFVAR(Z) =iHFVAo (2' ~ (G"GI 'D!F2(K' 
D:FVA~(31=DIFVn~(J'+(G~G)·0IF~CKI 
D:FVAR(It'=~!FVA~(4'+(G'u"D~F4(K' 
DO 32 K'<=t,4 
DiFVAR(KKI=O!FVAR(KK)-CO_FAVE(KI("O~FAVECK~» 
CALCULATE THE ENTKOPV,AVERAGE,AND THE VAR:~NCE OF THE SUM 
ARRAY 
00 33 K=1,NDUAN2 
1F(5UM1(KI.LT.O.OOOOO1) GO TO C;~ 
SUHENT(1)=SUHENT(1)-SU~t(K)·~_OGCSUM1(K" 
:F(SU"l2(KI.L.T.O.000001' ';;0 TO C;g 
S~MENTI?)=SU~ENT(~I-SU~2(KI'A~OG(SUH2CK» 
IF(SU'1:>(KI.L-T.O.OOOOOll GO TO 60 
SUMENT(3)=SuMENr(31-SUM~«)·A~OG(SUH3(K)) 












REPRODUCillILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
DO 34 KK=t,4 
SU~VAQ(~K)=SUMV~R'KK)-(SUHAVE(KK)'SUHAVECKK» 
RETU~N 
SECTION .1 IHOHTR FOR THt HERGED ~EX ARRAY 
GET THE PR(,)I3A[3ILITY FUtlCTION IN F FOR MERGE OPTION 






















































fi , , ! H 





































20.71l1 r -H-O-M-T-~ 
(10 17 J=l,NOBL 
IJ=INrn (~t J) 
IA=!A+LEl(t (IJ) 
F(I'=FLaAT(IA"~LO~T(rR1' 
FIRST COMPUTE THE TRUE MEAN 
THEAN=O 
!)I') <:)0 .. =t,NOO_ 
TMEAN=TMEAN+FII)·FLOATCI) 
THEAN=TME~N+fLOATCIMIN-I' 
JET CU~U~ATIVF. OISTp.~aUTrON ~UN~TION IN F 
00 '31 I=2,N08L 
FCl)=FCI) +FCI-U 
CETERHIN~ THE QUANTIZING FUNCTION 
CALL IEQPQICNOO~t~QUANTtF,Io,.HrN) 
NEXT ~OMPUTE THE QUANT:ZEQ TRANSLATED MEAN 
DO ')2 I=i,N1UANT 






NEJ=IQCJ' -IH!N +1 
IFlNSI.GT.NEI) ';0 TO <32 
IFCNSJ.GT.NEJ) GO TO q2 
NAD01=O 
00 <33 NI=NSI~NEI 





NOW NORMALIZE TO GET TH~ MEANS 
AHEANl31=A~EANC3'·~1 
NOW 00 MOMENT :AL~ULATiONS 
00 qS I=I,~QUANT 
00 q, J=l,NQUANT 
NSI=1 
197 







































I HOHTR ee 
IHO:t1T~g (' 













































1-'1-0-11 - T-R JUNE 1973 za.T/H 
IF(I.Nt.l1 NSI=IQ(I-1It2-~HIN 
NEI=IQ(II -lHI~ +1 
N~J=l 
iFCJ.NE.11 NSJ=IQ(J-11+2 -iHIN 
NEJ=IU(JI -LM!N +1 
IF C"lSI.GT .tlEII :;0 TO 95 
IF(NSJ.GT_NEJI GO TO q5 
NADD1=O 
1)0 q& Nl=NSI,NEI 
1)0 9& NJ='ISJ,NEJ 
NiNJ=!NuEX(N!,NJI 
SUM UP THE ARRAY 
NADD1=NADD1+LEX1(NINJI 
NO~MALI z,:-
S OMPUTE HOMEN TS 
ANGMOM(~)=ANGMOM(3ItR-l··2 
SGHASQ t3) =SGHASQ (31+ ( (FLO;\T (l1-AMr..\N en I H21 "~L1 S~HAXY(~)=SGMAXY(3It(F~OAT!1)-AMEAN(311.(~LOAT(JI-AMEA~(31 I·RL1 
TVOHOM(31=:VOMO~(~ltQ,Ll/(1.+~~OAT«I-JI··211 
IF(R~l.~T.O.OOQQOlIGO TO 533 
ENTPOP(31=ENTROP(jl-RL1·A_OG(RL1) 
C.ONTINUE 
SET UP THE SUM ARRAY 
K=IABS (l-J, +1 
SFT UP THE DIFFEREN~E ARRAY 





CALCULA TE THE ENTROPY, AVERAGE, AND THE VAR .. ANCE,/9" THE )l FERENCE 
ARRAY 
00 q7 K=l.NnUANT 




























































"-'; - ~...,. . --r·· 


































CALCULATr THE ENTROPY,AVERAGF..ANO TH~ VARIANCE OF THE SUM 
AKRAY 
DO 98 K=l, NQUAW' 
... F(SU~IS(KI.U".O.OOOOOt) GO TO 91) 
SJMENTCJ)=SUM~NT(31-SUMJ(KI·A~OG(SUH3CK)' 






























• : j 
I 
J 
':'~' -"'T T ........ r---
rr" "!.-..-~--~ ......... - ,._--
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:OROOIl'14 C C WQITTEN BY SAM SHANHUGAH NOV 1972 



























TH_S PROGRAM GA~CULATES T~qEE MEASURES OFCOROOOln 
CORRELATION r.OR1,~OR2,COR3~' dETWEEN TWO COROOO 11 
uISCRETE ~AN~O~ VARIABLES X A~J Y ~HOSE COR00012 
JOINT P~08A9ILITrES OF OS"UQA~;E ARE CORoon1~ 














ARRAY OF JOINT PROBAOILIT~~S 
SIZE OF T~E A~RAY PXY COR0002~ COR0002f 
:OR0002i 
COR0002f 
:;OR 0 002.<" 
CORD 00 3: 
fREPRODtJC . IOPT o~rGINAL' :ILITY OF THEJ 
OPTION FLAG--iF IOPT=O THE~ CaRL ~NJ 
COR2 ON .. Y \HL~ :3E:'O,\P0T=:J. ~r 
IOPT=l, THEN C('lR3 WILL 3E CO~PUTEO 
SCRATCH ARRAY OF SIZE N X ~. TH_S ~ :AGE IS POO~/ Q ARRAY IS NEEJED ONLY IF IOPT IS 
NON-ZERO. :F ;OPT :S ZERO THEN A 
DUMMY VAR:ABLE MAY aE SUBSTITUTED FOR 
COROoo~; 
COR0003, 




























MAXI~AL CORRE.AT:ON MEASUqE 
INFO~HAT!ON MEASURE D~ COR~E.AT:ON 
















ANNALS OF HATHEMATICA- ~TATIST~CS, V1_.~3, 
P.5R7,'HUTUA~ INFORM'TION AND MAXI~A~ 



































































~--.-------- .. :~------~"':'.-.--. --.---~--.,-. --. 
. ' 
SUBROU TlNE COR 
._---_ .. ---
COROOOSt 
1. THE A~RAY PXV ~UST HAVE A J:~ENSI~N OFCO~OOOS2 
N X N IN THE CA_LI~G P~Or,H. O~ PXY ~HOUL)SO~OOn53 
GE A ONE O:HENSIO~A~ VECTOR,:O~TAINING THGOROaOS4 
JOINT PR08A3iLIT~ES iN A _OLU~N BY COLJMNCOROOOSS 
ARRANGEMENT. COR00056 
2. IF N IS LARGE ,THE CO~PUTAT!ONS FOR COROO~57 
CDR] WIL~ TAKE CONS~QERA~LE TIME. HENCE :OR0005~ 
THE USE OF T~IS ~OUT6NE ~S RESTRICTED TO tPROOOS9 
N LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 32~OR00060 C~'OR 0 00 61 
COI1PUTAT"'.:ONS. COR000l12 CO~00063 
COR00064 ----.--------
PXCI)= SUM pxv(r,J) 
! 
PYlJ)= SUM PXV(I,J) 
J 






CORooa70 !; J 




~EPROD YXY2 =SUH SUM ILOGlPXII'·PYIJ) 
fJ:RIGJiv,JC{!rlLlT}: OJ! HX = S~M (~OG lP X Ii) ). PX l I' 
.PX(:). COR00073 
PY(J) COPOD074 







,:AGE 18 ~!!E dy ! 
"'VU4 n = SUM ILOG(PYIJ)' • PY(J) 
J . 
R=HXY2-HXY EMAX= HAX(HX,HY) 
COR1=CHXY-HXY1)/EMAX 
COR2=SQ~TC1.0-EXPI-2~6~O)1 
CDR3- IS COMPUTEJ USIN~ T~E E[~E~ VE~TOR 
CORRESPONJ!NG TO THE SESONO ~~~GEST 








•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••• ····.·······COR00087 
COR00088 
or HEN S I 0 r·l P X V I 1) ,Q ( 1 ) 





COROOOq3 ~IMENSION IZEP.O(32) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• ··········CO~OOOq4 
':;OROOOCJ5 
00 80 I=1.N 


















































DO "2 !=t,N 
00 III J=l,N 
COMPUTE THE MARG~NA_S AND THf[R ENTROPY 
!J= fJ-U ·N+r 
PXfl,=PX(:,+PXV'IJ' 
IF(PXfI'.U.O.O OOOO ll GO TO 82 
HX=hX-fALOG(PX(i"'·(PX(-,' 
CONTINUE 
00 64 J=l,N 
DO 83 I=l,N 
IJ=(J-l,·N+! 
PY(J,=PY(J)+PXVfIJ' 
IF(PYfJ'._T.O.OOOOOl) GO TO 84 
HY=HV-AL.OG(PYfJ')·PV(J, 
CONTI NU~ 
COMPUTE THE ENTROPV OF T~E JOiNT OISTR. 
00 69 ~=l,N 
00 69 J=l,N 
r J=' J-U ·N+l 
Ii= ( P X V fI J , • LT • a • 0 0 0 a 0 l' G 0 TO 68"R " 
I1X y= HXY - (I\LOG (PX Y (I J, )) .. (PXY fIJ) ,...,EPRODUCIBILITY 0 
PXPY=PXfI I"PY(J, PRIGINAL P , P'THE 




IF (HX.L T. f-Y, EMA X=HY 
CORt=(HXY-HXYl'/EMAX 
R=HXV~-HXY 
~OMPuTE CaRl AND COR2 
COR2 = SQRT(1.0-EXPC-2.0·R" 
.i.F (l OPT. E Q. 0' RETURN 
00 59c) INOFX=l,32 . 
_F CaRl NOT ASKEJ FOR RETURN 
S~AN PXY AND OELFTE ROWS OF 7.E~OS 
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. : {,~ ( .. " 02-12-74 20.81')0 SU8ROUT • NE -:Ol~ 
.i c; qq 17EQOtINOFX'=0 NZERO =0 
03 600 r:: t ,N 
1..=1 
1 F (P X (I , • G T • o. 000,.0 0 l' GO TO 601 
Nl ERO= NZ E RO+ 1 
I7E;{O (Nlf.>:!O' =1! 
(1)1 CONT~WJE 
600 ",orHINUE 
~F(NZERO.F.Q.O) GO TO 651 
JJ=O 
, I on 650 J=t ,N 
, I 00 650 r = 1, N 
DO 640 KK=1,NZE~0 
NIJEX=lZERQ(KK' 
IF ( (I • EQ. NO EX) .0 R. (J. EQ. N 3E X, ) GO TO 649 
(41) CONTINUE 
JJ=JJ+l 
IJ= (J-1) ·N+! 
PX V (JJ) =p XY cr J' 
6413 CONT INtlF. 
650 CONTINUE 
651 CONTINUE 
C REMOVE ZERO ENTR:ES IN THE 
HA~:;!~A:'S 
JJ=O 
( 00 661 I=t.N. IF C PX II) • L. T. Q! Q 000011 GO TO 662 
JJ=J.Jt1 
PX (JJ' =PX n, 
662 CONT!NUF. it 661 CONTI NUE 6lt~~~1J T/fJI!J1L . . JJ=O 
DO 671 : =1. N 'tiVAL PA.GJiY O}J1 TlIEJ 










C NORMALIZE PXY AND STORE !N 
Q. SAVE PXY 
c 
C 
00 C:;IJ I=t.N 
00 58 J=t.N 
IJ= (J-U "~"i 






































































































































00 49 !=l.N 
DO 51 J=I.N 
BCJ'=O.O 
Oil 52 K:::1.N 
IK= 1~-1) ·')+1 
JK= C K-1 , ·rl+J 
~(JI=O(J'+n(lK)·QCJK) 
V1NTINUF. 
O~ SO J =1. N 
IJ=CJ-l,tlN+I 
Q CIJ' =8 C J, 
CONTINUE 
00 48 J=l,N 
00 4a I=J·N 
IJ=CJ-l,tl'l+I 
JI = (!-1I ·N+J 
QCIJ'=!lIJ:' 
DO 91 I=l.N 
00 <Jl J=1.N 
!J=CJ-UtlN+I 
COMPUTE THE UPPE~/O~AG E~EHENr5 OF O·QT 
STORE IN 0 
FILL IN THE BELOW DIAG E_EMENTS OF OtlOT 
~ORM SQRTCPX' tl QtlQT • SQRT(PV' 



































GET THE EIGEN VE~TORS AND EiGE~ VALUES 
OF O·OT 
COR0023S 
CALL THE SU9POUTiNE TO GET T~E E:GENVALS :OR00236 
GET A MAX Of 5 EIGENVALUES. IF ALL FIVE COR00237 
ARE NEAR UNITY,SET COR3=q.qqq~. RETURN CORoa23P 
IF ALL OF THEM (OTHE~ THtN THE F:RST ONEICOP0021 c 
ARE _ESS T~AN 0.001 • SET ~O~3=a.OOOl AN0:0R0024f 
RETURN. THE fIGEN VA_UES A~E CA~~ULATEO COR00241 













































---... --:.......:.. .. :.----.---...,,-....;. ... '~---.------.--~--~. ' 
~.' 
20.860 SUBI{OUTHIE COP 
IF(NE.GT.l) GO TO 60 





co~3=D.Ol ~OR0025 W~IrEI6,2g0l COR002? 
















FIND THE EIGEN VA~UF C~OSEST TO 1.0 
DO 63 !=l,NE 
O:F=A9S(E(:'-1.0) 
JJ~=I 
IFIDIF.GT.0.00003' GO TO 64 
CONTINUE '. 
IF PROGH is AT THiS PO:NT, THEN THE 
FIV~ EIGEN VALUE~ ARE CLOSE TO 1.0. 















WRITElo,2021 FOR~ATll~1.10X,· T~E FI~ST 5 EIGEN VALUES ~RE NE~R UN:TY. '/lOX, • 
:OR0027 
GORIJ027 


































































































WRIT 'fEN 3Y OENISH GOEl 
GFSC~IPTION OF PROGRAM. 
T4I5 ~U~ROUrINF nET~PMIMES K LFVELS OF 
FO~ H~IGH t~E CU~~ULATIVE OI~TRI3UTION 
MFNT$ HAVE ALREADY BEEN O~TAI~EJ. 
EN TRY POI NT • 
CALL IEOpnl(N,K,F,I~,IHI~) 
A~GUHnlTS • 
QUA~TIlING FOR ~~ ARRAY 












DIMENSION OF THE F ARRAY. IEQPI1117 
THE NUH3SR OF QUA~TIZiNG LEVELS IEQPQI1R 
INPUT ARRAY OF CU~ULATIVE JISTRIOUTIONiECP?11g 
FUNCTIO~. I~oP~12n 
OUTPUT ARRAY OF aUANTIZIN~ lEVELS. IEOPQ121 
THE LOWEST POSSI9LE LEVEL I~ IEQPQ122 






DIF=10 ..... 6 
OBTAIN THE FIRST QUANTIZING lEVEL. 
GO THRU THE WHOLE ARRAY OF C.D.F,S 
DO 1 J=l,N 
FINQ PERCENTAGE OF OISTRI~UTION FOR FIRST QUANTIZING LEVEL AND 
C~ECK FOR T~E NFA~EST C.J.F. 
X=A3S(1./FLOAT(KI-F(J» 




FI~St nUANTIIING LEVEL 
lO(t)=ISAVE+IHIN-l 









































00 2 I=Z,'< 
1-£- .)-P-Q-l 
c e CFCIDE FOq OTHER ()UANTIlI~G LEVELS IN ThE SI~ILAR WAY. 
e 
DIF=lfJ ... ·6 
,)f"t 3 J=LFTOFF,N 
c. C TH~ pcqCENTAGE OF Q:STqi9~TION FOR NEXT QUANTIZING LEVEL WILL 
C BE DECiuEC AMONG ~E~T .OF ELEMENTS. 
C X=~8S((1._F(LfTOFF"/FLOAT'K-I+1"+F(LFTOFF)-F(J» 
I~(GrFrLE.X)GO TO 3 
D!F::X 
ISAVE=J 
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( 
R-~-T-O-H-T JUNE 1'173 














W~ITTFN QY RMH 
VE~~!ON 1 ~Y PJ ROS.EY FO~ TAPE OUTPUT OPTION 
VERSION 2 £01'( RJ OOSlEY FOR ME:RGE 
'~~'O£SCR1PTrON OF PROGQAM. 
.' THIS SU:.lRQUT!NE PUN::;HES,PR!NT~i,OR WR~TES TO FrLE(I.F) T-iE TEXTURE 
r~TA ACCOPJING TO THE P~JY I ME~GE OPTIONS 
C ENTRY POINT. 


















































ANGr~OM ••• CORM AX 
NOel 
IMT 
ADDRESS INDEXS FOR THE LEX ARRAyS 
CDF FOR T~E IMAGE JATA 
QUANTI7.ED OUTPUT OF IEQPQ1 OF NOUANT 
~EVELS 
OPTION TO MERGE THE FOUR L~X ARRAYS 
INTO OllE AR~AV 
FILE CODE FOR OUTPUT TAPE 
OPTioN TO PRINT A PICTURE O~ ThE 
IMAGE, USEJ TO VARY SPAJING 
=TAPE FOR TAPE OUTPllT ON F.;,.E IF 
=V FOR PUNCH OuTPUT 
=N FOR PR~NTEq OUTPUT ONLY 
REDUCTION FACTOR F.ROt-! FPlXIT 
THE POWER TO WHICH NRED IS RAiSED 
AMOUNT OF REDUCT.ON IN FPLXiT 
THE NUMBER OF ANGLES USED I~ LEX 
AR~AYS 
THE lEX ARRAY CONTAINING A •• THE 
MERGED ARRftYS 
IMAGE ~OW INDEX 
IMAGE CO~UMN .NJEX 
CARD COUNTER 
FEATURES 
NUM8ER OF BRiGrlTNESS ~EVE_S IN IMAGE 
LINE COU~TER FOR MERGE OPTION 
SUBROUTINE RITOWT(lEX1,CEX2,LEX3,LEX4,G,iQ,MERGE,IF.P~;TUR) 
o :: MENS I ON lEX 1 ( 1 ) • L E)(:.' ( 1) • LEn ( 1) , L. E )(1. ( U • G ( 64 ), I 0 ( 64 , , 3 (4 ) 
COMMON Ml,Nl.TYDF.F(14} ,:JO(q),ANGMOM(4).AMFA~(4).SGMft~J(It), 






R: TOWT 12 
RIfQ1H t) ~ 












R: TO\olT 1f> 
RITOWTt7 
RrTOIH 1~ 















~: TO\ol T:3 '+ 
RITOWT3t; 
RrTOWT36 





RI TCiw fl. 2 
rU TOWT 43 
RI TOWT 44 









" -'..... -~"" - --- --





























20.71.3 R-!- T-O-I"- r 
COt1tiON l.;nR~EL/CO~INF (I.~ ,':'OP.MIJT C4' ,CORMAXC4' 
LOGICAl. MEPGE,PiCTlJR 








CHECK FO~ THE MERGE OPTION 
:FlHERGE) GO TO 22 
PUNCH OR NO PUNCH 
IFCPNC~.HE.Y) GO TO 400 
REPRODUOIBILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL ~AGE IS POOR 





KOUNT ::KOU~JT +1 






WRITE (43,600' (DIFENT IK', K=1t 4', (OIFAVE CK) ,K=l ,4) ,KOUNT 
KOUNT=KO!JNT+l 




WRITE(43,600) (l"ORINF'CK) ,K=l,4', CCO~HUTCK) .K=l,lt) .KOUNT 
KnU~IT=Kn!JIH+ 1 





WRITE TEXTURE ~EATUR(S TO TAPE FILE 'IF' 
IFCPNr.H.Nr..T~PE) GO TO sao 




Rl lOIH sr. 
RITOWT5t; 
R! TOIHr;6 




































































11( = 1 , N I , (S 'iHA sa PO ,K = 1 ,~) , l S G H 1\ X Y C K I , K = 1 ,N I , C AHE Atl C K) ,K= 1 ,N h 
1 C V I 0 H 0'1 ( K) ,K = 1 , N) , l T H f.'" n ~ , K = 1 ,tH , l 0 I FEN T 00 • K = 1 ,N I • 
i.( " If 1\ V F ( K) ,,< = t ,tn, (n F V" R (I() ,K = 1 , N' , ( !;U HF NT' K) ,K = l • ~, • 
if:) U.., II VF l k ) , I{ = 1 , N) • l S U ~ V A q 00 • '< = 1 • N' , ,c 0 R .i. NFl K' ,K = t , N' , l ~ O'~ M U T ( K' , 
lK=1,tH, (CORHAX lK' ,K=t,N) 
SOD CONTINUE 










WP.ITE(6,60) Ml,Nl.NFT RIJOWT10 
60 FO~MATI/' THE S~ENE (',!2,',',12," HAS 3EEN ~EOU~~O BY ',15) R:TOWTll 
HRITEl&,303) RITOWT12 
303 FORHATI6rl ANGLE ,gH ANGMOH ,8H ENT~OP ,BH ~ATIO .8~ SGMASQ , QITOWT13 
ISH SGHAXY ~e~ IVOMOM ,8~ 4_FFNT ,8h DIFAVE ,8h Q~FVAR ,8H SUMENT ,~ITOHT14 
18H ~UM4VE ,8H SUHVAR ,8H CORINF ,7H~OPMUT ,SH ~OR~AX , RITOWTtS 
WRITEl6,300) l'1(:{) ,ANGMO'1(K) ,eNTROP (K) ,RAT ... O(lO ,::;GMASQl<) ,'5Gf1AXY(K)RITOHT11i 
1,VIDMO~(K),D:FE~TIKI~[:fAVEIK),JrFvnR(KI,SUHENTIK),SUMAVElK), RITO~T17 
?SUMVARlK) .COR:i.NC"(10 ,CCRMUTlK) ,CORHAX(K' ,1<=I,N) R~TOWT1il 
300 FOqMATllX.F5.1,t5F~,4) RITOWTlg 
















































rF NEIThER PNCY NOq TAPF, PRINT LEX ARRAYS 
! F C l P NC H • EQ. Y) .0 R. ( P N C H • EQ. TAPE' » 
W~ITFHj,3n) G 
WPITElE> , 311 In FI')R~ATl2H F/llX.16~7:3" 
FOqHATl~H lQ/(lX,16i7" 
NOB~=!DO(1)-!OOl2)+1 
IF MERGE, JUST 00 LEX1 AND RETURN 
~ETURN 
DEGREES) 
:FCHERGE) ~O TO 54 
w~ITE (6, 56&) 
FORMAT(lltOX,gHO 
1)0 50 l=1,N08 .. 
NS=~.l!-l )/2+1 
NE1"C!+Utl:12 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POORJ 
PRINT LEx2 FOR 0 OEGRE~S 





























( 02-12-7'+ 20.743 R-I-l-O-W-T 
PRINT LEX,+ FOR 45 DEGREES c 
c 
'it HRlTE (1),700) tLEXIt(J) ,J:.W;,UF., 
~l TOIHC; 1 
~:TOHTr;? 
R: TOIU,,:$ 





















qq FOR'1A TC 1",1) 
5'+ 
5&8 
WRI If lti,t;68' 
FORMATI//lnX,lOY90 0EGREF.Sl 
on r,2 .=l,NOf);. 
NC:;=i. (I-1' 12+1 
NF,=(l+U·:/2 
PRINT LExt FO~ qO OEGRF.ES c C 
C 52 WRITEII).700) 1~~Xl(Jl,J=NS,NE) 
IF (HERGE) RETIIR"l 
WIHTJ:(6,r.;6g, FORMAT(//10X,11~1~5 DEGREFSI 
r')O 53 I=t,NOBL 
NS:: If' (! - 1) 12+1. 
N~::(l+1) ·Y2 
PRINT lEX3 FOR 13~ DEGREES c c 
c 
r.i3 WRITE(&.700) (Lr!")(3(J) ,J::NS,NE) 
~ETURN 
RITOWT7', 
RI TOWT 7' 

























RITOWT FO~ THE MERGE OPTION 
CHECK TO SEE IF A PICTURE ~~s BEEN PRINTED 
iF(PICTUR) GO T~ 23 
INCREMENT PAGE coU~T 
IHT=!HT+l 
RITO',HR-
R: TO'IH 13 
RITO\H 8: 
RI TOWT AI 
RI TOHT P.' 
RITOWT 1\ 
RITOWT 8 
IF(IHT._E.l) WR!TE(&,6&2) RITOWTR IF(~MT.GE.14) I~T=O RITOWT~ 
r:ORM/\ T (1~1 ,ltQX,,' ERTS TEXTURE ~NALYS!S' /I Ri tOWTCl 
IF PAGE IS FULL GO TO TOP OF NEXT PAGE AND WRITE TIT~E 
1 lX,'ANG_E ANGHOH ENT~OP RAT~O SG~ASl S~~AXY rVOM~RITOWlq 
1M OIFENT OIFAVE DIFV~R SUMENT SUMAVE SUHVAR coPINF CORMUT ~ITOHT9 
1 CORHAX '/l R~TOWT9 
CHECK FO~ PUNCH 
IF(PNCH.NE.Y' GO TO 40 














H~ITE(43.663' Hl,Nl'NFT,~NGHOH(MI,rHTPOP(H)'RATIO(H),S~~~SQ(H" RITnWrnZ 
1 SGHAXy(~),AHEAN(H).V:DMOH(H),KOUNr R:TOWTOJ 
KOUNT=KOUNf+l RITnWrn4 
WRITF(43,L64) THEAN,OIFENT(H).O!FAVE(H).JIFV~R(M)tSU~ENr(H)' ~!TOWT05 
1 SIJMAVE(M) ,$IIf-IVAR(MI ,KOUNI R!TOWI06 
KOUNT=KOUrlT+t Rl TOIHrJ7 WR,i:TE(4~,66?) CORINF(H) .GOR"1UT(M),CORMA)((;1),KOIJNT RITOWT08 
KOUNT=KQ 1l"1+1 R: TOWI OC? 
663 FOQMAT{12.1X.!?,!2,tX,7FQ.S,:9) RITOWT10 
664 FORMAT(SX,7F9.S,,iQ) RITOWTll 
665 F~R~AT(BX,3F9.5,36X,I9) RITOWT12 
40 CONTINUE RITOWT13 
C ~HECK FO~ TAPE OUTPUT RITOWT14 
IF(PNCH.NE.TAPE) GO TO 41 RITOWT15 C RITOWTH 
C WRITE OUT ONTO FILE 'IF" THE MERGED TEXT0RE FEATURES RITOHTt7 C RITOWTlf 
WUTE'(!F) "'1,Nl,NFT,ANGHO:1(!1I.ENTQOP(~\I ,RAjIO(H) ,SGtiAS:101), RITO""Tl~ 
1 SGMAXY{M) ,AHFAN(M) ,VIDHOH(ti) .TMEAN,D!FENHHI ,DIFAVEl"l), RITOWT2C 
2 n!FVAP(M),SUME~T(M),SU}1AVE(MI,!'lUMVARUt),~OR.iNF('1',CO~"1JTlM), RITOHT2! 
3 CORMAXIM) R.TOWT2( C RITOWT2; 
C IN 'ANY CASE,PRINT THE '1ERGED TEXTURE FEATURES RITOWT21. C RI TO\H?~ 
41 wRITE If'" 6 0) Ml,Nt.1'FT R:TOiH2
i 
W~ITE(6.666) ANGMOMIMI .ENTROP(M).RAT:O(M) ,SGMASQ('1l .SGMAXYIMIRITOWT2" 1,VIOMO~(~I,DIFENT("'" ,n:FAVE(M),DLFVARIM),SUMf~T(M"SU""AVE(H)' ~lTOwr21 2SJMVAR(M),CORIN~(MI ,CO~MUT(MI,CORHAXlH) RITOWT2' 
666 FnQMAT(lX,'MERG~&,15F8.4) RITOHT31 WRITE(6.6~7) T~E~N RITOWr3-
667 FOR"IAT(1X,F9.511 RITOWT3~ C RITOWT3 
C NOW GO PRINT OUT THE MERGED .EX1 A~RAY AND RETURN R:TOWT3 1 c. RITOIH3 t 
GO TO 100 R! TOWT3
i 
EN~ RITOWT3' 
1tEPnODUC . . 
ORIGlNA,L ~~~TY OF THE 
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IV.2-c Cross-Band Texture Analysis Program listings 
SPECTR 
GETIM / GETIT 
ERTS (see IV.2-a) 
DIFFER 
COVAR 

























ChoSS-OArl:J TEXTURE ANI\LYS;:S 
LA)' 















SPEC JI;' 1 Cj 

























































W~ITTEN SV RJ B~SLEY 
OESCR1PT:ON OF PROGPAM THIS PPOGRAH IS TH~ HA!NLINE OF P~OG~A~S WHICH OlTAtN A NU~LIN X NUMPPL X N9!M SUOIMAGf ~ROM THE E~TS :NPUT TA~E AN) FO~ 
EACH SU3:MAGE CALCULATES THf COVARIANCE MAT~iX AND THE CORRE~ATION MATRIX. TH:S MATRIX IS HP~TTEN. TO FI~E IFtLE =O~ 
FURTHER A:lAL YSIS. THE ERTS TAPE IS pqOCESSF~ IN HORIZONTn~!ROWS 0= SU3:MAG~S. S~B:MAGES MAY OVfRLAP ~QR.lONTAL~Y AN~ VERrtcAlLY, ANJ TH~ 
OISTAN:E ~ETWEEN NEIGH90R.NG ~fLLS USED iN THE OIFFERE~:E ARRAY 
IS VARlAS_E. 
NOTE---
ERTS INPUT TAPE MUST EE ON F!~E ES. 


























NUMBER OF GREY TONE N-TUP_E :OMP. 
NUM3ER OF LINES I~ A 5U[3,1I1I\::;E -
NUM3EQ OF COLUMNS iN A $U~I:-i:'GE 
ROW COORD FOR T~E SU3:MAGE 
COLUMN COORD FOR THE SUBIMAGE 
D!STANCE BETH~EN NE.GH50R:~~ ~ES. 
CELLS FOq THE JIFFERENCE :~AG~ 
STA~TING ROW FOR TH:S RUN 
STOP:NG ROW FOq rH:S RUN 
SEr=o, THE STRIP H:L~ BE ~RJ~ESSED 
TO ITS END OF F!~E 
HORiZONTAL OVEqLAP OF SUS:MAGES 
VERTi~A~ OVER.AP OF SU~IHAGES 
NUMBER OF OVE~~APING HORiZONTAL 
SU~IMAGES IN A ~OW 
ENDING POINT ~OR ON~ LINE ~ROH ERTS 
F!NA~ ROW OF SJ~:HAGES 
CORRE~ATION,COVAR.ANCE MATRICES 
TITlE-~O~ THE MATRIX 
TITLE FOR T~E MATRIX 
FORMAT FOR PR:NT~NG OUT MATRIX TERMS 
TRU~ TO pq:NT OUT COV~~lA~~E 'ATR_X 
DETERMINES OJTPUT FilE FO~ FEATURES 
TRUE FOR F'::~[ 43,P-UN':hEO JAROS 
FALSE FO~ FI~E Ol,TAPE O~ OISC 
OUT~UT FILE FOq FEATURES 
ROW AND COL NAMES FOR H~T~IX PRINTOUT 
DETERMINANT Of THE CORRELATION ~ATRrx 
ENTROPY HEASUqE 
































(: i~RODUClB1LITY OF THE 













































































CROSS-BAND TEXTURE ANAMYS:S 
A~RAY CONTAiNING SU8 4HAGE 
ARRAY FOR REAJING E~TS TAPS 
ROW OIMENSION OF rMAG~ 
COL DIMENSION OF IMAGE 
EQUAL TO NDIH,NO OF OANOS 
LALL SPECT~(IHAGE,X,ILINF,IXDIM,iYDIM,ND~N' 
EXAMPLE OF DRIVER. 
LJIHENSiON :MtlGE(t6,17,4) ,X(16,17,4) ,IL:NE(3.30]) 







ThIS PROGRAM W!LL SET UP T~E TEXTUR RUN FO~ 16 X 16 S~8:MAGES 
OVER ALL FOUR StlNDS, W!TH 1D:5T=1. ···NOTE···IXOIH HUST IN~LUDE 
N~HPPL PLUS 10IST, AND ARRAY IlINE MUST HAVE AT LEAST NUMPP_¥NOIH 
POINTS OUTS:~E OF ANY OTHER ARRAY. THESE PO~NTS FORM A~~tlY X~!NE 
















01 HENSION H1A,G E (IVD IN. IXC! N , N JIN) ,I LI NE I U , T: T~E (tit, ,A~ (5) , 
1 LA i3 E l (,8) ,: CI ~ ( 8, 8) ,: 0 v ( 8 , 8' , X (.1. Y DIN, I )( i.l:': N , N DIN' 
CHARACTER ROW~12,CO~~12,TTl·6(14) 
EQUiVALENCE (ROW,TTl(f3), (,.OL,TT~ (lU) 
lOGICtlL OPT,PNCH 
NAHELIST IPARAMI NDIH,NUM~IN,NUMPP~,FMT~TiTLE,OPT,IDIST,!RSrRT, 
1 IRSTOP,LAPHrJR,LAPVER,PNCH 

















SPECT P 6 
SPECTR,6 
SPEC TP o 
SPECTO!) 
SPEC T~S; 
SPEC TR 7 
SPECT o 7 
SPECTP.7 










SPECTR8 i , 
SPEC TP8 1 i 
SPECTR8' I 
SPEC TR8f I SPECTR8 ' SPEC TR8 1 SPEC TR8' l\ 
SPECTR9 I SPECTR9' SPEC TR9' 11 
SPEC TR9' tl 
SPEC TR'P I! 
SPEGTR9' ~, 
SDECTRQr I SPEC TR9. SPEC TP9' 
• SPECTR9 r I SPECTRal 
SPECTRa: I . 
SPECTRO: I , 


















CROSS-BAND TEXTURE ANALYSi~ 
10VER SU~IMAGf --- 'I 
DATA LABEL(1)/'OAND 2 2X2 BAND 3 ~X3 2X3 SAND ~ ~X~ 
DATA FORMATI·Ell.4·I.TITL~Cl"O.O/,FH/·F9.S·/ 
2)(~ 'I 









nOIM=:" YO: N 
NO IH=W)!N 






READ IN PARAMETERS 
WRITE OUT PARA~ETERS 
WRITE C6, U FORHATC2nx,'SPECTRA~-TEXTU~AL ANALYSIS PROGRAM') 
IFCIRSTOP.En.O) rRSTOp=99qggg WRITEC6,2)NUMPPL,NUML!N.NOIM,FHT.IOIST'LAPHOR,~APVER,:~STRT,:~STOP 
FORHATC1X,'NUM9ER OF COLUMNS ~N SU9:MAGE ~s ',:31 
1 • NUMBER OF LINES IN SUSIMAGE IS ',131 
1 " NUMaER OF EANOS IN SURIHAGE is ',I~/ 
1 ' FORHAT USED TO OUTPUT MATqlCES :S ',ASI 
1 ' DISTAN~E BETWEEN CEl~S FOR DIFFERENCE IMAGE IS ",12/ 
1 " HORIZONTAL SU3~MAGE OVER_AP :S',I3',' PO!NTS"I 
1 "VERTICAl. SU3IMAGE OVERLAP is' ,13.' PO:NTS'I 
1 ' STARTING ROW IN STRIP IS ',1&/ 
1 ' FINA. ROW iN STRlP IS ",:6) 
CHECK PARAMETERS 
iFC.NOT.OPT' W~ITFC&,11' 
FORMATC' ONLY T~E CORRELATION MATRICES WI~L 9E LISTED") 
IFCNUHPPL.LE.IXOIH) GO TO 5' 
W~TTE(6,4) . 
FbRMAT(' ERROR---NUMBER OF POINTS PER LINE EXCEEDS '.:~' 
STOP 
IFCNOIM.LE.NDIN) GO TO 7 
WPITEC6,6) NDIN 
FORHATC. ERROR---NUM3ER OF BANOS,NDIM, MUST NOT EXCEED ·,I3' 
STOP 
K9=IXJIH-NUMPPL 
IFCIDIST.LE.Kg, GO TO 12 
WRITEC&,32' K9 ~~~ 
J>,4 O~ O~ ~h .. )*' -oQ S9\."'v~ "\'?}.. 











SPf.'C TR 0 
SPE:'::'T~l 
































































2)6 ' ~ __ ~~ ________________ .... _L 
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CROSS-8ANQ TEXTURE ANALYSIS 
FORHATl' rRROR---I~IST MUST NOT EXCEEC ',14) 
STOP 
IFlLAP~O~.LT.NUMPPL) GO TO 17 
WRITElf"tlt) 
"TOP 
FORMAT" FATAL ER~OR---OVERLAP EXCEEDS SIZE OF SUBIHAG~" 
IF(LAPVEP,.GE.NUHLkN) GO TO 13 
IFlNUHLIN.LE.iYO!M) GO TO 17 
W~ITE(6,16) IYOiH 
FORHA l(' f-,JUf1LZ N EXCEEDS', 43,' LINES---Exr:"UTiOt~ TERHltIHE!J·' 
STOP 
•••••• SECTION II --- PROCESS ThE SUBIHAGES •••••• 






















IF (PNCH) TF=43 
INITIAL:ZE HEHP PACKAGE PG~S 
SET THE OUTPUT FI~E FO~ TAo~ OR PUN:H 




00 100 Ml=l,LASTIM 
NROW=NROW+t 
ENCODE (ROW,8) NROW 
FORHAHIG,fiX) 
CA Ll. GETIT 
K<::=-INCR 
DO qO NCO.=1.NHOR 
KS=KS+!NC~ 
~O 50 LLN=l.NUH~IN 
JP=IPENO·lLLN-l) 
DO 45 KOL =1, KPE 
IP=JP+KS+I(OL 
~EPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
PRIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
SET UP FOR TITL~ OF HATRIC~S 
PUT THE COORD_N~TE 4NTO HOL.ERITH 
L!rERAL FOR MATRIX PRINTING 
GET A ROW OF HORIZ OVE~.APPING 
SUBIMAGES FROM ERTS AND PUT THEM ON 
DISC FILES 11,12,13,14 FOR ~ SANDS 
PULL OFF EACH SU3!MAGE, GOING A~ROSS 
THE ENTIRE ~OW 
SET STA~T AND END PTS FbR SUBIMAGE 
READ A LINE OF THE SU~IHAG~ 

























































































REA!)Cl1"!P) CIHAGECLLN,KOL.,I9) ,IB=1,N01H) 
~ONT! NUE 
CONTINUF ~ET THE OIFFEP'EN~E IMAGE 
~ALL D1FFEQCIMAGE,X,IXDIMtIYOIHtNJ1~,:OISf,NUMPPL,~UHLI~) 
PUT THE COOR0~~ATE INTO HO __ E~IrH 
LITERAL FOR MA TRIX P!t..NTI!l:; 
ENCODE CCOL.,8) NCOl GET THE COVARlANCE HAT~1X ~JR THIS 
SU~IMAGF: 
CALL COVARCIL!N~'ND1H,NU~PPL,X"IXD1M,IYG~M,NUMLIN,MDINt:OV) 
WQITE OUT T~E COVARtAN~E ~ATR!~ 
WHOSE COORD!NAfES A~E CNCO~,N~OW) 
IF(OPT) ~ALL SFA07FCCOV,N)~H,NOiM,NQ~H,2,1'2,FMT,T!T~E,TTLI1)' 
1 TTL C 11) t TTL (13), LAdE_, _ABEL) C GET THE CORRE_AT:ON MATRIX 
CALL CORRELCCOV,NJIM,CO~) 
C WRI rE OUT THE CORREl HAT R:)( 
CALL ':iF AO 7F C CD ~, NJI M t N~:H, N 01 H t 2,1, Z, FM ,T! TI.. E, TT:'" Co) t TT - C 1 U t 
1 TTL(13),L.AB~L'LAgEL) C COpy COR TO COV SINCE HEMJET DESTROYS 






DO 6~ !S=t,ND!H 






GET THE DETERMINANT FOR THE 
CORRELATION MATRIX 
SAVE T~E CORRE~ATIoN CoEFFI~IENTS AS 
VECTORS FOR PRINCiPLE :oMPO~ENTS 
KT=KT+1 . WRITElIF,ZOO' N~OW,NCOL.ENTROP,C(CORCJtK+l)'K=J'KDIM"J=l'~DI~)tKr 
90 CONTINUE 
91 FORMATC' ENTPOPY MEASURE IS ",F1S.S) 
.100 CONTINUF. 
200 FoRMAT(2I3,tX,E13.0t oFl0.6/8Fl0.6/8F10.6/6Fl0.6,1;X,IS) 
STOP 
END 
7 MEMORY EXPANuEu. USE $LIMITS OR CORE= OPTION FO~ NEXT ~UN 
218 
RBl'RODUCIBlLiTY OF THE 








SPE£..,T o 1 
SPEC rr~l 
SPEC TR 1 




















































































































GET THE IHAGF. FROM E~TS 
GEl THE IHA~E FROH ERrs 
WRITTEN 8Y RJ BOSLEY . JA~ 1974 
OESC~IPT:ON OF PROGRAM 
THiS PROGRAM IS INIT!ALIZFO BY CALLING GETIN. ALL FOL~O~ING 
CALLS MUST ~E T3 GET1T WH.~H GETS THE SUBiHAGE FRO~ THE E~TS 
DATA TAPE ON FI'_E CODE' ·ES·,/ AND OUTPlHS A ~OW' OF OVER.AP?ING. 








LtNGTH OF ONE E~TS LINE OF J~TA 
NUM~ER OF LlNES TO SKIP AFTER 
REWINJING 'C.~TS INP'JT TAPS 
STARTI~G L~NE IN ERTS DATA F~LE 
VFRTICAL !NCR~MENT FOR THE ~EXT ROW 


















ARRAY WHERE E~TS LINE IS R~AD INTO 
DISTANCE 8ETWEEN NEIGH90RI~G CELLS 
TO FORM DIFFERENCE AR~AY 
N~MBER OF COMPONENTS OF E~~~ ~ES CELL 
STARTING LINE OF ERTS DATA FI_E 
ENDING LINE OF ERTS DATA FI~E 
NUM8ER OF LINES IN SU~:MAG~ 
NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN SU3IMAGE 
NUMBER OF ~~NES SUB.HAGES )VE~~AP 
NUMBER OF COLUMNS SUB~MAGES OVERLAP' 
NUMBER OF HORiZONTAL OVERLAPPING 
SUBIMAGES PEK ROW 
HORIZONTA~ :NCREMENT FOR FIP.ST :O~ OF 
THE NEXT SU3IHAGE !N TH~ ~ow 








INITIALIZE ERTS INPUT TAPE 
~ FORMA1(' .ENGTH OF ONE ERTS LiNE I~ ·,l&' 
C CHECK THf NO. OF WORDS PER RECO~O 
IFCLENGTH.LE.330D) GO lO 5 
IR,EPRODUUllilLIl'Y.oF THm 





























GEE '~I} 27 
GET~MO:~ ; 












GETl MO 4: 










































18.716 GET THE IMAGE FRO~ E~TS 
W~ITE(~.1) LFNGTH 





LNINCR=N'JMLI N-LA PVER 
ASS!GN 9S1 TO JP 
AS~IGN 971 TO KP 
IF(LAPVER.NE.O) GO TO 940' 
ASSIGN 950 TO JP 
REWIND THE :NPUT TAPE 
F.NO THE STARTING LINE OF ~1~ST ROW 
AND iNCREMENT FOR SUC~ESS:VE ROHS 
IF THERE IS NO OVERLAP, 00 NOT REWIND 
ASSIGN 970 TO KP C FINO FN0iNG HORIZONT~L POINT IN EACH 
C LINE OF THE ROW, AND THE NJ~~ER 0= 
C OVER~APP!NG SU3IHAGES OF NUHPPL POINTS 
C THAT HILL F~T ACROSS THE ~JW 
















INCREMENT THE ENDING POINT 
T:LL NO MORE SU9IHAGES WILL FIT 
IFCK.LE.LEN) GO TO 1991 
IPEND=IPEND-INCR+NUMPPL+iDI5T SKIP THE FIRST 8 POINTS IN EACH LINE 
15=32 FIND THE LAST POINT IN EACH E~TS LINE 
IF.=IPENO·4+32-1 
WRITECo,9S5) LEN,iPENO,NHOq 
FORHATC' TOTAL POINTS PER ROW IS ',16 I· FINAL POINT :S ',:61 
1 • NUMBER OF OVERLAPPING HORIZONTAL SUBIMAGES iN THE ~JW IS ',IS' 




LENGTH OF NbIM WORDS PER RECORD 
SKIP TO THE L:NE9EFORE IRSTRT 
RETURN C ENTRY POINT TO GET A RJW 0: SUB~HAGES 
ENTRY GETIT 
c 
C CHECK FOR FIRS~ CALL-:f SO,JONT SKIP 






GE T i,:.t1fJ 5~ 
GfTIM057 
GETIHUSP 



























































2-12-74 GET THF. .HAG~ FROM EQTS 
K=NOSK+NUMLIN 
C CHECK IF END OF RUN 
IFCK.Lr.:p~TOP' GO TO q01 
WQITECf).90Q) !RST6p,NOr,~ 
900 FODM"T(' PROCESS!itG TE~H:~II\TFv--ptEXT ROW '~OULiJ EXTEND ~AST LAST L .. 
1 N E', r. n, • LAS T Li N E Co 0:1 P L f.T E 0 \oj AS' , It)' 










00 Q03 .=1,NUHLIN 
CALL EPEAj(Il~NE,~N) 
INCREMENT FOR NEW srARTIN~ LiN~ 
READ IN NUHLIN LINES FOR T~E NEW ROW 
CHECK FOR EOF ON ERTS INPUT TAPE 
IFCLN.NE.!ll GO TO 902 
WRITE (6,905) 
90S FORHAT(' EOF OETE;TED ON ERTS INPUT TAPE--PRO~ESS~NG TE~H!NATED') 
C 
902 
~TOP GO THRU THE L~NE CELL BY CE.L 
c 
c 
00 960 IP=IS,IE,'+ 
I(T =KT +1 GET ALL 8 CRoss·~AND CO~PONENTS FOR 






F (6) =Il!NJ::(IP+4) 
F(7'=(ILINF(IP+4»)·ILINF(IP+4) 
F(8)=(!~INECIP+2"·IL:NEC.P+41 
c WRITE OUT THE N-TUPLE OF L~N~TH NOIM 
w~ITEC1i'KTl (FCI',I=1,NOIM' 
960 CONTINUE 
90 3 CONTINUE 
GO TO KP. (970,970 
C IF THERE IS OVER~APP~NG, ~~'HND TAPE 
q71 CALL EREWN~ 
970 ~~ TURN' . 
END 









GfT! Hi 1<: 
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12-12-71. 11\.619 GET THE DIFFERENCE ARRAY 





























WRITTEN BY RJ a~SLEY JA-" 1974 
DESCRIPTION O~ PROG~AH 
THIS PDOGQ~H REP~ACES THF ORIGINAL IMAGE 1A WITH THE NEA~EST 
NEIGHnOR HOR!lO~TAL O!FFC~E~CF, lIl-Jl,12-J2, ••• ,:N-JN) W4E~E 
I AND J ARE N-OIMENSION~~ 40R~ZONTAL~Y NE:GHPOR:NG RESJ_UT:ON 
CEL_S OF OISTANCF :0:5T. NOTC TWAr THE A1S0LJTE VAMUE IS USED 
GIVING ONLY THE POSIT1VE hALF OF THE CIST~I9UJ~ON OF 
orFFERENC~S I-J AN~ J~l. 
ENTRY PO!NT. 
CALL DIFFER(IA~X.IXD:M,lYO!M,NDIH,ID!ST.NUMPPL.NUM~I"" 









THE SUB:~AGE 8E:NG PRO~ESSEJ 
OHFEREN,~E AR~AY 
COL DIMENSION OF X 
ROH DrMENSION OF X 
THE OIMENSION OF EACH RESO_UTIO.., :ELL 
DISTANCE BETWEEN RESO~UTIO~ CELLS 
USED FOR THE DIFFERENCE AR~AY 
NUMBER OF COLUt1NS :N SU13IMA::;E 
NUMgER OF L:NES ~N SU9.MAGE 
SUBROUTINE DIFFE~(IA,X,!XDIM,IYDIM,ND!H,IDIST.NUHPPL,NUML_~) 
DIMENSION IA(lY~IM,IxrIM.1),X(lYJZM,IXD!M.l) 
DO 5 IBANG=l,NOIH 
on 4 LINE=l.NUHL!N 
DO 3 KO~=l,NUMPPL 
KKOL=KOL+IDIST 
GO THRU EACH JIMENS~ON OR JANJ 
GO THRU EACH ~iNE _ 
GO TH~U ALL BUT THE LAST C3LU~N 
C REP~ACE EACH ~ESO~UTION CE~~ ~O~PONENT 


































































































F.NO fHE COVAfHAN';E !1ATRIX F'OR TtrE SU3':I1A';F. 
FINO THE COVARiANCE HATRIX FOR THE SU3IMAGE 
WRITTEN BY RJ eOSlEY 
JAN 197,. 
DESCRIPTION O~ PROGRAM Th:S pROGRAM TAKES ThE DIFFERENCE SUBIHAGE AND CALCJLATES THE 
COVARIANCE MATR!X FOR !T. 





PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL V~CTORS X FROM 
WHICH COVARIAN~E IS CALCU~ATE) 
S~RAT::;H ARRAY<; 
ERROR FLAG FROM HNCViN 
ERROR FLAG FROM MNCV 











ARRAY USEe TO SEND ONE LIN~ TO MNCV 
DIMENSION OF VECTOqS X~ NO J= OANOS 
NUM3ER OF CO~UMNS IN suaIMA~E 
FLOATING POINT DIFFERENCE A~RAY 
COL,ROW DiMENSIONS OF X 
NUM~ER OF lINES .N SUS:MAG~ 
DIMENSION of JOV AR~AY 




COVA~O n It 
COVA~OU? 






























PE RC N T= 1 0 0.0 INITIALIZE TH~ COVARIANCE P~O~RAH 
CALL MNCV:N(NUMPPL,NOIM'N~H~IN'PERCNT'l'XLINE'NTRUTh,COV,XMEAN, 
1 SCR,SAM,IER,JER) CHECK FOR AN ERROR 
IF(lER.En.Ol GO TO 1 
WRrT,E(o.21 lEt! 
FORNAlI" ERROR IN MNCVIN. IERRO~ IS ',LH 
STOP 
CONTINUF. 
00 1~ lINE=l,NUM~IN 
223 

























































F:NO ThE COVARIAN~E MATRIX FOR THE SUBI~A~E 
00 I) I=l.NQHI 




GET O~E L7NE OF DATA 
INCREMENT COVARIANCE CALCULATIONS 
CHEC~ FOR GROUNG TRUTH ERRJ~ 
IF' qER.E'a.O) GO TO 10 
WRlTEl6,n JER 
F='ORMA n· ERROR IN MNCV, JERROR :is • ,:'2) 
STOP 
CONTINUF. 
00 20 I=l.NO!~ 
NOTE ••• ONLY T~E POSITIVF. ~rFFERENCES 
WERE USED IN THE CAL::;U~U::O"'S---TME 
TRUE MEAN MUST 9E ZERO. SO WE HUST 
ADO XMEAN··Z TO EACH ELEMENT 
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I DEN rIF:;'CA TlON 
~! 
PROGRAM NAHF 










JAMES 0 YOUNG 
8/18173 
TO CAL~ULATE THE HEA~ VECTOR AND COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR EACH 
CATEGO~Y OF A SET OF VECTORS. T~E CALCU~~Tln~s WILL BE 
BASED ON A SPECIFIED PERCENTAGE OF THE VECTO~S QANDOMLY 
C~OSEN WITHIN THE SET. 
ENTRY POINT _ MNCVIN(NVPCAL,N0IH'NCALL,PE~CNT,NCAr,x,~TRUTH'COV' 
XHEAN,SCTMEN,SAHSZ,IERRO~,JE~ROR) 
THIS INITI~LIZES THE qOUTINE. AFTER ~NCVIN HAS 9EEN CALLED 
CHECK IERROK TO SEE IF IT IS NONZERO WHICH INDICATES T~AT AN 
EOROR HAS OCCURREO. 
ENTRY POINT - MNev 
THE CALL TO MNGV SHOULD 3E PEqFORMED NCA~L TIMES, EA:H TI~E WIT~ T~E NEXT ~ROUP OF VECTO~S IN X~ IF HO~E THAN ONE CA.EGO~Y IS dEIN~ CONSIDSRED, THf G~OUNO TRUTH I~TEGER5'IN NT~UTH ASSOCIATED WITH THE VECTORS SrlOU~D ALSO DE UPDATED 
EAGH TIME MNCV IS CALLFD, AND JER~OR SHOULD 8E CHECKED AFTER EAt~ CALL TO SEE IF IT IS NONZERO WHICH INOICATES THAT AN 
ILLEGAL GROUND TRUT~ INTEGER HAS BEEN FOUND. IF ONLY ONE CATEGO~Y IS 8EING CONSIDERED HOWEVER, THE VALUES IN NTRUTH 
ARE NOT USED IN THE POUTINE. 
AFTER HNCV HAS ~EEN CALLED NCAll TIM~S THE MEnN VECTOR AND 
COVARIANCF MATRIX ~OK F~CH CATEGORY IS ~oMPLETEO. IN 
ADDITION, THE NUM3EP OF VECTO~S USE0 FOR TH~ CALGULATIQNSFOR 
EACh CATEGJPY IS OUTPUT. T~ESE NUMnE~S SHOULD BE SHEC~ED 
WHEN APPROP~IATE TO' SEE IF ~NOUGH VECTO~S WERE USED FROM 























































'M N C V I N M N C V 
NOI~ OIMENSION OF DATA VECTORS 
NeAll NUMOER OF CA~LS 
PEDCNT PEqCENTA~E OF TOTAL NU~PER OF VECTORS FRO~ WYICH 
MEAN AND COVA~IANCE MATRICES WILL BE CALCJLATEJ 
NCAT NU~8ER OF CATEGO~IES CONSIOE~ED 
=1 IF ONLY ONE ~ET OF STATISTICS WILL ~E 
CALCUL~TEa FD~ ALL JATA 
=NUM9E~ OF CATFGnRIES IN DATA IF ON~ SET 3~ 
STATISTICS WILL BE CALtUL4TED FOR EACH CATEGORY 
X X(NDIM,NVPCA~) MATRIX CONTAINING INPUT DATA VECTORS 
IN ITS COLlJ'1:-1S 
NTRUTH NTOUTHINVPCAL) VECTOR CONTAINING THE GROU~D TRUTH 
INTEGERS, 1 THROUGH NCAT, ASSOCIATED WITH T~E JATA 



































COV(NDIM,NDIM,NCAT) MAT~IX CONTAINING COVA~IANCE 
MATRiX/MATRICES OF THE DATA 
XMEAN(NDIM.NCAT) MATRIX CONTAINI~G ~EAN 
VEGTO~/VECTORS OF THt DATA 
SCTMEN 'SCTMEN(NOIH,~CAT) SC~ATCH HAT~IX CONTAINING AN 
ESTIMATE OF THE MEAN VECTOR/VEC T'1RS 
SAHSZ SA~SZ(NGAT) VECTOR CONTAINING NU~9ER of VECTORS USED TO CALCULATE T~[ STATISTiCS FOR EACH CATEGORY 
IERROq ERROR INDICATED IF RETURNED NONZERO 
=1 IF NVPCAL .LE. 0 
=2 IF NOIM .lE. 0 
=3 IF NeAL .LE. 0 
=4 IF PERC NT .GT. 100. OR PERCNT IS SO SH~LL THAT 
FEWER T4AN 2 VECTORS WILL 3E USED TO C~LCULATE 
A~L THE STATISTICS 
=5 IF tl~AT • LEe 0 (If HOQE THAN ONE OF THESE ERRORS OCCURS, 
THE HIGrlER VALUE WI~L 8E RETURNED' 
JERROR ERR OR I Nul CA}"EO IF RETURNED NONZERO 
=1 IF ILLEGAL GROUND TqUJ~ LA3El IS FOUNO 
INTERNAL PARA~ETERS 
~~11!P:aODUCIBILITY OF THE 
ORIf'rrUAL P , 
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20.440 H N C v I N H N C V 
C ICALL NUH~Eq OF TIMES MNCV HAS BEEN CALLED 
C VEers TOTA~ NUH~~R OF VFCTO~S WhICH HI~L BE INPUT TO MNCV 
C VTBU TOTAL NUH8E~ 0F VECTORS TO BE USEO IN CALCULATION 
C OF ST~TISTrcs 
c VLT9U NU~GE~ OF VECTORS LEFf TO BE USED IN CALCULATION 
C OF SfATISTICS 
C VLEFT NU~BE~ OF VECTO~S LfFT TO qE CONSIOE~ED 
C INTRU INTEGER DENOTiNG G~OUND TRUTH CATEGORY 
C IP APGU~ENT TO RCM 
C 10 ARGUMENT TO RCM 
C . ' C-----------------------------------------------------------------------



























CHECK LEGALITY OF SO~E NUM9ERS 
IF(NVPCAL.LE.O) IE~RQP.=l 
IFINOIM .L::.OI IERROP=2 
IF(NClIL.L .LE.O) IERROR=3 
IF(PERC~T.GT.100 •• 0R.VT1U.LT.2.) IERROR=4 
IF INGAT .LE. 0) IER~OR=S 
00 14 K=l,NCAT 
SA"'SZ(~~=() 
DO I'. J=1. NOI"1 
XHEIINIJ.K)=O 
SC""EN(J,K)=O 
00 14 I=l,NOIH 
14 COV(I,.J,K,=n 
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. il·. ;,J.1r 
( 
( 
H N C V 
0?-0'1-71f 20.ItI.O H N C V I N 
C 
SET TPA"lSFER TO ~EFLEcr NUM3E~ 
'C OF CATEGORIES 
C 
flSSIGN 11 TO IGO 
IF (t~CAT.GT.U ASSIGN 15 TO IGO 
RFTIJRN 
C c····················································· ................. . 


















ICALL=ICALl+1 IFceIcALL/50'.SO.NE.ICALL.ANO.ICALL.NE.I0' GO TO 1 
UPDATE ESTIMATE OF THE MEANS ANO MODIFY 
COVA~IANCE CAL~U~ATIONS TO REFLECT 
TIHS UPOJ\ TE 
00 to K=l.NCAT 
IFISAtiSzeK) .EC1.0.) GO TO 10 
00 2 J=l t NOIM 
00 2 I=l,J 2 COV(I,J,K)=COV(!,J,K'-SAMSZIK'.(XMEAN(ItK'/~AHSZ(K'-SCTHEN(I,K')~ 
1 (XMEAN(J,k)/S~MSZ(K)-SCTME~(J,K» i . 
DO 3 J=1,N~!HU 
seT 11 E N ( J ,I(' = X 'I E A N (J , K )/ SA 11 S Z ( K ) 
3 CONn~ll'E 
10 CONTINUE 
CONTINUE TO CALCULATE ME~N ANO UPPE~ TRIANGLE OF COVARIANCE HAT~ICES 
1 DO 8 I=1,NVPCAL 
DETERMINE WHETHER TO ~KIP THIS VECTOR 
IF(RCM(!P,IQ).GT.VLJ~U/VLEFT) GO TO 11 
VLTBU=VLTt3U-1. 
GO TO IGO'(1C;,C;) 
15 INTRU=tlTRUfI-iCU 
INCLUCE THIS VECTOR IN CALCULATIONS 
WE ARE TO CONSIOER HaRE THAN ONE 
CATEGORY 
CHECK LEGALITY OF GROUN~ TqUT~ LA9EL 
228 
iREPRODUC1BlLITY OF'THE 
iORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
~, , ' 
-::/ 
\ h l .~ 
11' 
Ii I ; 'I r I I 



































·H N C V I N Ii N C V 
IFCUITRU.LE.IJ.OR.!NTP.U.GT.NCAfJ GO TO q 
~ 00 It J=l,NOIH 
SUM FOR MEAN 
XHEANeJ.INTRU'=WMEAN(J,INTRu,+xeJ,I' 
00 1+ K=l,J 




It CONTI I\UE 
SAMSZ(INrQU)=S~MS7(INTRU'+1. 
11 G(,)NTIN'J~ ;' 
V!LEFT =VLF.:FT-l. 
8 C:ONTI NUE 
tF(ICALL.LT.NCALL) PETU~N 
c C ALL VFcrORS HAVE 3EEN INPUT 
C FINISH CALCULATION OF STATISTICS 
C 
c 
00 7 K=l. NCAT 
IF(SA'1SZ(\().EQ.O.' GO TO 1 
DO 6 J:;:1.NOIM 
00 6 I=l.J 
COV(I,J,K,=tJV(!,J.KJ/SAMSZ(KJ-lXMEAN(I,K)/SAMSZ(K)-SCTHEN(I,K,j· 
1 'XH~AN(J,k)/SAMSl(K)-SCT~EN(J,K" 
C FILL IN LOWER TRIANGLE 
C 
6 COVeJ,I,K'=COV(r,J,K' 
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02-\2-74 
GET THE vORRELATiON MATRIX FO~ T~E ~U3~HA;E 
CCORPEL 
GET THE CORRE~ATiON MATRIX FOR THE SUBIHAGE 
H~ITTEN ~Y RJ 90SLEY 











DESCRIPTION OF PROGQAM TH!S pqOGPAM CALCULATES T~E CORRELAT:ON HATR_X GIVFN lYE 










COVARIAN~E HAT~~X ARRAY 
OROEq OF MATRICES 
COR~ELAT~ON MAIK:X ARRAY 
SU9ROUT.NE COQREL(COV,NO:H,COR) 
DIMENSION COV(NJIH,NDIH) ,COR(NOiH,NDIH) C GO THRU EACH ROW O~ LINE 
DO 10 LI~r.:l,NDTM 
COVL=A8S«(OV(LiNE,LINEI) 
c 
GO THRU UPPER O~AGONAL 
00 q KO~=~INE,N~IM 
COVC=ASS(COV(KO~,KO II 
COR(LINE,V.OL):COV(L NE,KO~)/SQRT(COVC·COV~) 
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PATTER~ VECTOR C~ASSlf:CAT_ON 
C~CLASS PATTERN VECTOR CLASS:F:CATION " 
RCLASS01 







~CL ASS 'Fl 
R':; I.. A 5'51(1 
RCLASSl1 
R" LASS t 2 



















































WQITTEN ~y SAM ~HANHUGAH 
OOCUHENTEO BY RJ aOS~EY 
S::PT lq72 
D=:~ 1973 
OESCRIPTION OF PRO~Q~M. THIS SUBROUTINFCLAS~~F!ES A GIVEN SET OF pATTE~N V~:TJRS ~NTO 
O:IE OF MANY POSSl:3L£ C.ATE",OK.~S USI"lG THE INFORMATION ::;mHAiNEil 
IN A SET OF TRAINING PATTF~NS WHOSE CATEGO~IES ARE KNO~~. 
ENTRY POINT. CA_L RCLASS(WORK,ISIZE) 
INPUT A~GUHENTS. WORK - SCRATCY ARRAY USEe DY R~L~SS 
ISIZE _ SiZE OF TbE SCRATCh ARRAY WOQ~ • THE ~RRAY 
WORK MUST BE DiHENSIO~E~ IN THE c, __ :NG 
PRO~RAM,WITH A O~MENSION GREATER'T~AN OR 
fQUA. TO ISIZE. THE VA .. UE OF IsrzE IS GIVEN 
av ISIZE=NOIM·(NTRA!N+l0)+1000 +(NC·(NC+l)/21~NO+~?AiR·NQ 
,,!HERE NO=NO:M-1 
lNPUT PAqAMETER CARDS. CARD 1. SHOU~O ~ONTA:N THE PROGRAM OPT~ON PARAMETERS NePTl, 

















IF(NOPT1.NE.O) TYE TRA!N:NG PATTERNS ~RE ~~I~TED OUTQCLASS31 
IF(NOPTZ.NE.O) THE TEST PATTERNS A~E PRI~TEO 00T RCLASS,? 
IF(NOPT3.NE.UI THE CLASSIFICATION OF EACH T~AIN:NG RCLASS37 
PATTERN IS LISTED. OTHERWIS~,ON~Y THE RCLASS3 L 
CONT:NGENCY TA3_E IS P~INT~D JUT ~CLASS3c IF(NOPT~.N~.O) THE CLASSIF~CATiON OF EAC~ TEST RCLASS3f 
PATTERN IS LI~TEu. OTHEQHISE ONLY RCLASS3i 


















" \! ~ 
fi p 
'j 






CARD 2. S~OU~O 
I=ORMnT 
NTOT 
CONT A IN PARAMETERS NTOT, NPART, ND: M, ~C, ~PAI R IN RCLA~5'Jtr 1! 
(51 I) • Re'I.. ASS(~1 ~ 
TOTAL NUM9ER OF PATTERr~ VECTORS IN THE DATA R'Gt.ASS4:> ~ . 
SF.T RCLA.~S4· ~ 
NPART __ Nf>AtH OUT OF EVERY 10 pATTEQ.N VE:TORS IN THERCLASS,4 1 1\,: 




REMAINING PATTERNS WILL BE USED :'JR TESTiNG R\"'LASS4i~ __ , ___ L:f: 
THE C .. ASSIFIE~ RCLAS54, -r'l; NUH~ER Of ~EASU~EMENTS PER VECT~~ P~US 2 ~CLASS~ I ~ 
NUMbER OF GROU~U TRJTH GATEGORIFS RCLASS4! \ 
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20.517 PATTER~~ VECTOR CloI\SSiF~';I\TlON 
ANY ONE CATEGORY) 
INPUT DATA SET. INPUT [ATA VECTORS hRE ~EA~ IN BINnRY FROM FILf CODE 01 
A;CORJ7NG TO THE FOLLOW:NG REAO---
W.,ERE 
REA 0 ( 0 1) F; T • t11 , '11 , N FT. (F EAt ( ~) , r = 1 , NM E A 51 




ARE t.jor IJSEJ WilY BE USE) AS ~.::J TAG'" 
IS T~C f~ArURE VE~TOR :-TH COMPONENT 
is T~E NUMdER OF JOMPONENTS O~ MEASUREMENTS IN 
R::LASS51 
RCLAS5r,:> 
EACH FEATURE VECTOQ=NOIM-2. 
THE DATA FIloE S~OU~O HAVE A TOTAL O~ NTOT lOG~~A~ RECO~JS IN 
eINARY FORM. EACri lOGICA_ RE~O~O MUST ~E OF _ENGT~ (NJIM+2' 









RI~ LASSO 1 
RCLASS~2 
R:: LASS 63 
















CO 9f-.- _02c'_~ 
I, 
d'Ml TA TI ONS. 
"" t. MAXIMU~ NUM9ER OF CATEGORIES I~ 15. 
THEORY. 
2. MAXIMUM VA_UE OF NOIM IS 100. 
3. SCRATCH DISC FILE MUST 3E ON 02 AND :NPUT DATA ON 01. 
4. PATTfRN VECTO~S HUST dE SORTEQ ay CATEGORY. 
USING A PEGRESSION TYPE ALGOR!THM, THF. PRJGRAH 
OBTAiNS A SET OF ~YPERP~ANES FOR SEPARATI~G THE 
TRAINING PATTERNS. THE SEPAqAT~ON IS QON~ FO~' 
DIFFERENT CATEGOqy PAIRS. A TOTAL o~ NC·(~C-1)/2 
HYPEQ PLANES ARE DETERMINED. TEST PATTERNS AqE C~ASSIFIEO ON THE 9ASIS OF A MAJORITY VOTE Q~ THESE 
HYPERPLANES. 
B.I3LI OGRA PHY. FOP A COMPLETE DISCUSS~ON of DETAILS, SEE "INTRODU~T!ON TO 












__ A FORTRAN CALLAt3LE ROUTINE FRP"1 BM SSP 














































02-12-74 20.517 PATTERH VECTOR C~ASSIFI~AT:O~ 
s· ZE lS00~, THE D~IVER SFT UD IS AS FO~LOWS ---
CORIVE SAMPLE ~RIVER FOP CLASSIFICATioN PGH 
DIMENSION WOQKllS000) 
























C SUBROUTINE ~CLASSlWORK,:S:ZE) C RCLAS512 
C RCLASS13 
DIMENSION WOP,,«lSIlE' ,00(50) R:'USS14 
COMMON NTRAIN.NTEST,NJIM.ND,NG,NPAIR,Nb,NOPT1,NOPT2,NOPf3,NOPT4, R~LASSt5 
1 NTOT.NPART RCLASSt~ C ~CLASSt7 
C READ IN PARAMETER CARDS ANU DATA SET RtLASSt~ 
CALL X~N(WORK(U ,1)0lU) RCLASS1.aif C RCLASS2D 
c LOCATE THE BESINN.NG ADJRESS OF THE RGLASSZ1 
C VARIOUS ARRAYS FOR THE LINEAR SJePGM RCLASS2~ Il~l RCLASSz3 
12=11+NTRAIN.NDIH RCLASS24 
13=12tNOIH RC~ASS25 14=~3+NH.N~ RCLASS2' 
1?=I4+NPAIR.NOt1500 RCLASS27 C CHEC~ THAT THr. D1MENS:ON O~ T~E WORK ~CLASS2f 
C ARRAY IS ADEQUATE R·;LASS2Q 
IFCi5.i.E.:"SIZE) GO TO 53 RCLASS31:9 W~!TE{6,82) RCL~SS31 
82 FO~MAT(lHlt5X,'PR09~EM W~_L NOT FIT T~E CORE ALLOTED FJR THIS PROJRCLnSS3~ 
lAM.') RCLASS33 
RETURN RCLASS3' 
53 :ONTINUE RCLASS35 
c NOW GODO THE C~ASSIF!CAT!)~ RCLASS3~ 


































































REAn IN THE DATA 
READ IN THE DATA 
WRITTEN ~Y SA~ SHANMUGAM 
DOCUMENTED BY RJ 30SLEY 
SEPT 1972 
OE~ 1973 
OESGRIPTI0N OF PROGRAM. THIS ~Uo~Our:NE READS IN THE TWO PARAMETER CARDS AN) THEN ~EA05 IN T~E DATA SET. COPYING THE TEST PArTSR~S TO DISC FILE 















ARRAY DATA IS READ INTO 
SCRATCH ARRAY 
NO. OF T~AINING PATTE~N VE~TORS 
NO OF TEST PATTE~N VECTORS 
2+NO. OF MEAS PER FEATURE VECTOR 
NOIM-l 
NO. OF GROUND TRUTH ~ATEGO~IES 
TWICE MAX NO. OF TRAINING PATTE~NS 
NO. OF HYPERPLANES 
PROGRAM OPTIONS. SEE qCLASS 































NO. OF BLOCKS OF 10 PATTERN VECTORS XINDUOZg' XINOD029 
XINOOf)3D 
XINOOO 31 IlEFT 
~U8ROUTINE X!N(WOR'<,U) 
IN I~PUT O~TA fILE 
NO. OF VECTORS LEFT AFTER ~SADI~G ALL 
BLOCKS OF 10 VECTORS 
DIMENSION WORK(l).U(ll COMMON NT~AIN,NTEST,NDIM,ND,NC,N~AIR,NH,NOPT1'NOPT2,NOPT3.NOPT4, 




FM~AT (SI 5) 
REWIND 01 
I~EGIN=l 
READ IN PARAMETER 
NOPT1,NOPT2,NOPT3,NOPT4 





READ TH~U THE INPUT FILE TWO TIMES --
ONCE TO GET THE TRAINING PATTER~S AND 
ONCE TO GEl THE TEST ~ATTE~NS 





XI NO 0036 





XI NO 0 0 I.~ 
XINOOOI.) 
XINOIJ0 1·4 
XItI 000 4!? 
XINOOOI.£;' 
XI~ 000 47 
XIN00041 



























































OUT OF EACH OF THE NTI~ES 3LO~K~ OF 
TEN INPUr PATrE~NS Pl~K THE FIRST 
NPAqT PATTERNS AS TRAINING PATTERNS 
WRITE I1FADING 
IF(NOPT1.N~.O) W~ITF(~.20l' 
FORMAT(lhl,10Xt'TRAINI~G PATTERNS" GO THRU EACH 3~OGK OF TEN 
DO 20 NN=1.NTI~ES 
IFlNSKIP.EO.O) GO TO 16 
DO 15 JJ=l,NSKIP 
REAJ(l) (U(K"K=l,NDO) 
CONTINUF 




Hi 1 = I 9r: GIN +1 
Ifl2=IElt1 
PATTF.8N VECTORS 
SKIP OVE~ tHE TEST VECTORS 
REAO PAST THiS VECTOR 
READ NPART TRAINING PATTER~ VECTORS 
COUNT THE NO. OF TRAINING ·VECTORS 
INDEX ThIS VE~rOR INTO WORK 
SET THE FIRST COMPONENT TO 1.0 





































XIN00095 WRITE oUT THE TR~rNING PATTERNS 










IFULEFT.EQ.O) GO TO 2& 




181 = I AEGIN+1 
READ IN THE LEFTOVER PATTE~HS 
INCREMENT TRAINING VECTOR COUNT 














---,---,---~ _______ ~ ___ '·· ___ .W 
( READ I~ THE DATA 
I~2=I~1+t XINOOtOL 
WORK(I01)=t.O XINOOIOZ 
c READ A TqAINING PATTEQN XINOOI03 ~EAOll) WORK(I9EGIN).NM1.NM2,N~3.lWOQK(K).~=IBZ,IENO) XINOOIU4 
C W"HE flUT TRAINitlG PArTERNS XINOfH OS 
IF(NOPTt.tIF.O) W~ITE(6,10Z) "lrR.uN,WORKni3EGI~),NM1,NM2,(\~OqKlK)' XUIOOIOn lK=I~I,IENe, xINOOI07 C XIN0010H 
25 CONTINU~ XINCOI09 
?6 CONTI t\UE XINOO UO 
REWIND 01 XIN00111 
REWIND 02 XIN00112 
C COpy TEST PATTERNS TO DISC F!LE 02 XINOOl13 
C XINOOl14 
C wrUTE HEADING XINOO1l5 
IFUIOPT?NE.O) WD ITEl6,103) XINOOu..6 
103 FORHAT(lHl,lOX,'TEST PATrE~NS" XIN00117 
NTEST=O XIN00118 
C SKIP IF THERE AqE NO TEST PATTERNS XINOOllg IF(NP~RT.F.Q.O) Gfl TO qq XIN00120 
00 45 NN=l,NT!MES XIN00121 
DO ~3 JJ=l,NSKIP XIN00122 
COUNT THE NO. OF TEST VECTORS XIN00123 
NTEST=NTEsr+l XIN001~4 READ INPUT DATA FILE THE SECOND TIME XI~00125 
REAO(t) (UlKK' ,KK=l,NCQ, XIN001~6 
SET COHP()NENT FOU~ TO 1.0 XIN001?7 
U(4)=1.0 XIN00128 ~RITE OUT THE TESt PATTE~~S X~N0012q 
IF(NOPTZ.NF..O' WRIfEl6,102)tHEST,U(I),U(21,U(3),(U(KI<I,KK=4,tlOD' X:N0iJ130 
WRITE TEST PATTERN TO DISC FILE OZ XIN00131 
WC?ITJ;:(Z), (u(KK).K'<=I,NOO) Xlt.l00132 S~IP OVER THE TRAINING VECTORS XIN00133 
00 44 JJ=l,NP~RT XlN00134 R~AD(l' (U(KK),~K=l,NOD) ~tNDb135 
CONTINllF. ,>XIN00136 
END FILE 02 XIN00137 
REWIND O? XIN00118 
CONTINUE XIN0013g 
PEWIND nl XIN00140 
WRITE OUT A P~OGRESS NOTE XtN00141 



































---,.------ ... --~---------------".-- ...... --.-.. --.., ...... _---
LINEAR nIS~RIMINAHT FUNCTION 




















































WQtTTFN ~v SAM ShANMUGAM 
DOCUMENTED BY ~J SOSlEY 
SEPT 1cHZ 
DEC 1973 
DESCRIPTION OF PROGG!A~. THIS $lJiFH\'JTIN~ CALLS THE t?Et;PESSION ~rJ'JTikjE w~IGHT TO GET T"IF DISCRIMI"Ii\TIO~ ~UllCTIONS, COM:HNES THFSE TO OJTAIN A PIECEWISE LINEA~ DlSCP1~IN~NT FUNCTION FO~ EACH CATEGORY, 4~n CL~SSIFIES T~E TRAI~I~G AND TEST PATTERN~. THIS ROUTINE AlSrJ OUTPUTS THE 
RESULTS. 
THEORY. T~E ALGORITHM FOR OETE~~INING THE WEIGHT VECTO~ FO~ SEPARATING 
H.E ! ANi) J-Th ~.ATEGOPIES IS 1,./=( W·U·l··-u·(u·n, 1.~I-4E~E T IS 
A VECTOQ OF LEN~TY NO WITH CO~PONENTS Of VAkUES EnUAl TO 1. FOR 
DFTAILS SFE ··INTG!O~UCTION TO STAT1~r!CAL PATTERN RECO~NITION·· 
BY FUKUNAGA, ACACE~IC P~ES5,197Z. 
ThE ~AT~ICES (~IHENSIONEO AS ONE DIHENSIO~AL IN PG~) ~AVE THE 
FOLLOWING STPUCTUQES-- . 
XTRAIN --- XT~AIN IS AN NOIM X NrRAIN MAT~IX. EACH COLUMN 
VECTOR iN XT~4IN REPRtSENTS O~E TRAINING ~ATTE~N. 
T~E FIRST ENT~Y IN EACH COLUMN is THE CATEGORY NAME 
THE ~ECONO ENTRY IS THE CONSTANT 1. THE,ENTP.IES l 
TO NOIM ARE THE VALUES OF THE COMPONENTS JF THE 
PATTERN VECTO~ X(Jl. XTRAIN HAS NrR~I~ Co~U~NS AN) 
NO+1 = NOI~ RQW5. 
XTEST XTEST HAS THE SAHE CONFIGURATION'AS XTRAIN. 
u 
LItIE'\~ 113 

















LIN EA~21 n 
LINF..:A?22 ~ 
LI NEA~2J U 
LiNE:I\~21j H 
I.IN EI\R::>C;: i 
L!NEAq26 ~ 
LINEA~27 . ~ 






DATA MATRIX U IS USED FOR CALCULATING THE 30UNDARY 
BETWEEN THE CATEGORIES! AND J. U HAS ND ~OWS AND 
NTRCIl+NTR(Jl COLUMNS, AS FOLLOWS---
FROM CATEGORY !.~ •••• ·~.PATTE~NS F~OH CATE~ORY J _ ••• 
1 : •• .: • • • • • • -1 -t '. • ;, • -1 
LIN~AP3~' LI N EA q 3 4 1,~,J,: 
LIN EA~3f I 
• • ••• 
, 
• 
;a ••••••••• • 
• • LI NEAR37 ~ 
-x LINEA~31' ~ • •••••••••• • 
-X 
• • ••• 
-X • • ••• 
UNF.:AR3 c ~ x ••••••••• 
• 
X 
• • ••• 
• LIN E<\~4[ ~." 
• •••••••••••••••••• LINf4R41 I 
I. INF.A,!I.' I~' 
; .......... 
• • ••• • • 
•••••••••• • 
U ~AS NO ROWS AND NTRCI)tNTRCJ' COLUMNS ....... 






HAfRIX CONTAINING TRAINING PATTERNS 












































































MATRIX USED FOl CALCULATING THE' 
BOUNDARY BETWEEN THE CATEGORIES I 
AND J. 
SCRATCH ARRAY 
NUMBER OF CATEGORI~S 
ARRAY CONTAINI~G CAfEGOqy ~AM~S 
NUMBER OF TRAi~ING PATTE~~S IN CAT I 
TOTAL NO OF TqAINING VECTO~S IN 
CATEGORIFS I AND J 
NUMOER OF TPAr~rNG,'EST PATTE~NS 
COL,ROH INDEX FOR MAT~IX U 
NOIH-t, NO. OF COMP IN WEIGHT VECTOR 
ARRAY CONTAINING WEiGHT VE~TOP'S 
ARRAY C~NTAiNi~G ONE WEIGrlT VECTOR 
CLASSIFICATIO~ LOOP I~OE~, =1 FOR 
TR4INING SET, =2 FOR TEST SET 
8EING CLASSIFIF.Q 
NO. OF PATTERNS TO CLASSIFY 
CAT FO~ WHICH VOTING IS MAXIMUM 
VOTE TALLY 
MAXIMUM VOTE, M'X KOUNT 
CONTINGENCY TABLE 
SU9ROUTINE LINEAR(XTRAIN,XTEST,W,U,OUMMY) 
DIHFNSION XTPAINlU ,XT~STUI ,'AUI ,Ut1I,OUrH1Y(t) 
DIMENSION IER~~Rl15,t51 ,NT~(15),NAME(15) 
DIHENSI'JN U10 0) ,M l100) 
DIMENSION WT(1~O) COMMON NTRAIN,NTESTiNDIM'N~,NC'NPAIR,NH,NOPT1tNOPT2,NO~T3'NOPT4, 
1 NTOT, NPl\cH 
RE AL NAME WRITE OUT INPUT PARAHETEqS 
ltNEl\~r,l 















LIN EA ~I) 7 
LINEr.Rnl1 

























1402 Fn~HATri/10X,·T,)T~L NUM3ER OF PATTE~NS=',I~/10X,I3,'OUT OF 10 









00 3 1=1, N1RAHI 
INITIALIZE NO. OF TRAINING ARRAYS 
SET UP NAME OF FI~ST CATEGORY 






























LINfA~ DISCRIMINANT FUN~TION 
11 = (I-U" NOIH+1 SKIP IF WF. HAVE rHI~ CATEGGRY N~ME 
If(NAHF(J).EQ.X1RAIN(11) GO TO 2 
OR, SET UP A NEW CATEGORY 
L INFJ\~~O 1. 
LINE~:-{02 
LI~FA~O.~ 
L I NF.I\ ~ Olt 
L1NEA~O? 
LINEJ\~IH) 






GET THE NEW NAME 
COUNT ThE NUHQER IN T~IS C~TEGO~Y 
LI NEAR01 
LINEI\RtiJ 
WRITE our NO. OF TRAINING I\~D 'EST LINEI\Qll 
PATTERNS AND TrlE NO. OF CAT~GORIE5 LINE~~12 
FOUND LiNEA~11 
WRITE(6,14~3) NTR~IN,NTEST,J LI~F.A~t4 
1403 FORHATC10'l(,'NUr~~ER OF TR,UNING PATTERNS USED=',I4/10X, 'NUMOER OF I..Iti':.'·::>1.5 
1T~ST PArrER~IS USEO=',I4/10X,'NUM!3ER OF (;ROU~L) TRUTH LA'JELS FOUNa='LINf.I'~lr;. 
.1,IJ) LINEAtt17 



















BY THE USER LINEA~lCJ 
LINEI\Q20 
OF GROUND TRUTH LA8~~S SPECIFIED =-,13) WRITC;(&,1404) NC FORHAT(/l0X,'NUM~ER 
WRITE {I;, 1411> 
FOP.~AT(1~1,5X,'SUMMARY 
LIN fA~ 2t 
UNEAR22 
LINFA~23 
LI N EA~2It 
L. IN EA~2? 
LI N E"~?F: 
IWCOL=O 
DO 10 I=l,NC 
IPLUS1=!-t1 
DO 10 J=IPLUS1,NC 
IF(J.GT.NC) GO TO 868 
HJCOL=IWCOL+1 
15UM= 0 
DO q l(=t,1 
l·S U~1 = 1SUM +N TP. (K' 
!WBEG=ISUM-NTR U, . 
ISUH=Q 
DO R !{=l,J 
ISU'1=ISUI1 Him (10 
JHBEG=!SUM-NTR(J) 
" 'r 
OF WEIGHT VECTORS'III) 
····.240 
FINO THE HYPE~PLANES WHICH S&OARATE 
Ci\TEGORIES iAN) J, WrlERE I GO~5 FROM 
1 TO NC AND J GOES FROM 1+1 TO NC. 
C~ECK FOR FINAL LOOP 
INCREMENT COLU~N INDEX 
SET UP MATRIX U FOR CAT I AND J 
FIND THE GOL IN XT~ArN WHE~E THE 
PATTERN~ THAT 3ElONG TO I ~NQ J BEGIN 
G~r ENTRIES FROM XT~AIN AN~ PUT INTO 




























































20.ltlC; LINEAR Ol~C~IHIN~NT FU~CTION 
LINF.A~St 
LINEARr:i: 





00 7 NCOLU=1 ,N I 
GO ThRU EACH T~AINING PA'TE~N IN CAT ILINEA~S~ 
L.INFI\QS6 
INDEX COL. FOR XTRAIN LINEARS7 
LINEAr~,>,\ 
NCOLXT=~GOLU+IW9FG GO ThRU EACH COMP IN VECTO~ LINEA~S9 
LINE~~c:,O 







I.}O 19 NN=l,NJ 
NCOLU=NltNN 
NCOLXT=JH9EG+NN 
DO 16 NQOWU=1,NO 
NR O\~ X=N~O \-IUt 1 
NRcu=eNCOLU-ll·NO+NROWU 
NRCX=(NCOLXT-l'·NQIM+~ROWX 
TRANSFER PATTERN TO U FROM xr~AIN 
DO THE SAME FO~ CATEGORY J 
GO THRU EACH PATTERN IN CAT J 
SET UP COL INDEX 
SET UP ROH INDEX 
TRANSFER THE VECTOR IN XTRAIN TO U 
ANO C~ANGE THE SIGN 
CALL THE REGR~SSION ROUTINE 
CA~L WEIGHrtU.OUM~y,WT,NO,~IJ) GET WEIGHT VECTOR FOR CATS I ANa J 
UCNRCU'=C-l.0'·XTRAINeNRCX) 
CONTI NUE 






INDEX THE VECTO~ INTO W AR~AY 
































LI t~ EA ~ 94 W~tTEC!j,101l CWCIRCW' ,IRCW=IRCW1.IOCIo/2' 
FOQMATC2X.~~~T~E WEIGhT VECTOR FOR SEPARATI~G CA TEGORIES· • 13, 3HA tnU ~FA~9S 
. LINEAP.% 
,1:0 
FORMATC(lX,10F12.C;,) PUNC~ OUT ThE WEIGHT VECTO~ 
WOITEC41.1UO) I,J 































































DO 67 I~OF)(=l,? 
BEGIN CLASSIFICATION 
GO THQU FI~ST FOR TQAINING PATTERNS 
THEN FO~ TESr ?I\TTERNS 
wqITE hEADING 
I ~ ( ( IN:J EX. E () • 1 , • A:~ '). ( NO D n . N F. • 0 ) ) W ~ I TE ( S, 14 q 8) 
IF«IN~~X.EQ.2).A~~.(N~PT4.NE.0») W~ITE(6,149g) FbqMAT(lhl.5X"~LI\SSiFICATION OF T~AINING PATTE~NS") 
FOO~AT(1~1,10X.'CLASSIF:C~TION OF TEST PATTERNS') 
DO 78 IMN=t.15 
;)0 78 J'1N=t,lC; 
IERRO~(I~N,JMN'=O 
INITIALIZE CONTINGENCY TA3LE FOR ALL 
CATEGORIES 
w~ITE HEADING' 
IF «(pJQ'::X .EQ.1I .AN;). (N'Jpn.NE.O" WRITE(S,1500' 
LINf'\~Ol 
LIN~I\~O 2 
LI NE.t\R n ~ 
LIN ft\P.1J I, 
LINEI\~ 05 










1. IN Et\~ 15 







IF ( CI NO EX • EQ. 2' • A ~m. (NO PT I •• HE • 0 ), W;>:i: TF. (&, 1500 ) FO~MAT(11112X"PATTERN NO.",5X,·TRUE CAT·,6X,"ASSIGNE? CAT",9X,"VOI.INEAQ24 LINEl\R2S 
1 T~') SET NO. OF PATTERNS TO CL~SSIFY 
IF ( 1 N DE X • F Q • .1, N P T = N T P A HI 
IFlINDEX.EQ.2' NPT=NTEST RETU~N IF NO TEST SET 
IF«(INOEX.E~.2,.AND.(NTEST.EQ.0" RETURN GO THRU EACH PATTERN TO 8E CLASSIFIED 
00 66 III =1, NPT 
DO 55 NOUM=t,ND 
GO THRU ~ACH COMPONENT AND PULL OUT 




GONTlNUE OTHE~WISE,PEAD TEST VECTORS F~OH 02 
IF(INOEX.EQ.2' ~EA9(2' JU~~Yl,OU~HY2,CUMHY3, (U(NOUH,,~JUH=l,NJ' 
KHAX=-20 
00 65 lIC=l,NC 
KOUNT=O 
. GO THRU EACH CAT FOR VOTING 
242 
LOCATE THE hYPERPLANE TH~T SEPARATES 
CUS nc AN;) JJC. TH~ SI!;'~ OF THE 
WEIGHl VECTORS IS CHANGED J~PEN~ING 































.... ~ ... 




















lINFA~ OTS~Q!MINA~T FUNCTION 
DO &4 JJC=l,t~C 
IFlJJC.ECl.IIC) GO TO F'l 
IF"CJJC.GT.IIC' GO TO SO 





IFlIS.E'1.0) GO TO ~3 
00 51 KS=l.IS 
ITERM=NC-KS 
Ie:; Ut-t= I SiJli + !TERM 
CONTINUr: 
NCOLW=ISUM+JJC-IIC 





lFCIS.ED..O) GO TO 43 
DO 42 KS=l.IS 
ITERM=NC-KS 









T~EN GO TQ VOTE CALCULATIO~S 
\\ 
li 
S:iT PARAMETERS FO~ SIGN G1-44NGE 
COMPUTE XTRAIH··~(NCOLW) 








VOTE POSITIVE IF SUM .GT. ZERO' 
ELSE VOTE NEGITIVE 
IF SliME CATEGORY, DONT VOTE 
TALLY THE COUNT 













I.I N Ii" ."4 'H. 































































RESET MAX COUNT 
IF(KOUNT.GT~KHAX' KMAX=~OU~T 
CONTUIUE 













ImHE RESUL TS FO~ THIS PATTERN VECTO"? LIt!F.nl 
IF C CI Nu EX. EQ. 1 ) .11 'Ii) • C NO PT 3. tl F.. o •• /\ N J. C KM A X. E Q. 0 » WRITE Co', 15 01) II i LI:-l F ,,\ '-! 1 
1 , TeAT LI t~ EA ~ L 
IF C ( I N DE X • EQ. 2) • A NO. C NOPTIt. tiE. 0) • AND. ( K MA X. E Q. 0» W UTE Co, 1502) II I L ~N EA 21 
1, TeA UNE~ ~ 1 
IF ( CI NO EX. EQ. 1) • II '~O. ( NO prJ .,NE. 0 ) • A NO. ( KHA X. G T .0.' WRITE Co, 1502) In UNEA U 
1,TCAT.N~ME(ICLASS) ,KMAX LINEA11 
~F(qNDF.X.E(").2) .ANiJ. (NOPT4.~JE.O,.AND. CKHAX.GT.O)' IoIRITEC6,1502HIILINEAU 
1,TCAT,NIIMECICLASSI ,~MAX LINEAq1 
15~1 F09MATc~x,r3,11x,A5,10X,14HNryT CLASSIFIED) LINEAql 



















UPDATE THE CO~TINGENCY TA8LE LINEA~2 
IF·CK~~X,GT.O) IE~~ORCITCAT,iGLASS):IERROR(ITCAT,ICLASS'.l LINEAq2 
CONTINUE LINEA~2 
WRITE OUT THE HEADING LINEAR2 
IFfINOEX.E~,l' W~rTE(6,72t' 
IF(INOEX.EQ.2) WRITEl6,7221 
FO~~AT(lHl,15X,'CONTINGENCY TAeLE FOR TPAINING PATTERNS" 
~ORMATC1Yl,15X,'CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR TEST PATTERNS" 
WRITEC!),7??) 
FORMA1C4X,"TRUE'/?X,'CATEGORY" 
WRITE OUT THE CONTINGENCY TABLE 




'W PIt E (r, .7 ? 5 ) C N A H C' CI C LA) , I C L A = 1 , N C , 
FOR~Al(//ttX,15(lX,A6') 















































GET THE WF.IG/IT VECTOR 
wE.IGHTO: 
CWEIGHT GET THE wEIGHT VECTOR WEIGhTlJ 
WEIGl/TO 





















































W~ITT~~ BY 5AM ShA~MUGAH 
DOCUMENTED BY RJ BOSLEY 
OFSG~IPTION OF PROGRAM. 
SEPT 1<)72 
DEC 1973 
GIVEN A ~ATRIX U CONTAI~ING PATTE~NS OF CATEGORY IANJ J, 
TWIS ROUTIHE ~I~DS A ~YPE~PLANF. TO SEPARATE THESE PATTERNS. THE 
WEIGHT V~CTO~ J~FINING T~F ~YPEQr~ANE IS GiVEN 3Y 













IS Th~ H~rGhT VECTOR 
IS A COLUMN VECTO~ WHOSE CO~PONENTS A~E +l'S 
IS THE LENGTH OF T~E PATTERN VECTORS, AND 
IS THE N\JMilER OF PATTERNS FROM CAT I + NUMBER 
OF PATTEqNS F~OM CATEGOQY J 
TrlE OAf A MATRIX U, USED FO~ CALCULATING THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN THE 





..... PATTERNS FROM C4TEGORY I~~¥~ .... ·~'PATTE~NS FROM CAlEGORY J 
1 t......... -1 -1 •••• 
• • 
· ........ . • • · ... 
• • 
.......... • • · ... 
-x x x • •••••••• -x. · ... 
• • • ••••••••• 
ie' • · .... 
• · ... 
-...... 
-1 WEIGrlT2 






........ -t< ... 1' ..... ,. .............................. WEIG'nTc • • · .' ....... . U ~AS NO ROWS AND NIJ COLUMNS· .......... ~ 

















MATRI~ CONTAINING PATTERNS OF 
CATEGORIES I AND J 
DUM~Y AR~AY USED FOR HINV 
LENGTH OF PATTERN VECTORS IN U 
NUMBER OF PATTERNS FROM CAT I AND J 
WEIGHT VECTOR DEFINING THE HYPE~PlANE 
SEPARATING PATTERNS OF CAT I AND J 
MATRIX INVERSION PGM FRDM IBH SSP 
SCR~TCH ARR~YS USED 9Y MINV 
DETERMINANT OF DUMMY,FROM MINV 
ROW, OR COMPONENT. INDEX FO~ WT 
INDEX FO~ A VECTO~ IN DUMMY 




































I : I 
I 
I 












,--... ~- ....... ,--... -" . -.. ao. ...""" __ ... .... ~"-o.. 












?0.434 GET THE WEIGHT VECTOR 
HAS BEEN INVERTED 3Y HINV 
SU9ROUTINE WEIGHT(U,OUMHy,WT,ND,NIJ) 
OIMENStr:; U(U ,OU..,MY(!) ,WT(100) 
DINENSIJN L(lG01,MC10Q) 
00 15 IO=1,ND 
00 1S JO=l,NO 
'5UH=o.n 
DO 14 K=t,NIJ 
InK=(K-U "NDtTD 
JJK=CK-U"NOtJQ 
SEr UP MATRIX OUHMY=U·U· 
GO thRU EACH COMPONENT 
GO THRU EACh VECTOR 
FINO U·U· 
SUM=SUM+U(IJK)·UCJD~) 
IDJD=(JO-l)·ND+rO STORE IT IN DUMMY FOR INVE~SION 
DUMMY CIOJOl =SUti 
CONTI NUE 
CALL M!NV(DU~~y,Nil,D,L,H) 
00 30 K=l,NO 
SUM=O.O 




00 40 I~OWW=1.NJ 
SUH=O.O 
on 35 K=t ,NO 
I~OWWK=(K-l)·NJ+IROWW 
FIN~ THE INVERSE OF U·U· 
COHPUTE U·T 
STORE IT IN UtK,11,K=1,ND 
COMPUTF. TPE WEIGHT VECTOR 
WCIROWW,NCOL),IROWW=t,ND 
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Glossary and Index to Remotely Sensed Image 
Pattern Recognition Concepts* 
ROBERT M. HARALICKt 
Remote Sensing Laboratory, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas 66045, U.S.A. 
(Received 29 March 1973 and in revised/orm 21 June 1973) 
Abstract-The purpose of the glossary is to state in the simplest possible way the general meaning or word usage 
for many of the terms in image pattern recognition. There is no intent to provide definitive statements for terms 
such as "resolution" but rather only statements about the general nature of what resolution is. There is.no intent 
to provide mathematical formulas involving integrals or derivatives in any of the statements. Those who need 
the mathematics can get it from technical papers or texts. 
The glossary is designed to be read by those generally unfamiliar with the area and provilie fO.f them an overall 
perspective. The organization approaches that of programmed learning material and can be· smoothly (I hope) 
read from beginning to end. Those needing to look up a specific term can do so via the index. 
There is some overlap of terms in this glossary with those glossaries or definitions in radiometry and aerial 
photography. There is no iiltent that the way. the terms are described here replace the way they are described in 
those glossaries and definitions. The overlap is provided here so that the reader can get a perspective of a cluster 
of terms frequently used in our field. The perspective is intended to start from what the image concept is through 
the recording of an image by some sensor, the possible conversion of image format and the simple analog or more 
complex digital processing which must be done on the imagery. In short, the perspective is ooeor image pattern 
recognition. 
1. An Image is a spatial representation of an object, scene, or another image. It can be 
real otvirtual as in optics. In pattern recognition, image usually means a recorded image 
such as a photograph, map, or picture. It may be abstractly thought of as a continuous 
function I of two variables defined on some bounded region of a plane. When the image is 
a photograph, the ra~ge of the function I is the set of grey shades usually considered to be 
normalized to the interval [0,1]. The grey shade located at spatial coordinate (x, y) is 
denoted by l(x, y) and is usually 'proportional to the radiant energy in the electromagnetic 
band to which the photographic sensor is sensitive. When the image is a map, the range 
of the function I is a set of symbols or colors, and the symbol or color located at spatial 
coordinate (x, y) is denoted by l(x, y). A recorded image may be in photographic, video 
signal, or digital format 
2. The grey shade or grey tone is a number or value assigned to a position (x, y) on an 
image. The numbe{: is proportional to the integrated output, reflectance, or transmittance 
of a small area, ulJually called a resolutiotl cell or pixel, centered on the position (x, y). The 




(3~ a ~oordinate of thelCI color cpordinuie system 
• The glossary was prepared as the report from the definitions and standards sub4;ommittee, Automatic Image 
Pattern Recognition Committee or' Electronic Industries Association. . 
t I would like to acknowledge the helpful suggestions, comments and corrections which many of my colleagues 
made. Particular thanks are due to R. Asendorf, .B. Bulluck, L. Kirvida, P. Pryor, A. Rosenfeld,B. Schcl's, 
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3. A photogrtzph is a "hard copy" pictorial record of an image formed by a sensor. 
The photograph is usualIy rr.corded on some type of phososensitive emulsion. It can be 
either reflective, as is a paper print, or transmissive, as is a transparency. It is usually two-
dimensional and its reflectance or transmittance, (either monochromatic or polychromatic) 
varies as a function of position. If it is a multi-colored image (polychromatic), it can be either 
natural color where the colors are similar to the original, or false color where the colors 
of the photograph are radicalIy different from the original. The sensor used to form the 
image may be any type such as an optical camera with or without spectral filtration, infrared 
optical-mechanical scanners, TV systems, radars, or sonic sensors, etc. The type of sensor 
recording the image and spectral region the $ensor is sensitive to, should always be indicated 
when referring to a photograph. 
4. A map is a representation, of physical and/or cultural features (natural, artificial or 
both) of a region (such as the sky) or a surface such as that of the earth or a planet. It 
indicates by a combination of symbols and colors those regions having designated category 
identifications. Very often ground truth and/or decision rule category assignments are 
displayed by maps. A photograph with limited symbolism and annotation is often called 
a photo- ap., 
5. The radiant intensity ofa point object is a measure of the radiant power per steradian 
radiated or reflected by an object. In general, radiant intensity is a func~ion of the nature of 
the object, the viewing angle, spectral wavelength and band-width.!: 
6. The reflectance or reflection coefficient is the ratio of the energy per unit time per 
unit area (radiant power density) reflected by the object to the energy per unit time per unit 
area incident on the object. In general, reflectance is a function of the incident angle of the 
energy, viewing angle of the sensor, spectral wavelength and bandwidth, and the nature of 
the object. 
7. The transmittance or transmittance coefficient is the ratio of the energy per unit 
time per unit area (radiant power density) transmitted through the objeCt to the energy 
per unit time per unit area incident on the object. In general, transmittance is a function of 
the incident angle of the energy, viewing angle of the sensor, spectral wavelength and band-
width, and the nature of the object. 
8. The density of an (x, y) position on a photograph is a measure of the light absorbing 
capability of the silver or dye deposited on that position. It is defined by the logarithm of 
the position's reciprocal transmittance. The density measured should be specified as to 
whether it is specular or diffuse. 
9. Densitometry is the field devoted to the measurement gf, optical image densities on 
film or print grey shades usually caused by the absorption ~~"i'eflection of light by deve-
loped photographic emulsion. 
10. A densitometer is a device used to measure the average image density of a small 
area of specified size on a photographic fransparency or print. The measurement may be a 
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meter reading or an electronic signal. When the small area is smaller than a few hundred 
micron~ square, the instrument is called a micro-densitometer, 
11. The contrast for a point object against its background can be measured by: (1) its 
contrast ratio, which is the ratio between the higher of object transmittance or background 
transmittance to the lower of object transmittance or background transmittance; (2) its 
contrast difference, which is the diffeJence between the higher density of object or back~ 
ground to the lower density of object or background; (3) its contrast modulation, which is 
the difference betweent.hedarker of object or background grey shade and the lighter of 
object or background grey shade divided by the sum of object grey shade and background 
grey shade. 
12. Resolution is a generic term which describes how well a system, process, component 
or material, or image can nlproduce an isolated object or separate c1os~ly spaced objects 
or Jines. The limiting resolution, resolution limit or spatiql r~soll1tiQn is described in terms 
of the smallest dimension of the target or object that can just be discriminated or observed. 
Resolution may be a function of object contrast, spatial position as well as el~ment shape 
(single point, number of points in a cluster, continuum, or line etc.). 
13. The resolving power of an imaging system, process, component or material is a 
measure of its ability to image closely spaced objects. The most common practice in 
measuring resolving power is to image a resolving power target composed of lines and 
spaces of eq ual width. Resolving power is usually measured at the image plane:in line pairs 
per millimeter, i.e. the greatest number of lines and spaces per millimeter that can just be 
recognized. This threshold is usually determined by using a series of targets of decreasing 
size and basing the measurement on the smallest one in which all lines can be counted. In 
measuring resolving power the nature of the target (number of Jines and their aspect ratio), 
its contrast and the criteria for determining the limiting resolving power must be specified. 
14. Acutance is a measure of the sharpness of edges in a photograph or image. It is 
defined for any edge by the average squared rate of change of the density across the edge 
divided by the total density difference from one side of the edge to the other side of the edge. 
15. The spread function of an image system, process, component, or material describes 
the resulting spatial distribution of grey shade when the input to the system is some well 
defined object much smaller than the width of the spread function. If the input to the system 
is a line, the spread function is called the line spread function. If the input to the system is a 
point, the spread function is called the point spread function. 
16. The Modulation Transfer Function of an imaging system or component measures 
the spatial frequency modulation response of the system or compone'nt. As an imaging 
system or component processes or records an image, the contrast modulation of the 
processed or recorded image is different from the input image. In fact, there is always a 
spatial frequency beyond which the contrast modulation of the processed or recorded 
(output) image is smaller (worse) than the contrast modulation of the input image. The 
modulation transfer function can be thought of as a curve indicating, for each spatial 
frequency, the ratio of the contrast modulation of the output image to the contrast modula-
tion of the input image.· It is formally defined as the magnitude of the Fourier transform of 
i; the line spread function of the imaging system or component. 
,.:d'J:!7. A resolution cell is the smallest most elementary areal constituent of grey shades r ~(jnsfdered by an investigator iii an image. A resolution cell is referenced by its spatial 
\\"J-",;fcoordinates. The resolution cell or formatiolls of resolution cells can sometimes constitute 
- the basic unit for pattern.recognition of image format data.' '. 
~.' __ .-..-:. ________ IIiiiIiiiIIli __ ~ _______ • 
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18. A digital image, or digitized image, or digital picture function of an image is an 
image in digital format and is obtained by partitioning the area of the image into a finite 
two-dimensional array of small uniformly shaped mutually exclusive regions, called resolu-
tion cells, and assigning a "representative" grey shade to each such spatial region. A digital 
image may be abstractly thought of as a function whose domain is the finite two-dimensional 
set of resolution cells and whose range is the set of grey shades. 
19. A picture element Or pixel or pel is a pair whose first member is a resolution cell and 
whose second member is the grey shade assigned by the digital image to that resolution 
cell. Sometimes picture element, pixel, or pel refer only to the grey shade or grey shade 
n-tuple in a resolution cell. 
20. A multi-image is a set of images, each taken of the same subject at different times, 
or from different positions, or with diff~\rent sensors, or at different electromagnetic 
frequencies, or with different polarizations. Although there is a high degree of information 
redundancy between images in a multi-image set, each image usually has information 
not available in anyone of or combinations of the other images in the set. 
21. A multi-digital image is a multi-image in digital form. It can be, for example, a set 
of digital images obtained from the images in a multi-image. A multi-digital image is often 
called a multi-image for short when it is understood from context that digital images are 
involved. 
22. Aflying spot scanner is a device used to rapidly convert image data from photo-
graphic format to electronic video signal format. Normally, the scanner directs an electron 
beam across the face of a cathode ray tube (CRT) in a TV-like raster. The photographic 
transparency is placed in front of the CRT (either directly or through some optics) <lod the 
light coming from the CRT is passed through it. The modulated light beam is detected hy 
a photomultiplier Of other photo detectQr and amplified to a usable video signal level. 
23. A scanning densitometer is a device used to convert image data from transparency 
photographic format to electronic video signal format. Usually, the photographic trans-
parency is placed on a. glass cylinder which rotates and slowly translates. A fine beam of 
light is focused on the transparency, passed through it, and is detected by a photo-multiplier 
where it is amplified to a usable video signaL The scanning densitometer is a much slower 
conversion device than the flying spot scanner. However, this disadvantage is compensated 
by its fine resolution capability of a few microns. 
24. The vidicon is an imaging vacuum tube having a photosensitive surface and is a 
means of converting image data from instantaneous radiance format to electronic video 
signal format. The scene being viewed is imaged on the photosensitive surface which can 
be scanned by an electron beam generating a signal whose amplitude corresponds to the 
radiant intensity focused on the surface at each point, This signal is called a video signal. 
and may be amplified to any desired level. 
25. A video image is an image in electronic signal format capable of being displayed on 
a. cathode ray tube screen. The video signal is generated from devices like a -vjdicon or flying 
spot· scanner which converts an image from photographic form to video signal form by 
scanning it line by line. The video signal itself is a sequence of signals, the ith signal repre-
senting the ith line of the scanned image. 
26. Registering is the translation-rotation alignment process by which two images of 
like geometries and of the same set of objects are positioned coincident with respect to one 
another so that corresponding elements of the same ground area appear in the same place 
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at any (x, y) coordinate or resolution cell will represent the sensor output for the same 
object over the full image frame being registered. 
27. CongrJlencing is the process by which two images of a multi-image set are trans-
formed so that the size and shape of any object on one image is the same as the size and 
shape of that object on the other image. In other words, when two images are congruenced, 
their geometries are the same and they coincide exactly. 
28. Rectifying is a process by which the geometry of an image area is made planimetric. 
For example, if the image is taken of an equally spaced rectangular grid pattern, then the 
rectified image will be an image of an equally spaced rectangular grid pattern. Rectification 
does not remove relief distortion. 
29. Change detection is the process by which two images may becompared,resolution 
cell by resolutioh cell, and an output generated whenever corresponding resolution cells 
have different enough grey shades or grey shade n-tuples. 
30. An optical color combiner is an instrument which produces "false" or "true" color 
images by linearly combining a few black and white transparencies of the same scene. The 
transparenCies are usually obtained from multi-spectral, multi-band, or time-sequential 
photography. The transparencies are placed in projectors which are all focused and 
registered on the same screen and which have various color filters placed in front of their 
lenses. The viewing brightness of the projector's lamp in each projector can be changed 
independently thereby changing chromaticity balance. An optical color combiner is some-
times caned an qdditive color display. 
31. An elect;onic color combiner is an instrument which produces a "false" color 
image by linearly combining video signals of images of the same scenes. The images are 
usually obtained from multi-spectral, multi-band, or time-sequential photography. If the 
original image format is photographic, then the im~ge format is changed from photographic 
to video signal format by synchronized vidicons ot flying spot scanners. The resulting 
video signals are linearly combined through a matrix multiplier circuit, and the three 
linearly combined signals then drive the color gun of a color TV tube. An electronic color 
combiner usually has greater versatility for congruencing or registering than an optical 
color combiner. 
32. Level sliCing or density slicing or thresholding is an operation performed by an 
instrument (usually electronic) called a level sheer to change one or more a grey scale 
images to one binary image. 
33. The level slicer, density slicer or thresholder is an instrument (usually electronic) 
which takes a single or multi-image as an input and produces a binary image for an output. 
A binary "one" is produced on the output image whenever the grey shades on each of 
the input images lie within the independently set minimum and maximum thresholds. 
A set of N input images would, therefore, require a setting N minimum and N maximum 
levels. 
34. Afigure F, or a subimage F in a continuous or digital image I is ani'function F 
who~ domain is some subset A of the set of spatial coordinates or resolution cells, whose 
rang~ is the set G of grey shades, and which is defined by F(x, y)= l(x, y) for any (x, y) 
belonging to A. () 
35. A figure F is connected if there is a path between any two spatial coordinates or 
resolution ~ells contained in the domain of F. More precisely, F is connected if for each 
pair of spatial coordinates (x, y) and (u, v) belonging to the domain of F, there exists some 



































396 ROBERT M. HARALICK 
of F such that (x, y) = (aI, b I)' (u, v) =(am, bm), and (aj, bl ) and (a/+ I , hi + I) are sufficiently 
close neighbcring coordinates, i = 1,2, ... , m- L 
36. A figure F is convex if the domain of F contains the line segment which joins any 
pair of spatial coordinates in the domain of F. 
37. A discrete tonal feature on a continuous or digital image is a connected set of 
spatial coordinates or resolution cells all of which have the same or almost the sam~ grey 
shade. 
38. Texture is concerned with the spatial distribution of the grey shades and discrete 
tonal features. When a small area of the image has little variation of discrete tonal features, 
the dominant property of that area is grey shade. When a small area has wide variation of 
discrete tonal features, the dominant property of that area is texture. There are three things 
crucial in this distinction: (1) the size of the small areas, (2) the relative sizes of the discrete 
tonal features, and (3) the number of distinguishable discrete tonal features. 
39. Quantizing is the process by which each grey shade in an image of photographic, 
video, or digital format is assigned a new value froma given finite set of grey shade values. 
There are three often used methods of quantizing: 
(1) in equal interval quantizing or linear quantizing, the range of grey shades from 
maximum grey shade to minhnum grey shade is divided into contiguous intervals ~ach 
of equal length, and each grey shade is assigned to the quantized class which corresponds 
to the interval within which it lies; 
(2) in equal probability quantizing, th~ range of grey shades is divided into contiguous 
intervals such that after the grey shades are assigned to their quantized class there is an 
equal frequency of occurrence for~ach quantiz~d grey shade in th~ quantized digital 
image or photograph; equal probability quantizing is sometimes called central 
stretching; 
(3) in minimum varianc" quantizing, the range of grey shades js divided into contiguous 
intervals such that the weighted sum of th~~ variance of the quantized intervals is 
minimized. The weights are usually chosen to be the grey shade interval probabilities 
which are computed as the proportional area on the photograph or digital image 
which have grey shades in the given interval. 
40. A quantizer is an instrument which does quantizing. The quantizer has three 
functional parts. The first part allows the determining and/or setting of the quantizing 
intervals, the second part is a level slicer which indicates when a signal is in any quantizing 
interval, and the third part takes the binary output from the level slicers and either codes it 
to some binary code or converts it to some analog signal representing quantizing interval 
centers or means. 
41. The simplest and most practicalllnit to observe and measure in the pattern recogni-
tion of image data is often the basic picture element (the grey shade or the grey shade 
n-tuple in its particular resolution cell). This is what makes pattern recognition so hard some-
times for the objects requiring analysis or identification are not simple picture elements but 
are often complex spatial formations of picture elements such as houses, roads, forest, etc. 
42. A measurement n-tuple or measurement pattern or pattern or measurement vector is 
the ordered n-tuple of measurements obtained of a unit under observation. Each component 
of the n-tuple is a measurement of a particular quality, property, feature, or characteristic 
of the unit. In image pattern recognition, the units are usually picture eiements·or simple 
formations of picture elements and the measurement n-tuples are the corresponding grey 
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Glossat:' and index to remotely sensed image pattern recognition concepts 397 
43. The range set R j for the ith sensor which produces the ith image in the multi-
image set, is the set of all measurements which can be produced by the ith sensor. Simply, 
it is the set of all grey shades which could possibly exist on the ith image. 
44. The Cartesian product of two sets A and B, denoted by A x B, is the set of all ordered 
pairs where the first component of the pair is some element from the first set and the 
second component of the pair is some element from the. second set. The Cartesian product 
of N sets cakl be inductively defined in the usual fashion. 
45. Measurement space is a set large enough to include in it the set of all possible 
measurement n-tuples which could be obtained by observing physical attributes of some 
set of units. When the units are single resolution cells or picture elements, measurement 
space M is the Cartesian product of the range sets of the sensors; M = R 1 X R2 X ..• x Rn' . 
46. Each unit is assumed to be of one and only one given type. The set of types is 
called the set of pattern classes or categories C, each type being a particular category. The 
categories are chosen specifically by the investigator as being the ones of interest to him. 
47. A feature or feaiure pattern or feature n-tuple or pattern- feature is a n-tuple or 
vector with (a small number of) components which are functions of the initial measurement 
pattern variables or some subsequence of the measurement n-tuples. Feature »-tuples or 
vectors are designed to coni;J!in a high amount of information relative to the discrimination 
between units of the types of categories in the given category set. Sometimes the features are 
predetermined and other times they are determined at the time the pattern discrimination 
probiem is being solved. In image pattern recognition, features often contain information 
relative to grey shade, texture, shape or context. 
48. Feature space is the set of aU possible feature n-tuples. 
49. Feature selection is the process by which the features to be used in the pattern 
recognition problem are determined. Sometimes feature selection is clj:lled property 
selection. 
50. Feature extraction is the process in which an initial measurement pattern or some 
subsequenCe of measurement patterns is transformed to a new pattern feature. Sometimes 
feature extraction is called property extraction. 
51. The word pattern can be used in three distinct senses: I 
(1) as measurement pattern; 
(2) as feature pattern; and 
(3) as the dependency pattern or patterns of relationships among the components of . 
any measurement n-tuple or feature n-tuple derived from units of a particular category 
and which are unique to those n-tuples, that is, they are dependencies which do not 
occur in any other category. 
52. A signature is the observable or characteristic measurement or feature pattern 
derived from units of a particular category. A category is said to have a signature only if 
the characteristic pattern is highly representative of the n-tuples obtained from .units of 
that category. Sometimes a signature is called a prototype pattern. 
53. A data sequence Sd=<d 1 ,d2 , ... ,dJ ) is a sequence of patterns derived from the 
measurement patterns or features of some sequence of observed· units.d i Is1he- pattern 
associated with the;5rst unit; d2 is the pattern associated with the second unit; anddJ is 
the pattern associated with the Jth unit. 
54. A decision rule f usually assigns one and only one category to each observed unit 
on the basis of the sequence of measurement patterns in the data sequence Sd or in the 
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398 ROBERT M. HARALICK 
55. A simple decision rule is a decision rule which assigns a unit to a category solely on 
the basis of the measurements or features associated with the unit. Hence, the units are 
treated independently and the decision rulef may be thought of as a function which assigns 
one and only one category to each pattern in measurement space or to each featQre in 
feature space. 
56. A compound decision rule is a decision rule which assigns a unit to a category on the 
basis of some non-trivial subsequence of measurement patterns in the data sequence or in 
the corresponding sequence of feature patterns. A compound decision rule is no~ a simple 
decision rule. 
57. Provision can be made for the decision rule to resen)e judgement or to defer assign-
ment if the pattern is too close to the category boundary in measurement or feature space. 
With this provision, a deferred assignment is an assignment to thJ~ category of "reserved 
judgement.?' 
58. A category identification sequence or ground truth Se= <c t , C2"'" cJ> is a sequence 
of category identifications obtained from some sequence of observed units. Ct is the 
category identification of the first unit; C2 is the category identification of the second unit; 
and CJ is the category identification of the Jth unit. 
59. A training sequence is a set of two sequences: (1) the data sequence and (2) acorres-
ponding category identification sequence (sometimes called ground trutb).The tfi'tining 
sequence is used to estimate the category conditional probability distributiol)s from ciNhich 
the decision rule is constructed. ' 
60. The conditional probability of a measurement or feature n-tuple d given category c 
is denoted by Peed), or by P(d/c), and is defined as the relative frequency or proportion of 
times the n-tuple d is derived from a unit whose true category identification is c. 
"61. A distribution-fee or non-parametric decision rule is one which makes no assump-
tions about the functional form of the conditional probability distribution of the patterns 
given the categories. 
62. A simple maximum likelihood decision rule is one which treats the units indepen-
dently and assigns a unit u having pattern measurement or features d to that category c 
whose units are most.Jlrobable to have given rise to pattern or feature vector d, that is, such 
that the conditional probability of d given c, PM), is highest. 
63. A simple Bayes decision rule is one which treats the units independently and assigns 
a unit u havin&,7'attern measurements or features d to the category c whose conditional 
probability, Pd(c), given measurement d, is highest. 
64. Let <lIl , U2,'''' uJ ) be a sequence of units with corresponding data
 sequence 
<d"d2 , ... ,dJ ) and known category identification sequence (Cl'C2 , ... ,cJ ). A sim
ple 
nearest neighbor decision rule is one which treats the units independently and assigns a 
unit U of unknown identification and with pattern measurements or features d to category 
Cj where dj is that pattern closest to d by some given metric or distance functio
n. 
65. A discriminant funCtion h(d) is a scalar function, whose domain is usually measure-
m~nt space and whose range is usually the real numbers. WhenJ;(d)~ fM), k = 1, 2, ... , K, 
then the deci-'\i9n rule assigns the ith category to the unit giving rise to pattern d. 










66. A linear discriminantju,nctionfis a discriminant functiott of the form 
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67. A decision boundary between the ith and kth categories is a subset H of patterns in 
measurement space M defined by 
whereJi andh are the discriminant functions for the ith and kth categories. J 
68. A hyperplane decision boundary is the special name given to decision boundifries 
arising from the use of linear discriminant functions. Ij 
69. A linear decision rule is a simple decision rule which usually treats the units inde-
pendently and makes the category assignments using linear discriminant functions. The 
decision boundaries obtained from linear decision rules are hyperplanes. 
70. The pattern discrimination problem is concerned with how to construct the decision 
rule which assigns a unit to a particular category on the basis of the measurement pattern(s) 
in the data sequence or on the basis ofthe feature pattern(s) in the data sequence. 
71. Pattern identification is the process in which a decision rule is applied. If 
Su = <u1 , u2 , ... , uJ) is the sequence of units to be observed and identified, and if 
Sd = <d p d2 , ... , dJ ) is the corresponding data sequence of patterns, then the pattern 
identification process produces a category iclciltification sequence Sc = <c p c2 , ... , cJ> 
where ',cj is the category in C to which the decision rule assigns unit Uj on the basis of the 
J patterns in Sd' In general, each category in Sc can be assigned by the decision rule as 
a function of all the patterns in Sa. Sometimes pattern identification is called "pattern 
classification" nr "classification". 
72. A clu6't.e;~ is a homogeneous group of units which are very "like" one another. 
"Likeness" b(~tween units is usually determined by the association, similarity, or distance 
between the measurement patte,rns associated with the units. 
73. A cluster assignment function is a function which assigns each observed unit to a 
cluster on the basis of the measurementpl!tte::n(3))n the data sequence or on the basis of 
their corresponding features. Sometimes,ib.e units'}are treated independently; in this case 
the clustering ;!ssignment function can be'ctm.c:idtlted as a transformation from measure-
ment space to the set of clusters. 
74. The pattern classification problem is concerned with constructing the cluster 
assignment function which groups simila.r units. Pattern classification is synonymous with 
numerical taxonomy or clustering. 
75. The cluster identification process is the process in which the cluster assignment 
function is applied to the sequence of observed units thereby yielding a cluster identification 
sequence. 
76. A misidentification, or misdetection, or type 1 error occurs for categorycj if a unit 
whose true category identification is Cj is as§igned by the decision rule to category Ck' 
k # i. A misidentification error is often called an error of omission. 
77. Afalse identification, or false alarm, or type II error occurs for category Cj if a unit 
whose true category identification is ck , k# i, is assigned by the decision rule to category Cj. 
A false identification error is often called an error of commission. 
78. A prediction sequence, or test sequence, or a generalization sequence is a set of two 
sequences: (1) a data sequence (whose corresponding true category identificationsequem;~ 
. may be considered to b~ unknown to the decision rule) and (2) a' corresponding category 
identification sequence determined by the deQision rule assignment By comparing the 
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400 ROBERT M. HARALICK 
category identification sequence determined by the ground truth, the misidentification 
rate and the false identification rate for each category may be estimated. 
79. A confusion matrix or contingency table is an array of probabilities whose rows 
and columns are both similarly designated by category label and which indicates the 
probability of correct identification for each category as well as the probability of type I 
and type II errors. The (ith, kth) element P jk is the probability that a unit has true category 
identification cj ; and is assigned by the decision rule to category ck • 
80. A unit is said to be detected if the decision rule is able to assign it as belonging only 
to some given subset A of categories from the set C of categories. To detect a unit does not 
imply that the decision rule is able to identify the unit as specifically belonging to one 
particular category. 
81. A unit is said to be recognized, identified, classified, categorized or sorted if the 
decision rule is able to assign it to some category from the set of given categories. In military 
applications, there is a definite distinction between recognize and identify. Here, for a unit 
to be recognized, the decision rule must be able to assign it to a type of category, the type 
having included within it many subcategories. For a unit to be identified, the decision rule 
must be able to assign it not only to a type of category but also to the subcategory of the 
category type. For example, a small area ground patch may be recognized as containing 
trees, which may be specifically identified as apple trees. 
82. A unit is said to be located jf specific coordinates can be given for the units physical 
location. 
83. A unit is said to be acquired if it can be located and recognized. 
84. A target is one type of category used in the pattern recognition of image data. It 
usually occupies some relatively small area on the image and has a unique or characteristic 
set of attributes. It has a high a priori interest to the investigator. 
85. Target discrimination is the process by which decision rules for targets (small area 
extensivt;! categories) are constructed. 
86. Target identification or target recognition is the process by which targets contained 
within image data are identified by means of a decision rule. 
87. An image transformation is a function or operator which takes an image for its 
input and produces an image for its output. The domain of the transform operator is often 
called the spatial domain. The range of the transform operator is often called the trans-
formed domain. Some transformations have spatial and transform domains of entirely 
different character. For these transforms, the image in the spatial domain may appear 
entirely different from and have a different interpretation from the image in the transformed 
domain. Spedne;bamples of these kinds of transformations are the Fourier, Hadamard, 
and Karhunen-Loeve transformations. Other transformations have spatial and transform 
domain of similar character. For these transformations, the image in the transformed 
domain may appear similar to the image of the spatial domain. These types of trans-
formations are often called spatial filters. 
88. A spatial filter is an image transformation, usually a one-one operator used to 
lessen noise. or enhance certain characteristics of the image. For any particular{x, y) coordi-
nate on the transformed image, the spatial filter assigns a grey shade on the basis of the 
grey shades ora particular spatial pattern near the coordinates (x, y). 
89. A linear spatialfilter is a spatial filter for whichcthe grey shade assigrimentat 
coordinates (x, y)in the transformed image is made by some weighted average (linear 
combination) of grey shades located in a particular spatial pattern around coordinates . 
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frequency characteristics of the image. For example, a linear spatial filter which emphasizes 
high spatial frequencies will tend to sharpen the edges in an image. A linear spatial filter 
which emphasizes the low spatial frequencies will tend to blur the image and reduce salt 
and pepper noise. 
90. Template matching is an operation which can be used to find out how well two 
photographs or images match one another. The degree of matching is often determined by 
cross-correlating the two images or by evaluating the sum of the squared corresponding 
grey shade differences. Template matching can also be used to best match a measurement 
pattern with a prototype pattern. 
91. Matchedjiltering is a template matching operation done by ,using the magnitude 
of·the cross-correlation function to measure the degree of matching. 
92. In pattern recognition problems such as target discrimination, for which the 
category of inter~st is some specific formation of resolution cells with characteristic shape 
or tone-texture composition, the problem of pattern segmentation may occur. Pa~tern 
segmentation is the problem of determining which'regions or areas in the image constitute 
the patterns of interest, i.e. which resolution cells should be included and which excluded 
from the pattern measurements. 
93. Screening is the operation of separating the uninteresting photographs or images 
from those photographs containing areas of potential interest. 
94. Preprocessing is an operation applied before pattern identification is performed. 
Preprocessing produces, for the categories of interest, pattern features which tend to be 
invariant under changes such as translation, rotation, scale, illumination levels, and noise. 
In essence, preprocel!sing converts the measurements patterns to a form which allows a 
simplification in the decision rule. Preprocessing can bring into r.egistration, bring into 
congruence, remove noise, enhance images, segment target patterns, detect, center, and 
normalize targets of interest. 
95. Image compression is an operation which preserves all ormost of the information 
in the image and which reduces the amount of memory needed to store an image or the 
time needed to transmit an image. 
96. Image restoration is a process by which a degraded image is restored to its original 
condition. Image restoration is pOssible only to the extent that the degradation transform 
is mathematically invertible. 
97. Image enhancement is anyone of a group of operations which improve the detecta-
bility of the targets or categories. These operations include, but are not limited to, contrast 
improvement, edge enhancement, spatial filtering, noise suppression, image smoothing, 
and image sharpening. . 
98. Image processing encompasses all the various op~rations which can be applied to 
photographic or image data. These include, but are not limited to, image compression, 
image restoration,image enhancemeI!t,preprocessing, qUantization, spatial filtering, and 
other image pattern recognition techniques. 
99, Interactive Image Processing refers to .the use of an operator or analyst at a console 
with a means of assessing, preprocessing, feature extracting, classifying, iden~ifying and 
displaying the original imagery or the processed imagery for his subjective evaluation and 
further interactions. 
100. Pattern recognition is concerned with, but not limited to, problems of: (1) pattern 
discrimination, (2) pattern classification, (3) feature selection, (4) pattern identification, 
(5) cluster identification, (6) feature extraction, (7) preprocessing, (8) filtering, (9) enhance-
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